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Abstract

Document summarization has been an intriguing task of Computational linguistics. A 
number of definitions have been proposed in References, all of which consider 
document summarization as a problem of text compression. One of the most complete 
definitions by Sparck-Jones states that "...a summary is a reductive transformation of 
source text to summary text through content condensation by selection and/or 
generalisation on what is important in the source...". The importance of document 
summarization does not lie only in presenting information in a shortened form, but 
also in selecting the most appropriate content to present. Moreover, a main feature in 
summarization is the number of sources from which a summary may be produced; 
thus, single-document and multi-document have been proposed, denoting the number 
of sources from which the summary will be produced. In addition, another 
categorization that may be extracted from this definition refers to the importance of 
the source, and what the potential user thinks is important. This leads to the definition 
of generic and query-based or task focused summarization, where generic implies that 
the summarizer should extract information according to the main topics discussed in 
the document, while query-based summarization focuses on extracting information 
according to simple or more complex questions on the document. Moreover, 
importance of content can be extracted through knowledge-rich (supervised and semi- 
supervised summarization) and knowledge lean approaches (unsupervised or shallow 
summarization). The last categorization refers to the type generation of the summary, 
the two main categories being: extractive summarization, where sentences are 
maintained in the summarization process unaltered; and abstraction, where the 
sentences are either semantically altered or compressed.

The research depicted in this thesis, presents novel document summarization 
approaches based on the theories of Machine Learning (ML) and Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) for generic single-document extractive summarization. The 
motivation to target on Greek langaguage came from the lack of a Greek 
summarization system. Most notably, only one system for Greek Summarization 
system exists in the literature (GreekSum). The research undertaken resulted in: the 
development of a stemming algorithm used for noun and adjective identification, 
based on grammatical analysis on Greek language; the development of a novel 
statistical classification scheme, initially aimed to document summarization, that is 
proven to outperform other statistical summarizers as Naive Bayes Classifier (NEC) 
and Language Models (LM); the development of a supervised statistical 
summarization algorithm based on document classification techniques (Text 
Classification Assisted Summarization for Greek Language-TCASGL); and the 
development of a knowledge-lean summarization algorithm (Generic Unsupervised 
Text Summarization - GUTS), using shallow semantic document analysis and 
statistics. The results demonstrate that the classification algorithm significantly 
outperforms widely available statistical algorithms, while the ML approach yielded 
comparable results to other supervised systems. In addition to that, GUTS was shown 
to perform equally well with knowledge rich approaches.

VI1
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1. Introduction

Chapter 1 provides general information on the scope of research and an insight on 

document classification and summarization. In addition, a formulation of the 

problems of summarization and classification is described, as well as the key issues 

that need to be tackled in both problems. The aims and objectives are also provided 

and justified and reference to the software used is presented. The chapter concludes 

with an outline of the systems proposed as well as an outline of the remainder of the 

thesis.

1.1 Document Classification

Text classification or text categorization is the task of assigning a random document to 

a class (single-label classification) or a number of classes (multi-label classification) 

retrieved from a pre-defined set of possible categories. A special case of single-label 

classification is binary classification, where the systems choose between two possible 

classes. Text classification may be applied to numerous areas, such as email spam 

filtering (binary classification) and context identification (multi-label classification) 

among others.

Numerous approaches have been proposed to achieve such a task including among 

others statistics, vector space models, artificial intelligence, decision trees and rule- 

based methods. One of the simplest approaches is statistical classifiers. The initial 

assumption of statistical classifiers is the exploitation of observed features that are 

present in a document, such as word or character occurrence. Statistical classifiers, 

despite their simplicity and naive assumptions have proven to achieve great results, 

outperforming in many cases more complex algorithms on a speed-efficiency trade-off 

(Konstiantis & Pintelas, 2004). Another positive characteristic is their speed of 

execution compared with other more complex approaches (for example, Support

1
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Vector Machines - SVMs), which allows them to be used for real-time applications 

(Tsoumakas, Katakis, & Vlahavas, 2006). Work on statistical methods for text 

classification such as Naive Bayes Classifiers (NEC) has been undertaken with 

significant results regarding its simplicity and efficiency (Rennie, Shih, & Karger, 

2003), (Rish, 2001), while statistical learning models have often initiated interest 

either as an autonomous statistical approach (Srikanth & Srihari, 2002), (Croft, 2003), 

(Ponte & Croft, 1998) alternate to NEC or in conjunction to NEC to achieve better 

results (Peng, Schuurmans, & Wang, 2004). Apart from statistical methods another 

common approach is the definition of vector space models, utilizing algorithms such 

as k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN) (Manning, Raghavan, & Schutze, 2008). These 

algorithms try to identify the similarities of random documents based on a 2D 

representation of training data either by approximating similarity based on proximity 

information of a random document through its pre-classified neighbours (kNN), or by 

visualizing a 2D space split by lines, planes or hyper-planes, denoting the classes a 

random document may belong to, and trying to fit the document into the most 

appropriate class based on word similarity through vector distance (Rocchio 

algorithm) (Rocchio, 1971). Other approaches include artificial intelligence classifiers 

(Neural Networks) as in (Ripley, 1994). Latest approaches in the area of statistical 

document classification introduce the use of keyphrases as in (Karanikolas & 

Skourlas, 2010). A keyphrase according to the authors is a set of words commonly 

found in pre-classified documents, provided that they are found in more than one 

classes. The authors try to identify the existence of keyphrases in random documents, 

comparing them either on a document level (to identify the similarity between the 

random document and any pre-classified document), or on a class level (to identify the 

similarity between the random document and a class).

A common approach shared by all these classification methods includes a training 

process, where the corresponding systems use a pre-classified training example set of 

words or documents, and a test dataset, where the efficiency of the systems is 

estimated, after the training phase. Online corpora to assist in that direction exist, such
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as the TREC (TREC Corpus) and Reuters (Reuters Corpus) corpora for the English 

language.

1.2 Document Summarization

Document summarization has been a very intriguing area of content management. An 

excellent attempt to overview document summarization methods has been made by 

(Sparck Jones, 2007). In this attempt the author focused generally on automatic 

document summarization techniques, both single and multi-document, generic and 

query based, omitting a series of algorithms based on shallow semantic analysis on 

single document summarization.

A complete definition on document summarization has been provided by (Sparck 

Jones, 2007), where the author stated that "...a summary is a reductive transformation 

of source text to summary text through content condensation by selection and/or 

generalisation on what is important in the source...". As it may become obvious from 

the definition the importance of document summarization does not lie only in 

presenting information on a shortened form, but also in selecting the most appropriate 

content to present. Moreover, a main feature in summarization is the number of 

sources from which a summary may be produced; thus, single-document and multi- 

document have been proposed, denoting the number of sources from which the 

summary will be produced, hi addition to that, another categorization that may be 

extracted from this definition refers to the importance of the source, and what the 

potential user thinks is important. This leads to the definition of generic and query- 

based or task focused summarization, where generic implies that the summarizer 

should extract information according to the main topics discussed in the document, 

while query-based summarization focuses on extracting information according to 

simple or more complex questions on the document. Moreover, importance of content 

can be extracted through knowledge-rich (supervised and semi-supervised 

summarization) and knowledge lean approaches (unsupervised or shallow 

summarization). The last categorization refers to the type generation of the summary, 

the two main categories being extractive summarization, where sentences are
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maintained in the summarization process unaltered and abstraction, where the 

sentences are either semantically altered or compressed.

Automatic summarization can be analyzed into three distinctive tasks according to 

(Lin & Hovy, 2000): a) topic identification - identifying the topics that are included in 

a random document, b) topic interpretation - understanding and fusing the documents 

into more generic ideas, c) summary generation - extracting the summary from the 

original sentences. A more generic approach on the steps required are the 

identification of topics, the identification of relevant sentences, words or topic 

segments that form up the topics and the identification of sentence significance for 

inclusion in the final summary. These steps have been followed in almost any 

approach presented in this thesis. Without loss of generalization, it can be stated that 

regardless of the summarization technique utilized, a system should consider all three 

distinctive summarization tasks. First of all, it is important to evaluate the document 

features that signify a potential document topic (topic identification). Topic 

identification may result from high frequency words or sentence position as in shallow 

statistical approaches or document training on word importance in more complicated 

Machine Learning (ML) approaches or even from term co-occurrence or semantics in 

cases of deep Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques. Moreover, the 

identification of such text segments enables the clustering of related information either 

in the form of generalization (Lin & Hovy, 2000) or through extensive discourse 

structure analysis on the document which results in rhetoric or discourse trees, latent 

semantic mapping of topic hierarchies or lexical chaining techniques. The last 

assumption is that, evaluating sentence significance enables the isolation of content 

rich text segments and their extraction to form the final summary. Therefore, 

regardless of the technique used, it may be observed that the metrics taken into 

consideration while analyzing a document, target almost exclusively in the assignment 

of an appropriate significance score to each of the text segments that form a document, 

that will enable the conceptual extraction of significant information.

Initial approaches, included shallow analysis on empirical text features such as term 

frequencies (Luhn, 1958), sentence positions (Baxendale, 1958), key phrases or cue
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phrases (Edmundson, 1969). More complicated approaches have also been proposed 

that exploit machine learning techniques, natural language analysis, as well as 

artificial inteligence.

1.3 Motivation

The motivation behind this research stemmed from the lack of existing systems that 

perform document summarization in Greek language. More specifically, only one 

system exists that performs document summarization (Pachantouris, 2005). This 

system comes from a direct translation from Swedish language to the Greek language, 

therefore missing out the fact that there are particularities in Greek language that may 

be exploited in performing better summarization tasks. In addition to that, it focuses 

on single document summarization (summarization from single document sources) 

rather than multidocument summarization, in order to form the basis upon which 

Greek multi-document summarization techniques can be extended in the future.

1.4 Research Aims and Objectives

The following aims were identified prior to research.

  To research and propose new document summarization techniques, algorithms 

and systems based on the current state-of-the-art methodologies, as well as 

newly identified features.

  To identify whether the exploitation of language-specific linguistic 

characteristics can facilitate in performing better document summarization 

tasks.

This research analyses the generic single-document extractive summarization for 

the Greek language. The selection of the Greek language was not random, since 

only one system has been developed with the aim of facilitating Greek language 

summarization, which is a translation of a trainable Swedish language summarizer. 

Research targets on three general approaches, linguistics, ML and NLP.

Prior to identifying the research objectives the following remarks were made while 

researching the available literature:
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  In ML approaches, document summarization is cut off from document 

classification, even though classification has been considered as a sentence 

selection criterion. However, as it has been stated by (Barzilay & Lee, 

2004), in document summarization it is important to identify the document 

class, as each distinct category of topics may have its own terminology.

  NLP approaches initially focused on quantitative or positional 

characteristics of the document in order to identify document topics and 

extract document sentences, while latter approaches use complex 

mathematical approaches to evaluate qualitative characteristics as the 

diaspora and importance of topics in the document. However, none of these 

methodologies considered language-specific characteristics. In addition to 

that, a novel feature was identified that had not been exploited, based on the 

document topic distribution.

These remarks led to the the formulation of the following research objectives that 

facilitate the research aims:

  Develop a ML system and methodology that will assist in identifying whether 

document classification for terminology extraction can assist document 

classification

  Develop a methodology and system that will combine already explored and 

novel linguistic and document features, with regards to efficiency.

While developing the ML system, a novel statistical document classification 

methodology and system was introduced that outperformed other statistical 

algorithms. In addition to that, an extension was made to the Greek stemming 

methodology proposed by (Kalamboukis, 1995).

1.5 Software Utilised
The software used for the development of the systems of GUTS and TCASGL, were 

Oracle Java 1.6 EE (Java), various versions of Oracle Netbeans platform (Netbeans) 

the latest being version 7.0. The training data set for the Classification Module of 

TCASGL was stored in MySQL 5.1.33 (MySQL Community Edition) database.
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For the evaluation of the classification module of TCASGL, the Naive Bayes 

Classifier Implementation included in Mallet software (McCallum) has been used, 

while comparisons against Language Models were accomplished through the 

implementation provided by Lingpipe (Alias-I). Comparisons for the summarization 

module were carried out, using the GreekSum online adaptation of SweSum available 

at http://www.nada.kth.se/iplab/hlt/greeksum/index.htm, as well as the LSA approach 

(Gong & Liu, 2001) using an SVD Java library available by JAMA (Java Matrix 

package) (Hicklin, Moler, Webb, Boisvert, Miller, & Remington).

The training and test data sets were manually gathered from a number of online 

newspaper sites. These are: www.contra.gr, www.imensia.gr, www.naitemporiki.gr, 

www.tovima.gr, www.in.gr, www.sport24.gr. The data sets were gathered over a time 

period of 5 years, in order to ensure a great variety of authoring styles. This eliminates 

the possibility of adapting the methodology to a specific style of writing or to a 

specific trend topic.

1.6 Overview of the Summarization Processes

The outcome of this research is two algorithms and the according systems directly 

fulfilling the research objectives. The first system is an ML-based document 

classification and summarization system (TCASGL) that exploits a novel statistical 

classification methodology that was proven to outperform other statistical 

classification algorithms. In addition to that, a novel NLP methodology and system 

(GUTS) that introduces a sentence clustering criterion (conceptual flow) and 

consoders a number of already researched sentence selection criteria (sentences 

position, term frequency etc). The following sections provide an outline on the 

systems and methodologies developed during research.

1.6.1 TCASGL

Text Classification-Assisted Summarization for Greek Language (TCASGL) consists 

of 4 modules: a stemmer, a training module, a classification module and a 

summarization module. The stemmer is used whenever a new document is provided to 

the system, regardless if it is used for training, classification or summarization, and its
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aim is to filter out surplus text information, gathering only nouns and adjective. The 

training module takes the stemmed document words and assigns a score on each of the 

supplied document word per class. The classification module takes the stemmed 

document words and decides on the class this document may belong to, from the ones 

it can identify. The summarization module takes the stemmed document and 

document class and statistically extracts the most significant sentences using the class 

dictionary. The training and summarization phase can be depicted in Figures 1 and 2 

respectively. More information on the TCASGL system is provided in Chapter 5.

Step 1. Class Training ^
1. Gather input docu
2. Split into words %
3. Stem words
4. Append new terms and their occurrences or update word 

occurrences for the class

Figure 1. TCASGL Training Phase

Stepl. Classification
1. Stem document words
2. Compute weight per class
3. Choose the class with the hisher weight

Step2. Summarization
1. Split document into sentences
2. Stem each sentence word
3. Compute sentence score
4. Extract top k (30%) sentences

Figure 2. TCASGL Summarization Phase

1.6.2 GUTS

Generic Unsupervised Text Summarization (GUTS) system consists of six modules: a 

stemmer, an abstract semantic lexicon creator, a conceptual flow cluster evaluator, an 

intra-document cluster evaluator, a topic cluster summarizer and a statistical 

summarizer. The stemmer used is common between TCASGL and GUTS. The 

abstract semantic lexicon creator performs an analysis on document co-occurrence and 

constructs a semantic matrix of the document. The conceptual flow cluster evaluator

8
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identifies the flow of concepts on consecutive sentences and topic shifts and 

constructs thematic clusters which are not verified on topic similarity. The intra- 

document cluster evaluator considers cross-document topic clustering, to identify 

topic repetition and constructs the final topic hierarchy of the document. This step is 

performed after the initial summarization of the conceptual flow topic clusters. The 

topic cluster summarizer extracts the most salient sentences from each a topic cluster 

hierarchy, provided either from the conceptual flow or from the intra-document cluster 

evaluators. The statistical summarizer ensures that if the topic cluster evaluators fail to 

identify any topic cluster, or the number of topic clusters is greater than the summary 

length, the desired length of summary will be reached. The schematic representation 

of the algorithm is depicted in Figure 3. More information on GUTS system is 

provided in Chapter 6.
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Step 1. Abstract Semantic Lexicon
•Extract document sentences
•Stem each sentence word
•Compute expected and observed term co-occurrence
•Construct n*n matrix of words

Step2. Conceptual Flow Topic Cluster Creation
•Compute Jaccard Similarity of consecutive sentences
•Identify local minima
•Compute local minima average
•Cluster consecutive sentences according to local minima 
average

StepS, Topic Cluster Summarization
•Extract most important sentences from each cluster
according to term density and co-occurrence

Step4. Intra Document Topic Cluster Creation
•Compute Jaccard Similarity of non consecutive sentences
•Cluster non consecutive sentences according to local minima 
average

N

StepS. Statistical Summarization
•Extract importance sentences according to term density

Figure 3. GUTS Summarization Phase

1.7 Thesis Outline

The rest of the current thesis is organized as follows:

  Chapter 2 considers statistical single-label document classification algorithms 

such as NaiVe Bayes Classifier and Language Models. Through the analysis, 

the shortcomings of each algorithm are analyzed and justification on the need 

to develop a new statistical algorithm is provided.

  Chapter 3 describes extensively document classification and summarization. 

The chapter provides insight on the fundamentals of the area, as well as the

10
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state of the art, in single-document summarization. Critical appraisal is made to 

provide the fundamentals of the current research. The algorithms in Machine 

Learning and Natural Language Processing approaches in chronological and 

methodological order.

  Chapter 4 provides information on linguistic characteristics and limitations of 

Greek language as a fundamental problem that needs to be addressed, while 

also it provides reasoning on the approach incorporated in both TCASGL and 

GUTS systems.

  Chapter 5 addresses the problem of ML-based summarization in Greek 

language and how it has been tackled during this research. It presents a 

theoretical validation of the problem and forms the basis upon which a 

methodology and system (TCASGL) was developed to verify the potentiality 

of this approach.

  Chapter 6 presents extensively the NLP methodology and system developed 

during current research (GUTS), its features and especially "conceptual flow".

  Chapter 7 describes the available evaluation schemes that have been employed 

in the past. In addition to that, it provides information on a number of 

evaluation conferences that have taken or take place around the world on 

document summarization. The chapter concludes with the evaluation of the 

research systems against some baseline summarizers and other systems.

  Chapter 8 concludes this research with a critical analysis on how the aim of 

research has been accomplished through the objectives and the presented 

methodologies. Moreover, the limitations of the current approaches are 

presented, while potential extensions and modifications are included as to 

extend the functionality and improve the performance of each system.
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2. Related Work on Statistical Document Classification

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the related work in document classification 

algorithms with a special focus on statistical algorithms on Naive Bayes Classifier 

and Language Models. The chapter describes both these algorithms and points out 

their shortcomings. This chapter also provides justification on why statistical 

algorithsm were chosen with redards to document classification on TCASGL.

2.1 Introduction

Single label classifiers have been extensively researched and used in areas such as 

spam mail identification and decision making, mostly due to their ease of use, 

simplicity and efficiency. Two of the most important statistical algorithms for 

classification are Naive Bayes Classifier and statistical Language Models. Both of 

these algorithms try to extract statistically important information from a document, 

and through a training process try to fit a random document to one of the accepted 

categories. Statistical algorithms were selected as they have been proven easy to 

implement and extremely efficient when compared to more complex algorithms on a 

speed-efficiency ratio. These approaches will be used as comparative algorithms for 

the evaluation of TCASGL classifier module.

2.2 Naive Bayes Classifiers

Naive Bayes Classifiers are supervised learning classifiers, based on the Bayes 

theorem with strong independence assumptions on feature occurrence in a random 

document. This implies that the occurrence of each feature (a word in this sense) in a 

document contributes independently to the potential class of the document. Consider a 

set of classes C and a set of features X=(xj, x2, ..., xj. Classification is based on the 

maximization of P(C\X).

According to Bayes Theorem

12
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Since P(X) is the same for any given class in this example set then Eq. 1 may be 

transformed to

P(C\ X) = P(X\ C) *P(C) (Eq. 2) 

This is analyzed to

P(C\X)=P(Q*P(Xl,x2,..,Xn \C) (Eq. 3)

and since each feature xn is independent in the feature set X, then the final formula for 

calculating the probability that a given document with a set of characteristics X 

belongs to a category C becomes

P(C\X) = P(C)*f\P(xi Q (Eq.4) 
1=1

The document, therefore, belongs to the class which maximizes this a posteriori 

probability, often referred to as Maximum a posteriori decision rule (MAP).

NBCs have been used extensively in document classification. They have been 

considered either as baseline classifiers for classification evaluation, or through 

extensions to the initial representation of the algorithm, with the aim to tackle known 

problems of the classifier. Extensions to NEC have been proposed by a number of 

researchers. McCallum and Nigam, for example, (McCallum & Nigam, 1998), 

(Nigam, McCallum, Thrun, & Mitchell, 2000) and (Dai, Xue, Yang, & Yu, 2007) 

proposed several extensions to NEC with Expectation - Maximization (EM) 

algorithms, in order to address the costly task of manually labelling an example 

corpus, by using a small set of labelled corpus and a large set of unlabeled corpus. 

More specifically, McCallum et al considered the problem of document classification 

using a reverse manner. Instead of calculating how a document can adapt into a 

category, which is inherent in Naive Bayes, they adapted the problem to what is the 

probability of a class to have generated the test document. Moreover they consider the 

problem of classification as a set of multiple Bernoulli experiments. The input in this

13
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case is the word and the estimation is whether a class word exists or not in the test 

document. However both approaches, while extending the efficiency of NEC, they 

suffer from the inherent problems it has, described in Section 2.2.1. Dai et al, on the 

other hand, considered an Expectation-Maximization approach to implement an 

adaptation mechanism that would eliminate the differences between the traning set 

and the test set. Their approach performed quite well; however, it was only tested on 

binary classification problems, implying a strict categorization scheme, while in the 

initial objective set in this research a more flexible approach is required. Simply 

stated, the fact that none of these approaches have been developed with document 

summarization in mind means that they can only be used within the context of this 

research as an advanced approach to Naive Bayes. rather than a meaningful 

application for the problem at hand.

2.2.1 Naive Bayes Classifier Efficiency

The efficiency of the classifier have been outlined in (Rish, 2001) where the author 

proved through simulation that NBC performs best either on problems with 

completely independent features, which is expected given the initial hypothesis, or in 

cases with strongly functionally dependent features. This work also underscores the 

fact that the algorithm's efficiency is lower in cases with weakly dependent features. 

Moreover, the authors in (Rennie, Shih, & Karger, 2003) tried to find inherent 

problems of Naive Bayes Classifiers and correct them in order to achieve better 

results. Thus, they found that NBC is bias-prone if the training sets used are uneven.

This shortcoming implies that NBC cannot be used in TCASGL, since the available 

training datasets are not comprised by equal in number or length datasets. Moreover, a 

second problem is that NBC is very restrictive on label selection as it is oriented on 

single label classification. However, especially in document classification there are 

cases where the document topics might fit into more than one category, e.g. almost 

1/10 of the test dataset used in evaluation consisted of documents belonging into more 

than one category.

14
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2.3 Language Models

Another statistical approach extensively used in text classification is Language 

Models (LM). LM (Peng, Schuurmans, & Wang, 2004), (Ponte & Croft, 1998) are 

based on word co-occurrence. They evaluate this co-occurrence by assigning a 

probability to a sequence of words, by computing its probability distribution. When 

referring to document classification, a language model is associated with a document 

in an example set and the random document is evaluated according to the similarity 

with the language model. Due to the fact that it is not always possible to evaluate the 

language model in text corpora due to the large number of words that may constitute 

the language model, an n-gram approach may be followed. In an n-gram language 

model, the probability of the observation of a sentence W=(wj,W2, ...,w/J can be 

calculated as

* k

P(W)=P(w,,w2,...wk) = Y\ p(™i w\,w2 ,-.w,-\)~ Y[ p(™i I ™>-(n-\)>--Wi-\) (Eq. 5)
/=1 / =1

Since, it is considered that the probability of the occurrence of word i of the sentence 

in the context history of the preceding words can by approximated by the probability 

of observing it in the previous n-1 words. Language models have been used as an 

alternate approach to NEC in an attempt to evaluate the statistical dependence of 

words that may be apparent in a sentence. An estimation of the maximum likelihood 

estimate of the n-gram probabilities may be given by the observed frequency

The simplest form of Language model is the unigram language model, where all 

conditional information is disregarded and each term is considered independently. A 

unigram model according to (Eq. 7) is:

i) (Eq. 7)
;=1

Other commonly used language models engage bigrams (Eq. 8) and trigrams (Eq. 9), 

in an attempt to not only evaluate the existence of words in a document inferring
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dependency between their appearance but also to evaluate the order of their 

appearance in the document as critical to identifying the context of a random 

document. Thus, "San Francisco" as a bigram that may be commonly found in random 

documents will be evaluated according to the dependent probability of "San" 

preceding "Francisco".

k

Pn =2(wll w2, ...w^= Il-Pfa I w,--i ^ (Eq. 8) 

Pn=3(w, ,w2,...wk)= FI ̂ (X I w,_2 , w,_,; (Eq. 9)
i—\

One of the first research works in LM for Information Retrieval (IR) was undertaken 

by Ponte and Croft (1998), where they proposed a language modelling technique for 

classification tasks, and carried out experiments that proved that Language Models 

produced better results than standard tf.idf weighting techniques. Examples of work in 

language models have been undertaken (Peng, Schuurmans, & Wang, 2004) to 

enhance Naive Bayes Classifier with Language Model characteristics, in order to 

overcome the statistical independence of NEC. A direct link between NEC and LM 

has been observed by the authors vividly stating that unigram LM classifier with 

Laplace smoothing actually corresponds to the traditional NEC. In addition, the 

authors experimentally prove that bigram classification performs better than NEC. 

LMs infer ordered sequence of words as they appear in a sentence, in order to estimate 

the statistical dependence of the word sequence occurrence. LM have been used as a 

means to estimate unordered word occurrence (Srikanth & Srihari, 2002), where they 

proposed three approaches on estimating unordered word occurrence (referred to as 

biterm as it consists of two words) on random documents: through the average of the 

components of a bigram LM, the term frequencies of both words to the occurrence of 

the first observed word, and the term frequencies of both words to the minimum of the 

term frequencies. Their experiments showed that LM may fail to be as effective as 

unordered word n-ples observation.

The aforementioned research attempts lead to the conclusion that essentially LMs try 

to overcome the statistical independence of NEC, by introducing word sequence
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dependence in the form of n-grams. This implies that they promote co-occurrence of 

terms in a specific order, while in reality this is not the case for a small portion of 

significant word sequences e.g. prime minister.

2.4 Synopsis

In this Chapter, document classification algorithms based on Naive Bayes assumption 

were presented. Naive Bayes assumption provided the fundamentals of the 

classification approach presented of TCASGL and both NBC and LM were used as a 

testbed against TCASGL classification evaluation. The next Chapter introduces the 

idea of generic document summarization and extensively describes related work.
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3. Related Work on Document Summarization

This Chapter discusses extensively the background on document summarization, with 

focus on single-document summarization. Initially, a definition of document 

summarization is provided with regards to the available techniques, while an 

extensive analysis on basic and fundamental approaches as well as the state of the art 

is presented. The chapter concludes with the a brief introduction on multi-document 

and query-based summarization as available summarization areas that could be 

investigated for appropriate techniques and methodologies, as well as considered as 

potential extensions to the methodologies presented in this research thesis.

3.1 Document Summarization in General

Document Summarization is not a process that may be solved using a universal 

approach. Instead of a general summarization approach, a number of different 

techniques exist, with regards to the number of sources from which a summary may 

be produced, the information required, and the general manner with which the 

summary is presented to the user. Thus, summarization can be extracted from one 

source (single-document) or a number of sources (multi-document), it can cover a 

number of document topics (generic) or answer a specific question (query-based), it 

can use unaltered document sentences (extractive) or generate new sentences 

(abstractive) and it can use a knowledge-base(knowledge-rich) or not (knowledge- 

lean) use a knowledge-base.

3.2 Early Generic Single-Document Summarization

Generic single-document summarization refers to the extraction or generation of a 

summary from a single source (document), with the aim of presenting information of 

the most important topics that are discussed in the document. This area of 

summarization was the first to be researched, with work dating back to 1950's. Thus,
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a great number of approaches that apply to other document summarization areas have 

been initially proposed as generic single-document summarization algorithms. Apart 

from the historical aspects of single-document summarization, its importance has been 

outlined in several international conferences such as Document Understanding 

Conferences (DUG), hi the following sections influential single document 

summarization techniques are described.

3.2.1 Statistical Approaches

Initial research in the area of document summarization exploited shallow document 

characteristics, through a simplistic approach of identifying document features as term 

frequency (Luhn, 1958), sentence position (Baxendale, 1958), title words, or 

keyphrases (Edmundson, 1969). The identification and extraction of important 

sentences is performed through a linear combination of scoring on each feature taken 

into account. The major concept behind each of these approaches is to identify salient 

sentences.

Saliency implies the existence of characteristic sentence features that promote the 

significance of the sentence. Luhn's (1958) pioneering approach exploited term 

frequency and term distribution. According to the author, highly frequent terms in a 

document denote its importance. Moreover, he states that important sentences feature 

dense key terms. He empirically identified that a bracket of 4 to 5 unimportant words 

between significant words is considered efficient to promote a sentence as important. 

However, this simplistic approach suffers from the fact that term frequency by itself 

can not be considered an effective feature. Other features that have been identified in 

bibliography include title words. As stated by (Baxendale, 1958) in his pioneering 

work, important topic information is expected to be found in other areas such as the 

document's title or in keywords (at the time user provided). Extensively researched 

features, provided by Baxendale, that varied significantly from term existence or 

frequency, were keyphrases and sentence position. According to Baxendale, the 

existence of word patterns denotes that the information presented before or after them 

is of high significance. Sentence position, on the other hand, exploits the writing style

in a document, considering that the first and the last paragraph sentence usually
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describe its topic. This approach alone cannot yield significant results, since it is an 

empiric approach not always efficient. However, it has been proven that in 

conjunction with other approaches, or within the context of specific domains 

(newspaper articles) it can actually outperform more complex algorithms. These 

simplistic approaches have been the basis for a number of extensions.

Document summarization tasks can be discriminated into three progressive tasks as it 

has been suggested by (Lin & Hovy, 2000). The first step is the identification of 

document topics. This enables the second step; the identification of which sentences 

correspond to each topic leading to a tree structure of topics, from which the final 

summary will be extracted. The final step is the evaluation of the significance of each 

sentence in the topic structure. The aforementioned features inherently try to 

approximate all three steps using appropriate weighting schemes.

A well known and extensively reviewed term frequency metric is tf.idf (term 

frequency to inverse document frequency) (Sparck Jones, 1972). Tf.idf 'is an empirical 

metric, preconditioning the existence of a training corpus. The main assumption of 

tf.idf is that term frequency can be distinctive of the topic of a document, if and only if 

the considered term exists scarcely in general. The general existence of the term is 

measured in a corpus of documents. If the term exists frequently in the documents 

comprising the corpus, then it is safe to consider that it represents a more generic 

meaning. The main form of tf.idf is computed according to (Eq. 10)

| word | 1 + traindoc

where \word\ is the number of times the word occurs in the random document, train ̂  

the number of documents in the training corpus and traindocword the number of 

documents featuring word. The higher the number of the corpus documents that 

feature word the closer to 0 is the idfpart of the equation, and therefore the lesser the 

overall importance of word. This is just one form of the tf.idf as it has been found in 

the bibliography, as researchers try out different adaptations on the idf part of the 

metric. Moreover, it is important to note, that tf.idf is rarely used as the immediate
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decision feature, since most researchers use more complex techniques in conjunction 

with tf.idf. Research using tf.idf in conjunction with a simple position weighting 

scheme has been proposed (Seki, 2002). The proposed system is based on tf.idf metric 

and a simple Baxendale-like weighting scheme on sentence position and title words 

that performed both single and multidocument summarization. The tf.idf system was 

trained with 230.000 newspaper articles. The author's evaluation showed that the 

system performed excellently only in few document from the test dataset, achieving 

average ratings through human evaluation. However, the author does not provide any 

insight on how other competing systems performed, while he did comment on the fact 

that sentence position is quite critical in newspaper articles and more generally heavily 

dependent on the document genre. This has been experimentally validated (Nenkova, 

2005), where the author evaluated the findings from the DUC 2004, and explained the 

fact that none of the systems presented in DUC 2004 could outperform a baseline 

summarizer, which only considered the first x words of a newspaper article. As a 

matter of fact, this was the reason that single-document summarization tasks were 

dropped from DUC conferences thereafter.

Other systems that have utilized tf.idf as a weighting metric have been proposed by 

(Nobata, Sekine, Uchimoto, & Isahara, 2002). The authors used tf.idf as one of the 

sentence selection features. The other features used were sentence position, sentence 

length and headline terms. The authors applied a score function through a linear 

combination of each perspective score automatically adapted from a test run on the 

test dataset provided in NTCIR-TSC-2001 for 20% and 40% compression rates 

normalized so as the sum of the parameters for all four features to be 1. An interesting 

result the authors found was that for a 20% compression rate, the feature that 

contributed most was tf.idf, whereas for a 40% compression rate a higher sentence 

length contribution parameter produced the best results. This can be expected on the 

basis that tf.idf identifies words that only appear within a specific context of 

documents, resembling a terminology extraction mechanism. On smaller document 

summaries, it is more likely to identify and isolate the sentences that hold the
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terminology of the document - or in this sense the topic of the document, hi larger 

summaries, however, it is more important to include as much information as possible.

Another term weighting measure that has been proposed (Banko, Mittal, Kantrowicz, 

& Goldstein, 1999) and patented (Kantrowicz, 1992) is tl.tf (term length to term 

frequency). Tl.tf is also an empirical metric based on the assumption that word length 

can be indicative of word significance, as more generic words tend to be constructed 

by less characters than more exquisite or topic specific words. Tl.tf can be computed 

using (Eq. 11)

word]

where len(word) the number of characters comprising word. Tl.tf has been used in 

research undertaken by (Kruengkrai & Jaruskulchai, 2003). (Kruengkrai & 

Jaruskulchai, 2003) considered a Luhn-like approach in deciding important sentences. 

As (Luhn, 1958), they utilized a sentence bracket consisting of both significant and 

insignificant words. Word significance is decided using //.//"metric. This is used as a 

local sentence property. It is used in conjunction with a global sentence property 

which is decided by comparing sentences using the cosine similarity algorithm. The 

formula that decides on sentence significance is calculated as

Score = 1*G' + (1 -1) */,' (Eq. 12)

where G ' denotes the normalized global sentence property and L ' the normalized local 

sentence property. The Score falls within the bracket [0, 1]. This score identifies the 

importance of the sentence terms, as well as how important the sentence is in the rest 

of the document.

Apart from text frequency, a commonly used feature that yields very good results is 

sentence position. Research in the area has shown that despite its simplicity it can 

produce very good results, to the extent that it has been used as the baseline selection 

algorithm in several DUG conferences. Another algorithm that has been influenced by 

sentence position and exploits spatial characteristics of the document has been
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proposed (Strzalkwoski, Wang, & Wise, 1998) on a paragraph-position level. 

According to (Strzalkwoski, Wang, & Wise, 1998), one of the main drawbacks of 

sentence - based summarization is coherence, as the extracted sentences may be parts 

of different paragraphs. According to the authors, the sentences may lack in coherence 

or depict conceptual diversities. Thus, they proposed that instead of picking a sentence 

by its relative position in a paragraph, to consider the whole paragraph, hi order to 

achieve this, they introduced the idea of Discourse Macro Structures (DMS). A DMS 

holds the rules of paragraph extraction, e.g. Introduction-Methodology-Results- 

Discussion-Conclusion may well be a scientific DMS, as it approaches the manner 

with which scientific articles are written. The extraction of the most significant 

paragraph is achieved through a linear combination of minor scores, instantiated 

differently per DMS, achieved through supervised and unsupervised approaches. The 

authors consider a number of significant features for news articles as: tf.idf, document 

title, noun phrases, word and phrase distribution through a metric resembling tf.idf 

called tpf.ipf (term paragraph frequency - inverse passage frequency), paragraph 

positions and cue phrases. Respectively, the features used for the background section 

of an article are: anaphors, dates and verbs that signify background information and 

the existence of proper names. Obviously, a paragraph approach targets on coherence 

rather than topic identification. The assumption that a paragraph may only discuss one 

topic, while it might be applicable in larger documents, as the scientific articles, does 

not imply that it is applicable in short online news articles. This happens because news 

articles try to provide as much information in a relatively dense form.

3.2.2 Machine Learning Approaches

Statistical approaches. Machine Learning (ML) approaches in computational 

linguistics have been extensively used in areas such as document classification. 

Famous algorithms such as Naive Bayes Classifier and Language Models have been 

proposed and reviewed in document classification, but little research had been 

accomplished in exploiting ML in document summarization. Machine Learning 

approaches are always knowledge rich approaches, since they require a training set in 

order for the system to perform summarization tasks. Initial work in the area was
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performed by (Kupiec, Pedersen, & Chen, 1995). The authors identified a series of 

features, following Baxendale's work, but instead of using a linear combination of the 

features' weight, they proposed a simple Bayesian classifier that was trained to 

estimate the significance of each sentence per discrete feature. The sentence score was 

assigned according to the probability score of each feature as calculated by the 

classifier. The sentence score denoted the probability of whether a random sentence 

should be included in the final summary or not. However, their evaluation proves that 

regardless of the features they selected, their approach did not yield significant results. 

Moreover, the authors fail to compare their system with any other system. A similar 

approach has been proposed (Aone, Okurowski, Gorinsky, & Larsen, 1997). The 

authors also proposed a Naive Bayes Classifier but utilized richer features. More 

specifically, they utilized tf.idf metric in identifying keywords in a similar manner to 

the one described in (Eq. 10). The authors incorporated shallow discourse analysis and 

semantics in identifying term similarity as e.g. USA: United States of America. This 

assisted in approximating word synonymy and morphological variants, increasing the 

efficiency of the tf.idf metric. Another approach has been considered by (Nomoto & 

Matsumoto, 2001). In their work the authors concentrated on two features, with the 

aim of preserving and representing the full topics covered in the document. In order to 

achieve the document topic represantation, they adapted the K-means clustering 

algorithm so as to automatically consider both the initial points upon which the 

clustering will occur and utilize Minimum Description Length Principle to achieve the 

best possible cluster modelling. This initiated a cluster model through diversity 

identification by eliminating distortion (the initial X-means points were decided upon 

the average Euclidian distances of each cluster), while the summary was produced by 

the best scoring sentence of each cluster. The score formula was decided by a 

modified tf.idf metric on each cluster.

A similar approach has been presented by (Wang, Li, & Wang, 2007). The authors 

propose a similar three step approach as the one proposed in (Nomoto & Matsumoto, 

2001). However, these methods, vary slightly in both estimating term significance and 

deciding on the thematic sentence of each cluster, as (Wang, Li, & Wang, 2007)
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utilize tl.tffor word significance instead of tf.idf, and thematic sentence is decided 

through the cosine similarity of the centroid of each cluster, rather than the tf.idf score 

proposed by Nomoto and Matsumoto. Results, however, cannot be comparable since 

summarization tasks are heavily dependent on the evaluation test corpus, and the fact 

that Nomoto and Matsumoto's approach is supervised, while Wang, Li, and Wang's is 

unsupervised.

Hidden Markov Models. Research in the area of HMMs for use with generic 

summarization tasks was initially undertaken by (Conroy & O'Leary, 2001). The 

authors proposed a series of feature sets as sentence position, number of terms, 

number of terms existing in the training dataset and term frequency over the 

document. Since sentence position in the paragraph is a measure that is dependent on 

the relative position of the sentence instead of using a naive Bayesian approach, with 

implications of statistical independence, the authors proposed the use of an HMM. 

The use of a HMM also considers the variable probability of a sentence being 

included in the summary given that the previous sentence is actually a summary 

sentence. Sentence selection is decided either through maximum posterior probability 

calculated by the HMM, or through a QR matrix decomposition approach that 

eliminates topic redundancy. The QR decomposition algorithm, also described in the 

paper, forms a term by sentence matrix and extracts important sentences according to 

term occurrence. The matrix is updated by subtracting the component of each 

extracted sentence from the remaining columns of the matrix, as the topic the 

extracted sentence describes (through its terms) has been included already in the 

summary. The algorithms seem to perform fairly well in comparison to human 

summaries, even though the authors acknowledge that the algorithms could be 

enhanced with more features from NLP.

Position-based approaches. Important work in the area of ML in generic document 

summarization has been proposed by (Lin & Hovy, 1997). Using Baxendale's position 

feature, they solved the problem of genre diversity and how it affects topic sentences. 

The initial problem lies in the fact that the topic sentence, which Baxendale stated 

may be the first or the last sentence of a paragraph, is actually dependent on the genre
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of the document. Thus, for different document genres, authors place the most 

important sentence in different positions in their paragraphs. The authors, using a set 

of training documents and their summaries, tried to locate the Optimal Position Policy 

(OPP) that would provide an estimate on the position of the topic sentence in a 

paragraph. Moreover, an assisting feature the authors used is in extending the 

efficiency of their system is user-provided keywords.

3.2.3 Natural Language Processing Approaches

Natural Language Processing (NLP) has also been utilized in document 

summarization. The underlying basis of these approaches lies in identifying and 

exploiting semantic relations of terms of the documents, identifying sentence 

discourse structure and evaluating sentence significance through term co-occurrence. 

These approaches can be knowledge rich (in cases where reference data is used in the 

form of semantic lexicon, document analysis or training datasets), or knowledge poor 

(in cases where no external anaphora is used). Research in the area of NLP revolves 

around two axes: Semantics and Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST).

Semantics. Semantics in Generic Single-Document Summarization have been 

considered both through knowledge rich approaches, where semantic lexicons such as 

Wordnet (Miller, 1995) are used to evaluate term relations, and knowledge poor 

approaches, where semantic analysis is performed on a single document with the aim 

of approximating word relations. (Barzilay & Elhadad, 1997), for example, performed 

deep linguistic analysis through the use of Wordnet. The authors proposed a feature 

named lexical chains, which corresponds to a sequence of semantically related words 

that span across text. They considered short lexical chains, spanning across adjacent 

words or sentences, and long lexical chains, spanning over the entire document. Their 

aim is to segment the text, identify the chains, and decide though heuristics on the 

most important of them in order to identify the most significant sentences to extract. A 

lexical chain is not only considered on term presence, but rather on the existence of 

semantically related terms across the document. Semantic relation is acquired through 

the semantic distance of terms within Wordnet lexicon. This contribution is very 

important as it set the basis the use of semantics and inferred knowledge in document
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summarization. The most important disadvantage, if it can be stated as such, is the 

requirement for an external resource to identify word relation, and to estimate topic 

distribution within the document.

Approaches that avoid this problem try to estimate topic identification using document 

resources. A commonly used semantic method in this area, based on Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD), patented in (Deerwester, et al, 1988), is Latent Semantic 

Analysis (LSA). LSA tries to evaluate the contribution of a word in a text segment 

(extending from a sentence to document in cases of multi-document summarization) 

as well as the importance of a text segment featuring a word. LSA succeeds in both 

identifying noun phrases (San Francisco) and identifying the different topics presented 

in a document. The first step of the algorithm is to construct a matrix of terms by 

sentences. Considering that, generally, document terms (m) are unequal to document 

sentences («), A is an m x n matrix. A is a very sparse matrix as not all terms 

contribute to every sentence. Through SVD, matrix A is decomposed in

A=U*ZxVT (Eq. 13)

where U is a column-orthogonal matrix holding the left singular vectors, Z is a 

diagonal matrix whose values are sorted in descending order and V is an orthonormal 

matrix holding the right singular vectors. As stated in (Gong & Liu, 2001), from a 

transformation point of view, SVD provides a mapping between each left singular 

vector (word) and each right singular vector (sentence). From a semantic point of 

view, SVD represents the analysis of the original document into concepts, captured 

into the singular vector space, hi addition to that, it enables the establishment of strong 

relations between semantically related terms, as they will be projected very close to 

the singular vector space, as they share a great number of common words. The authors 

conclude that in SVD, each singular vector denotes a salient topic, whereas the 

magnitude of the vector denotes the importance of the topic. As stated by the authors 

of LSA (Landauer & Dumais), in contrast to identifying term co-occurrence, LSA 

tries to estimate the average meaning of a passage (e.g. sentence, paragraph or 

document) from the terms it consists of.
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Discourse Structure. RST has also been considered as an option to identifying the 

topic of a document. RST has been proposed (Mann & Thompson, 1988) and used for 

single document summarization tasks (Marcu, 1997). The author identified the 

problem that commonly used features, such as title-based keywords, may lead to the 

inclusion of subsidiary to the title, sentences in the summary. Through RST, the 

author applied a discourse analysis on the document and extracted a tree of primary 

and secondary meanings. These are represented as NUCLEUS and SATELLITES. 

The main difference according to Marcu's (1997) approach between a NUCLEUS and 

SATELLITE is that a NUCLEUS is a comprehensible text segment by itself as 

opposed to a SATELLITE. Rhetoric parsing is utilized on the document and a 

rhetorical structure tree is extracted, by using features as cue phrases and simple 

semantics. Summarization is achieved through partial ordering of the resulting tree, 

and the isolation of the NUCLEI closer to the main NUCLEUS. In order to identify 

the effectiveness of RST, Marcu utilized a series of generic features (term frequency) 

and specific to his case features, e.g. shape of the resulting tree. Marcu's approach is 

closer to the linguistic side. RST is a linguistic method that specifies the way 

meanings are represented in documents through a series of relations. Marcu only 

included parts of RST, the main problem being that the full RST definitions cannot be 

machine extracted. Thus, his work, while being pioneering, suffers from the fact that 

the result tree partially represents sentence and word relations.

Additional work in the area has been undertaken by (Paice & Jones, 1993). According 

to the authors, abstraction based on document structure can be trained, and important 

word templates can be identified. They isolated through training a series of semantic 

patterns that can be adapted on a specific document genre, e.g. scientific papers, on a 

specific domain, e.g. agriculture. However, they identified that generalizing on 

different domains may not be as easy, and requires an extensive training phase to 

accumulate semantic patterns. Their analysis on agricultural documents provided an 

adaptable weighing scheme per semantic role, while the selection feature is the sum of 

each candidate term sequence per role as they have been identified in the document. 

However, the efficiency of their approach relies on how well the document structure
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templates are defined, while a limitation of the algorithm is the fact that it is oriented 

mostly on technical articles.

3.3 Modern Approaches in Generic Single-Document Summarization

This section presents work that has been carried out in the area of generic single- 

document summarization during the last decade. Considering the proposed 

categorization of approaches (shallow approaches, ML, and NLP), a presentation of 

the state of the art is made with the aim to include as many of the advancements that 

have been made during the last decade and evaluate the trends in document 

summarization. During the last decade a considerable amount of research has been 

carried out. Research, of course, has derived from simplistic approaches and focuses 

mostly on ML and NLP approaches while shallower analysis is mainly used in the 

initial steps of each algorithm and in conjunction with more complex techniques. 

Thus, in the rest of the section, focus is on ML and NLP approaches; however 

references to the underlying shallow technologies used is presented, when applicable.

3.3.1 Machine Learning Approaches

Modern ML approaches include a broader scope of technologies than the one 

presented already. The most usual ML techniques nowadays use mainly Statistics or 

Artificial Intelligence for the evaluation of word significance.

Statistical Approaches. An approach on statistical ML approach has been proposed by 

(Amini & Gallinari, 2002). Following (Kupiec, Pedersen, & Chen, 1995), the authors 

present a logistic regression classification semi-supervised approach on document 

summarization. The basis of their work is the probability that a sentence will be 

included in a summary or not. However, instead of utilizing a Bayesian approach, they 

consider a training set of labelled and unlabeled documents, where labelled data 

assumes that each document sentence has been marked for inclusion in summary or 

not. Using the Classification Expectation Maximization (CEM) algorithm on the 

training dataset, the authors try to maximize a parametric formula of unknown 

parameters, defined as Classification Maximum Likelihood (CML) criterion. For their 

evaluation they used a query-based tf.idf system and Kupiec's algorithm, while their
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approach outperformed both of them, in terms of Precision and Recall. It would be 

interesting, however, to estimate their approach against more modern qualitative 

metrics as ROUGE. The same authors considered a slightly different approach on ML 

single-document summarization utilizing instead of classification, ranking of 

sentences (Amini, Usunier, & Gallinari, 2005). Their research utilized a set of widely 

used features as indicator phrases and title keywords, which were used to score a 

sentence. Through expansion on title keywords, using Lexical Context Analysis, 

Wordnet and Word Clustering, they formed queries with which they compared every 

sentence set. Sentence similarity was calculated using tf.idf on a term and acronym 

level. Sentence ranking was achieved by comparing pair of sentences through which 

the authors try to evaluate which sentence should be included in the final summary. 

Each pair is correctly classified if, and only if, the score of the sentence to be included 

in the summary (relevant) is greater than the irrelevant. This feature was used to train 

a ranking formula, upon which the statistical error was computed. Summarization is 

achieved through a minimization of the loss function using logistic regression.

A slightly different statistical approach has been proposed by (Shen, Sun, Li, Yang, & 

Chen, 2007). According to the authors summarization is a process of labelling on 

sequential document sentences. In order to extract a summary, a human must read the 

document and decide whether a document sentence - that is de facto connected to a 

document topic - is important enough to be included in the summary. The process 

includes the utilization of a series of features that have an adaptable importance score. 

Their importance score is calculated sequentially, while the document is scanned, 

using Conditional Random Fields (CRF). According to CRF each sentence is treated 

as a state, for which a global label score may be assigned. The score is dependent on 

the previous and the current state, and is affected by a series of parameters namely: 

position, length, log likelihood, term frequency, indicator words, similarity to 

neighbour sentences, LSA scores and HITS scores. In order to compute the CRF for a 

sentence i the authors define the formula (Eq. 14)

Z,A
CRFi=-——————-        (Eq. 14)
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where A* and m/ the weights learned at state i-J and /, and f^ and g/ the feature 

functions at state /-/ and /. The parameter estimation is maximized through a 

maximization likelihood procedure on the conditional log likelihood of the labelled 

sequence.

Artificial Intelligence Approaches. Apart from statistical training on the importance 

and weight of the selection feature set, research also includes broader AI techniques, 

hi (Jaoua & Ben Hamadou, 2003), the authors propose a classification scheme for 

summarization based on a Genetic Algorithms. Their proposed process includes a 

statistical module calculating word and lemma frequency, a discourse module, 

identifying rhetorical structure rules by combination of key-phrases and a generation 

and classification module that produces all possible extracts and classifies them. The 

classification is dependent on a length indicator (how long does the user want the 

summary to be), keyword coverage (number of keywords found in the extract 

compared to the number of keywords found in the original document - keeping in 

mind that keywords denote topics), weight of each sentence (based on keywords 

present in each sentence), a discourse similarity indicator that compares each extract 

to predefined templates and a cohesion indicator. The classification step determines 

the best possible candidate of all extracts as the summary. Such an approach, however, 

can only be applicable for fairly reasonable in size documents, as the more the 

sentences the more the number of potential extracts.

A similar methodology has been proposed by (Yen, Ke, Yang, & Meng, 2005). The 

authors consider five features as position, positive keywords, negative keywords, 

centrality and resemblance to the title to train their GA. The features are considered 

using an adaptable linear combination on their weights. A different approach, based 

on Neural Networks was considered by (Svore, Vanderwende, & Burges, 2007). The 

authors utilized RankNet NN ranking algorithm in creating sentences that describe the 

highlights (most important topic) of a document. The process included evaluating the 

similarity of sentence pairs from a document using ROUGE (Lin & Hovy, 2003), 

identifying candidate sentences based on supplied highlights on the training phase, as 

well as re-adapting the importance of a series of features on each training step. The
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features considered are: First Sentence, Position, SumBasic - a score dependent on 

term frequency and sentence calculated using (Eq. 15), Title Similarity and a series of 

features form online sources such as Microsoft News and Wikipedia entries.

(Eq j 5)

where p(w) is the probability of term w in a document and |5,-| the number of words in 

sentence i.

Both Genetic Algorithms and Neural Networks have been considered fairly recently in 

(Fattah & Ren, 2009). The authors gathered a set of 10 statistical, position and 

semantic features, some of which were already defined in (Yeh, Ke, Yang, & Meng, 

2005). These features were used as weighted input parameters on a GA that tried to 

calculate the optimum linear combination between them, as well as in a Feed Forward 

(FFNN) and a Probabilistic (PNN) Neural Network, that primarily aimed at 

classifying a sentence as a summary sentence or not, through the input features. All 

three approaches yielded comparable evaluation results and outperformed Yeh's et al 

(Yeh, Ke, Yang, & Meng, 2005) Genetic Algorithm.

Other Approaches. Another technique presented in the literature on ML single 

document summarization involves the training of a Support Vector Machine for 

sentence extraction. Support Vector Machines are generally used in classification 

problems, and in accordance with all ML approaches presented until now, they can be 

used to promote an extract as the summary. This has been researched by (Li, Zhou, 

Zha, & Yu, 2009). The authors researched single-document summarization forming 

three key qualitative characteristics: diversity, denoting less information redundancy; 

coverage, denoting that the information covers as many of the topics as possible; and 

balance, denoting the lack of overemphasizing a topic on the expense of some others. 

The SVM forms a discriminant feature function through a linear combination of the 

feature set. The feature set considers word frequency, position, thematic word, 

sentence length, uppercase words, PageRank and bi-grams. Given a document x the
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SVM creates all possible extracts and based on a training dataset, tries to maximize 

the discriminant function of the corresponding weighted features.

3.3.2 Natural Language Processing Approaches

A very important domain of science that has been applied to generic single-document 

summarization with extraordinary results is NLP. Typically, modern NLP approaches 

consider shallow (LSA-based) or deep (Wordnet) semantic analysis, featuring semi- 

supervised and unsupervised approaches, as well as document analysis theory (RST). 

This section presents a number of NLP methodologies that have yielded significant 

results during the last decade.

Lexical Chains and Wordnet. Following the inspiring work by (Barzilay & Elhadad, 

Using Lexical chains for Text Summarization, 1997), a number of approaches 

featuring lexical chains have emerged. For example, (Angheluta, De Busser, & 

Moens, 2002) proposed a lexical chaining approach using Wordnet's synonymy 

relation on a noun level among other approaches to achieve topic segmentation. Their 

approach considered the construction of a tree-like table of content (ToC), consisting 

of the document topics. In order to construct the ToC, the authors used as an option 

lexical chaining, the identification of the topic of each sentence through heuristics as 

term persistence and position as well as term distribution over the document. The 

summary was extracted by the level of detail dictated from the desired summary 

length.

Another example of lexical chains has been proposed by (Song, Han, & Rim, 2004). 

The authors maintained the initial thoughts of (Barzilay & Elhadad, Using Lexical 

chains for Text Summarization, 1997), however, they extended this approach by 

calculating the probability that a lexical chain is correct. This was achieved by 

examining word co-occurrence, the depth in Wordnet hierarchy as well as the 

semantic relation of terms as provided by Wordnet. They formulated a product 

function that provided the chain score from these relations. The sentence score was 

calculated using a product function on word connectivity and chain connectivity, 

denoting word connectivity in the chain and global chain connectivity respectively.
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The sentence score itself was the sum of this product per chain in each sentence. Apart 

from lexical chaining Wordnet has been used in general scope summarization tasks. 

Such tasks have been proposed by (Bellare, et al., 2004). Their approach uses 

Wordnet to extract the graph that is closest to the document at hand. This is estimated 

using a cut-off depth feature. Each resulting synset is ranked according to term 

presence in the document, while sentence selection is decided on the number of 

synsets each sentence has. Principal Component Analysis is applied to assist in 

acquiring most relevant sentences from the document.

Wordnet has also been used to a less extent by (Filatova & Hatzivassiloglou, 2004). 

The authors proposed a novel feature based on the interaction between named entities 

or frequent nouns, referred to as action events. Wordnet in their example was used to 

capture these action events, and filter out irrelevant concepts, hi their system they 

analysed and acquired name entities/frequent noun pairs from textual units (sentences 

in their case) and counted their occurrence. Using Wordnet they formed triplets within 

each pair - the third part of the triplet denoting the action. Each action connector and 

name entity/frequent noun is assigned a core based on their normalized appearance. 

The action event score is calculated by the product of these two scores. Sentence 

selection is made by gathering the minimum number of sentences covering the most 

important concepts.

All of these approaches, while being very efficient since they utilize full semantic 

relation information, introduce an extra costly step. Querying Wordnet to retrieve, 

evaluate and use semantic information is a very "expensive" step in real-time 

document summarization tasks.

A semantic approach that does not utilize Wordnet has been proposed by (Saggion, 

Bontcheva, & Cunningham, 2003). hi their approach, the authors used the GATE 

system to transform input documents and a set of statistical and linguistic features to 

perform sentence selection. Such features are: corpus statistics; tf.idf; cosine similarity 

of sentences; named entity; sentence position and input query. Sentence selection is
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based on a user-supplied linear combination on these features. However, the authors 

provide little information on the efficiency of their approach.

Latent Semantic Analysis. LSA and SVD based approaches have been extensively 

researched during the last decade. As has been suggested by Steinberger and Jezek in 

(Steinberger & Jezek, 2004) and (Steinberger & Jezek, 2005), LSA suffers from two 

main disadvantages. The first is that in LSA one must pick the r value in the singular 

vector space (27 matrix) according to the number of sentences of the summary. Since 

each singular value denotes a distinctive topic or subtopic, this is helpful only if one 

knows the subtopics of the documents. The second drawback the authors identified, is 

that if a sentence has large index values, but not the largest in any dimension, it will 

not be chosen, despite the fact that it may contain important information. In order to 

tackle these deficiencies, the authors propose a modification of LSA. In (Eq. 13) 

instead of considering VT, the authors computed the length of each sentence vector 

according to (Eq. 16)

2*2 
sk ~ y 2^i=i vk,i °i (Eq. 16)

where s* is the length of the vector of sentence k in the latent semantic space, v*.,- is the 

value of the vector right singular vector in the (k,i) point, and oi is the value in the (/',/) 

singular vector space, n in this example is the dimension of resulting vector. As it 

may be observed, this approach tackles efficiently both problems described, as the 

proposed methodology is independent on the length of the summary, while the 

product of each sentence value with its corresponding singular value, assures that 

sentences with a general high index will be included in the final extract. Indeed this 

was verified in the evaluation of the adaptation, as the authors' methodology 

surpassed (Gong & Liu, 2001) approach.

An adaptation on LSA has also been proposed by (Yeh, Ke, Yang, & Meng, 2005). 

The authors, instead of following the straightforward methodology of using term 

frequency per matrix, defined a score function dependent on both local and global 

characteristics. The function used is (Eq. 17)
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. 17)

where atj the coefficient of term by sentence matrix A in (Eq. 13), where L/7 the local 

score of term i in sentence^, while (7, the global score of term / in the document. LJJ is 

computed by (Eq. 1 8)

J

where c;j the frequency of term / in sentence j and «,- the number of words sentence j 

has. The global score G, is computed by (Eq. 19)

. 10) 

where Et is the normalized entropy of term i, computed by (Eq. 20)

ij) (Eq.20)=

where TV the number of sentences in the document and ffj the frequency of term / in 

sentence j. By introducing the entropy feature the authors manage to give a 

probabilistic basis to LSA, and thusto allow a smoother evaluation of the topic 

distribution.

An extension to LSA has been proposed by (Bhandari, Shimbo, Ito, & Matsumoto, 

2008). The authors claim that one of the drawbacks of LSA is its lack of statistical 

grounding. In order to tackle this disadvantage, they engage Probabilistic Latent 

Semantic Indexing in document summarization (PLSI). PLSI is used for optimization 

problems, and treating summarization as such, the authors try to statistically evaluate 

the the maximum likelihood principle for each word-sentence pair to belong to z, 

given a set of sentences 5 E S : [sj, s2, ...sn J, a set of classes z E Z : [zlt z2, ...zj 

denoting the document topics and the set of document words w E W: /w/, w2, ...wj. 

The likelihood principle is defined as P(d, w) = P (d) z P (w\z)P (z\d). The maximum 

likelihood principle is acquired by maximizing the log-likelihood function 

L = ^d^wn(d,w)\ogP(d,w). Optimization is achieved using Expectation- Maximization.
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Their evaluation results were found to significantly outperform standard LSA (Gong 

& Liu, 2001) approach.

A different approach to LSA, sharing a similar basis is proposed by (Lee, Park, Ahn, 

& Kim, 2009). According to the authors, another disadvantage of LSA is the fact that 

it generates negative vectors in the left and right eigen-vectors. hi essence, this implies 

that words contribute negatively to a topic in the document. Therefore, eliminating 

these negative eigen-vectors should adapt more closely to the topics of the document. 

According to the authors, this is tackled by a different analysis on the term by 

sentence matrix named Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF). NMF is applied 

on a term by sentence matrix which is decomposed into two non-negative matrices 

using the Forbenius norm. Their results outperform the standard LSA algorithm 

proposed by (Gong & Liu, 2001).

Rhetorical Structure Theory and Discourse Analysis. Apart from deep or shallow 

semantic analysis, NLP techniques exploiting the document structure have been 

proposed. These techniques try to identify important lexical or structural information 

in the document.

For example, (Moens, Angheluta, & Dumortier, 2005) propose an approach similar to 

Marcu's (1997) approach. The initial step in their single document summarization is 

to clean up the document using text removal and linguistic analysis. The second step 

in their analysis includes two main operations: detection of the main topic of a 

sentence term distribution and hierarchical table of content extraction, hi the first step, 

the authors try to detect the main topic discussed in a sentence by considering the 

initial position of a noun phrase and its persistence across consecutive sentence. The 

second step is an analysis on the term distribution which provides important 

information regarding term frequency, co-occurrence and term proximity. This step 

examines topic shifts as well as the identification of nested topics (sentences that may 

discuss more than one topic). Thus, a hierarchical table of content is produced, 

featuring all the topics discussed in the document. Deciding on the level of detail 

required enables the selection of the sentences from the table of contents. This, of
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course is major improvement over Marcu's approach, and to some extent (topic shift 

and regression identification) influenced GUTS.

Graph-Based Ranking Approaches. The theory of graphs for ranking has been widely 

proposed in single document summarization. The main idea is to rank sentences 

according to their saliency and extract sentences from the most salient ones. (Mihalcea 

& Tarau, 2004), for example, proposed a graph-based approached, using a modified 

version PageRank algorithm, named TextRank. TextRank analyzes the text into 

sentences and constructs a weighted graph, the vertices being the sentences and the 

weighted edges the similarity between the sentences. TextRank follows a standard 

ranking scheme computed by (Eq. 21)

"W-

where d a damping parameter between [0-1], typically set at 0,85, F, the vertex 

(sentence) /', In(Vj) the vertices linking to F, and Out(Vj) the sentences F, links to. In 

order to compute the weight Wy between two sentences formula (Eq. 22) is used.

W-- =13 loers^+ioers,^ (Eq- 22)

where Sjj sentences / and j. TextRank algorithms performs very well, although it 
seems to perform better in multi-document summarization.

On the other hand, (Zha, 2002), defined and analyzed the mutual reinforcement 

principle as his approach on document summarization. According to (Zha, 2002), a 

term is assigned a high saliency score if it is present in many sentences with high 

saliency scores, while a sentence is assigned a high saliency score if it contains a great 

number of terms with high saliency scores. This enables the creation of a bipartite 

weighted graph between terms that exist in sentences. This idea is also present in 

(Wang, Li, & Wang, 2007). However, the authors instead of considering only 

Sentence-Word Relations as Zha (2002) extended the reinforcement principle to a
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Word-Word and Sentence-Sentence level. Their idea was found to outperform both 

Mihalcea and Tarau's (2004) and Zha's (2002).

3.4 Query-Based and Multidocument Summarization

While this thesis is targeted on generic single-document summarization, in this section 

summarization methodologies will be briefly discussed along with several examples.

Query-based summarization in contrast to generic summarization tries to cover a 

specific topic discussed in one or more documents, rather than cover as many topics as 

possible. There is little difference between the technologies that can be used; however 

in query-base summarization it is important to filter-out unwanted information. An 

example of query-based summarization has been proposed by (Bosma, 2005). In his 

research the author uses Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (See Chapter 3.2.3) to 

construct a document graph. This document graph is weighted according to the 

number of discourse units identified (NUCLEI and SATELLITES), the number of 

sentences in each SATELLITE and the number of words in a sentence. Thus, each 

sentence is weighted against the relevant - to the initial user query- meanings depicted 

(through weighting NUCLEI), while also providing additional relevant information 

(SATELLITES).

Query based summarization has also been considered by (Saggion, Bontcheva, & 

Cunningham, 2003). The authors use a generic summarization module with extensions 

for query-based summarization. This is accomplished by a linear combination of a 

number of features, one of which (query-based scorer) is specific to the query-based 

summarization task. Query-based scorer is a feature that tries to identify the similarity 

of a sentence a user query through term comparison.

Apart from query-based summarization, a lot of research has been undertaken in the 

area of multidocument summarization. Multidocument summarization refers to the 

extraction of a summary through multiple sources that deal with the same topic. Multi- 

document summarization provides a number or surplus limitations that are taken into 

consideration as: topic redundancy, time sequence and cohesion. These features, while 

apparent in single-document summarization, do not play a very important role, since
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in a single-document it is generally recognised that the author maintains a specific 

authorship style, does not make time shifts, and generally decide from which aspect of 

the story they will refer to. Multi-document summarization systems, however, must 

ensure that redundancy is avoided, that information is presented without time hops, 

and that cohesion is maintained, which may not always be an easy task when the 

information is gathered from multiple sources. Multi-document summarization is an 

area of interest where a lot of research is being carried out, especially since the drop of 

single-document newspaper summarization tasks from DUG conferences in 2004. hi 

the next few paragraphs, the most influential work, as well as some modern 

approaches, on multi-document summarization is presented.

Pioneering work in the area of multi-document summarization has been undertaken by 

(Radev, Jing, & Budzikowska, 2000) that resulted in MEAD summarization toolkit. In 

this work a centroid based approach was considered. The authors consider a centroid 

to be a pseudo-document of words within a cluster on a specific subject. Each 

sentence is checked against its similarity to the centroid. Using a linear combination of 

parameters as the centroid score (calculated using tf.idf), the position of the sentence 

in a document, and the frequency of terms (using tf.idf), MEAD system extracts the 

most significant sentences which are ordered according to chronological 

characteristics.

Centroids have also been considered by (Radev, Fan, & Zhang, 2001). The authors 

utilize a similar approach to MEAD system, offering a personalised mode, where the 

users set their own weight formula in retrieving information that suits them best.

A similar approach based on the main ideas behind MEAD system has been proposed 

by Erkan and Radev (Erkan & Radev, 2004a). Sentence centrality to the cluster is 

computed using a new feature the authors refer to as Prestige. Prestige is calculated 

using the PageRank algorithm and shows the relation between each sentence. This is 

calculated using a graph representation of the sentences discussing a common topic. 

Sentence similarity is calculated by an idf-modified version of the cosine similarity
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metric, adapted to evaluate on the importance of sentence terms, according to their 

overall occurrence over the multidocument data set (Erkan & Radev, 2004b).

An equally important approach in multi-document summarization has been proposed 

by (Carbonell & Goldstein, 1998) and (Goldstein, Mittal, Carbonell, & Kantrowicz, 

2000). Instead of using centroids, the authors define Maximal Marginal Relevance 

(MMR) as the linear combination of features as novelty and relevance: novelty 

denoting the diversity between two given documents; and relevance, the similarity 

between a document and a query or another document. This linear combination is 

affected by a variable which is used to assign a greater weight to each one of these 

features. Sentences that maximize this Marginal Relevance are extracted for inclusion 

in the summary.

MMR has been considered as an option by (Lin & Hovy, 2002). Following their work 

in OPP (Lin & Hovy, 1997), they proposed a similar approach using MMR in order to 

identify and evaluate sentence pairs for sentence reduction, OPP in order to extract the 

positional characteristics of sentence importance and the Webclopedia (Hovy, Gerber, 

Hermjakob, Junk, & Lin, 2000) ranking algorithm to rank the sentences by context.

Following the same basis of MMR, work on the information richness and novelty has 

been undertaken by (Wan, Yang, & Xiao, 2007). In their work, the authors consider 

query-based multidocument summarization through Manifold-Ranking. Manifold- 

Ranking is the process of identifying biased information richness (relation of a set of 

sentences to a topic) and information novelty (diversity of sentence in the summary 

topic), combined linearly. Topic similarity is identified using cosine similarity 

measure, while novelty is identified using tf*isf (modified tf.idf on a sentence level)

A graph-based multi-document approach has also been considered (Mani & Bloedorn, 

1997). In this approach the authors construct a graph, where each node denotes a word 

and each vertex the weight of connection between words. This is calculated tf.idf over 

a training corpus. The extraction of the summary uses phrases as the basic textual unit, 

which is constructed using templates of words. Text is extracted by trying to cover as
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much from the information included in the document sets, minimizing textual 

redundancy.

Single-document techniques have also been extended for multidocument 

summarization, hi Columbia summarization engine (McKeown, Barzilay, Evans, 

Hatzivassiloglou, Schiffman, & Teufel, 2001), for example, proposed a system 

comprised of a system that identified and classified a set of documents in four 

categories: single-event documents, multi-event documents, biographies and other. 

The authors proposed two systems that could perform multi-document summarization 

according to the document-genre the system identified. The first sub-system, named 

MultiGen, utilized sentence level evaluation on similarity, along with positional 

characteristics, to calculate sentence importance. Sentence extraction was 

accomplished using lexical chains (Barzilay & Elhadad, 1997). The second sub 

system named DBMS utilized Wordnet, named entities sentence position, and 

presence of pronouns to calculate sentence similarity. An interesting fact is that 

contrary to what had been considered until then, the authors proposed the use of verbs 

as the main lexical significance measure, identifying how commonly a verb may be 

used in documents.

Another example of single-document techniques that have been migrated to multi- 

document summarization is offered by (Conroy, Schlesinger, Goldstein, & O'Learry, 

2004), where extensions to their HMM model (Conroy & O'Leary, 2001) for multi- 

document summarization was considered.

3.5 Synopsis

In this Chapter, related work on generic single document summarization is presented. 

The presentation focuses both on ML and on NLP approaches, while query-based and 

multi-document summarization approaches are also presented to a smaller extent. The 

next chapter provides insight on the grammatical and syntactical particularities of the 

Greek language, as well as validation on a series of limitations and how they can be 

dealt with in developing TCASGL and GUTS.
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4. Linguistic Analysis for TCASGL and GUTS

Chapter 4 provides an analysis on the linguistic characteristics that apply both to 

TCASGL and GUTS algorithms. The main feature considered in this Chapter is the 

use of nouns and adjectives as the main -word significance feature in both systems and 

the reasons why they were considered as the main structural units in the topic 

extraction of both systems.

4.1 Nouns, Adjectives and Their Importance

One of the main problems that both ML and NLP problems have to face, regarding the 

extraction of the topic of a sentence, is the identification of the important, from a 

topic-wise aspect point of view, words. As claimed in (Bouras & Tsogkas, 2010), 

nouns and noun phrases are considered to be of primary importance in such a task, as 

they hold information on who or what acted and who or what accepted the outcome of 

this action. Thus, it is crucial for the efficiency of both TCASGL and GUTS, to 

identify the nouns of the sentence, rather than other grammatical elements. In the case 

of both systems, an extension to the proposed methodology was taken, by considering 

the adjectives, as well. Adjectives are used to characterize nouns or noun phrases, to 

the extent that certain nouns are almost always accompanied by certain adjectives. 

Therefore, semantic information can be extracted both from the nouns of a sentence, 

and from the accompanying adjectives. The extraction of such grammatical elements 

can be achieved either by applying a syntactical analysis on each of the sentences 

using a Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagger as in (Moens, Angheluta, & Dumortier, 2005), 

or applying a grammatical analysis as in the algorithms presented in this research.

4.2 Syntactical Analysis - Part of Speech Tagging

POS Tagging is an effective way of identifying the parts of speech apparent in a 

sentence; namely subject, verb object or predicate, as well as explanatory sub-
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sentences or words. The main linguistic characteristic exploited in such a case is the 

Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) sentence order followed in most Indo-European 

languages. A syntactical analysis is performed to identify the verb of the sentence 

which provides efficient information on the subject and the object of the sentence (it 

being either a noun or a whole sub-sentence along with the adjectives or adverbs that 

may constitute a noun phrase). Part of speech tagging, however, is generally prone to 

errors arising from grammatical or syntactical deviations of the reference language. 

Firstly, the extraction of a noun or noun phrase, serving as the subject or the object of 

a sentence, does not imply that it may be found in this exact form over a number of 

random documents, apart from cases where these are names (e.g. Mona Lisa, Mount 

Everest etc). This phenomenon is intensified in languages where grammatical 

deviation is applied on the whole noun phrase. Secondly, explanatory sub-sentences 

complicate the extraction of important grammatical features, as the explanatory 

information may also include nouns and adjectives. Thirdly, there are cases where the 

exquisite linguistic characteristics of the reference language may not fully comply 

with the SVO rule, e.g. in Greek the subject or the object, or even sometimes the verb 

of the sentence may be omitted.

4.3 Grammatical Analysis- Stemming

Grammatical analysis tries to exploit grammatical characteristics that may be apparent 

in a reference language. Grammatical analysis is used to analyze the underlying rules 

of word construction in a language. The most common application is stemming. 

Stemming importance has been underlined by (Scott & Mattwin, 1999). Through 

stemming, the lemma of each word is identified, omitting the part that alters over 

different word forms.

4.4 Grammar or Syntax?
Both systems use grammatical analysis in identifying the nouns and adjectives that are 

present in a sentence rather than syntactical analysis. The reasons why grammar is 

chosen as the basis for this process over syntax include Greek language particularities 

as well as computational cost efficiency. Greek language (as well as other Indo- 

European languages), while generally conforming to SVO patterns, enables the
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inclusion of supplementary information both in the Subject and in the Object of a 

sentence. Thus, instead of having a simple noun or an adjective-noun combination 

serving as a Subject or an Object of sentence, a whole noun phrase may be observed. 

This noun phrase may rarely be found in exactly the same form over a set of 

sentences. In addition, Greek grammar states that all the words that compose the noun 

phrase must follow the appropriate grammatical deviation (exceptions are articles, 

adverbs and other non-deviated grammatical elements). Therefore, even if a noun 

phrase is found in more than one sentence, its identification still requires grammatical 

analysis on each of the words composing it. Taking, for example, the available Greek 

POS tagger from the Athens University of Economics and Business (AUEB) (Greek 

POS Tagger), and using it to identify certain sentence word characteristics yielded 

ambiguous results, regarding the identification of the syntactical sentence features. 

However, grammatical analysis is heavily dependent on the reference language. Greek 

language, for example, provides us with numerous rules that may be exploited in 

extracting nouns and adjectives. Given that, from all the words constituting the Greek 

language, only articles, adverbs, proverbs and prepositions are considered relatively 

small in order to be included in a stop list, the main effort is to discriminate between 

adjectives, nouns and verbs. Greek verbs generally follow an irregular form of 

grammatical deviation.

Greek 
Verb
Mevro
ASVCG
FIXsvco

Translation

Stay
Tie
Wash

Simple 
Past
'Euerva
'ESsaa
'Erikvva

Stem

^e-
5s-
Tlk-

Table 1. Greek Verbs

As can be seen in Table 1, while stemming in verbs can become very complex, 

considering irregular verb deviation, or different forms of deviation of seemingly 

identical verbs, the identification of a verb is a relatively easy task as the verb endings 

are unique. Moreover, adjectives and nouns follow the same deviation rules, while 

they share common word endings. Therefore, their identification is equally simple. 

Thus, in the cases of a noun phrase, noun and adjective stems, rather than the whole
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phrase, are considered. A potential drawback of this approach derives from the fact 

that there are cases where nouns are used as adverbs.

Both of the systems described in later sections are built around a grammatical 

analyzer. The grammatical analyser is based on work already undertaken in word 

stemming using grammatical characteristics of Greek language. Initial work on 

stemming was undertaken by (Porter, 1980), where he gathered the different word 

endings both for regular and irregular English words and proposed an approach for 

separating the word ending from the stem itself. Stemming for the Greek language has 

also been proposed (Kalamboukis, 1995). His work included an adaptation of Porter's 

approach using Greek word endings.

The utilization of stemming as a lemmatizer and noun and adjective identifier is 

common between both TCASGL and GUTS. The procedure followed utilizes initially 

a stop list of words other than nouns (e.g. proverbs, adverbs, prepositions etc), 

identifies potential non-noun endings (e.g. verb endings) and identifies the unique 

noun and adjective endings. All the words in the stop-list are eliminated along with 

the ones whose ending belongs to the verb endings. The resulting word set is ideally 

composed of nouns and adjectives; however other grammatical elements such as 

adverbs may also be included.

1. Let random word set wD
2. For each 1 in wD
3. If 1 is an Article Then remove 1 End If
4. If 1 is a Preposition Then remove 1 End If
5. If 1 is a Pronoun Then remove 1 End If
6. If 1 is an Adverb Then remove 1 End If
7. If 1 is a Verb Then remove 1 End If
8. If lisa Noun Then
9. If lisa Participle Then
10. remove 1
11. Else
12. keep 1
13. End If
14. End If
15. End For
16. Gather updated table of words wD

Figure 4. Stemming and Noun/Adjective Identification

Appendix A provides the list of common Greek language noun, adjective and verb 

endings, as well as the stop-list used in both systems.
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4.5 Synopsis

In this Chapter, a presentation of the main linguistic characteristics that impose 

specific limitations to the development of both TCASGL and GUTS systems is made. 

Through literature review, it is clarified that in order to extract summaries that it is 

important to estimate the topic sentences of the documents. Based on that, the parts of 

speech (nouns and adjectives) considered as important for summarization tasks were 

identified. Thus, rurether research was undertaken to decide on the best approach in 

identifying nouns and adjectives. From the two available approaches, syntactical and 

grammatical analysis, the latter was selected, due to Greek language particularities.

The next chapter describes the theory behind TCASGL, taking into considereation the 

conclusions of the grammatical analysis described in this Chapter.
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5. Text Classification Assisted Summarization for Greek Language - 
TCASGL

Chapter 5 describes the TCASGL algorithm and system. It details the steps behind the 

TCASGL algorithm, provides a description of the system architecture and the modules 

comprising it, as well as giving important information regarding its classification and 

summarization tasks. The Chapter concludes with an in-depth analysis of the 

methodology and algorithms.

5.1 Introduction

TCASGL was developed to verify whether Machine Learning approaches could be 

effectively utilised in generic single-document summarization. However, instead of 

the almost standard methodology proposed by previous ML approaches (See Chapter 

2) that tried to distinguish whether a sentence is a candidate summary sentence, this 

analysis focused on document summarization by domain identification. The main idea 

came from the research of (Barzilay & Lee, 2004). The authors discuss that specific 

domains of documents (earthquake documents in their case), present specific cue 

phrases, or have cue words that act either terminologically or are most likely found in 

respective documents (e.g. the Richter scale denoting the magnitude of the earthquake, 

which is almost always present in respective news articles). This led to the idea as to 

whether it would be possible to create dictionaries of such words, and if so try to 

identify them in a random document. The idea was extended by trying to not only 

consider terminology, but also weight each of these terms with a significance score 

when they are found in a domain document. This is, obviously, a classification and 

summarization problem, while in this case, the difference is that it is not important to 

promote a sentence as a summary, but promote a document to belong to a specific 

category, and based on the class it belongs to, to extract the most important sentences.

A priori, a careful observation of the previous sentence leads to specific questions that 

must be answered prior to developing the algorithmic model for such an approach.
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  Is it possible to construct automatically classes, and according term weights? 

What effect does the size of the training document set have on each class 

independently/ as a whole?

  Is it acceptable for a term to belong to more than one class? If yes, what would 

the class weight of that term be?

  Can the weighted term dictionary of each class be used to extract sentence 

significance? If yes, how does a sentence term weight affect sentence 

significance? Does the fact that a term may belong to another category, as well, 

have an effect on the significance of the sentence in the selected domain?

These questions were decided to answer the proposal of Barzilay and Lee as well as 

the implications identified through an observation of these remarks. More specifically, 

the construction of document classes and extraction of potentially weighted 

terminaology addresses the issue of domain knowledge. However, some domains have 

larger terminology sets than others, so this should also be taken into account. It was 

also observed during the formulation of the problem that certain terms might be 

important into more than one domain. Thus, estimating the importance of each term 

on each of the domains is very important in summary extraction. Yet, the last 

question addresses the issue of estimating the contribution of a sentence, rather than a 

term, into a domain, on the premises that a sentence is a set of terms.

The answer to these questions formulated the basis upon which TCASGL was build. 

Analysis showed that automatic creation was possible with the use of a preclassified 

training set. Each extracted term (noun or adjective following the analysis presented in 

Chapter 3) may occur in more than one class, with different significance per class. The 

term "prime minister", for example, is more significant in a document considering 

politics, than in a document considering sports. After deciding on the class a 

document belongs, the identification of the significance of each sentence is made 

according to the class dictionary. However, since each sentence is made up of 

weighted terms in different categories, it is important to use a normalised weight that 

considers the relative weight for that class, since the same sentence will be weighted 

differently for a different class.
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5.2 TCASGL approach

The Naive Bayes assumption of statistical independence states that words in a 

document are statistically independent with regards to their appearance, and has been 

proven to work surprisingly well, considering the initial false assumption. However, 

NEC classifier suffers from bias over unequal in length classes (as proven by (Rish, 

2001)). For TCASGL, a single-label, newspaper article-based supervised trainable 

classifier for the Greek language that uses a normalized approach in assigning a 

random document to a class was developed. The system takes into account term 

frequency, along with the size of each class. Therefore, each class component has a 

normalized weight coefficient, participating in the final classification (and 

summarization) step. The main difference from common approaches, such as the 

NEC, is that the classifier does not utilize a product methodology in computing the 

importance of words in a document to extract the category a document belongs to, but 

rather the sum of each of the weight coefficient of each word for a category. This 

approach considers that each word is statistically independent in occurring in a 

random document, and instead of trying to identify word co-occurrence as in NEC and 

LMs (computing the product of each probability of word occurrence, therefore 

searching for word co-occurrence), the contribution of each independent word to the 

class of the document is estimated. Given a word in a document, the probability of the 

document belonging to a specific category featuring that word is calculated, and a 

further estimation on the expected value (mean probability) of the contribution of the 

entire word set of the document to each one of the available categories is made. A 

direct outcome from using the sum of probabilities, rather than the product, is that, 

while the system targets on single-label classification, its decision rule is not as strict 

as the one defined in NEC, and therefore it can be used for multi-label classification 

tasks, as well. Another outcome in this approach is that a potential classification error 

is not propagated in the sum of probabilities as quickly as in the product of 

probabilities, thus making the algorithm less susceptible to noise.

The problem
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Let / be a random noun, and D a random document featuring word /, and j a category 

the document may belong to. The classifier computes the possibility for document D 

to belong to category y given that word / appears in D.

The weight of word i in category j (wjj) is computed by (Eq. 23) 

~(Eq "

where //" (i,j) the term frequency of word / in category j, and n the total number of 

unique words comprising category j. wfj in this context denotes the importance or 

contribution of noun /' in category j. By dividing by the total number of the noun term 

frequencies of category j, a normalized weight factor for nouns in that category is 

formed, in order to overcome NEC bias. This formula is influenced by the Term 

Frequency (TF) used in Information Retrieval algorithms (the first parameter of tf.idf 

algorithm). This approach also enables the system to properly estimate the similarity 

of a random document to a category, since a great number of significant words of a 

category in a random document (high-weighted word observation), denotes greater 

similarity between the document and the category. The similarity factor of TCASGL 

is based on the probability of a random document D belonging in category j, if word / 

is present in document D. Given that word / is assigned a weight per classy', then this 

probability is calculated by

PiJ = P(D Ej\i<=D) = -^- (Eq. 24)
Lj=0 Wij

where n is the total number of categories the system can identify. This metric takes 

into account the cross-class importance of the words. This algorithm strongly 

resembles the Inverse Document Frequency metric used in Information Retrieval (the 

second parameter of the tf.idf algorithm).

The evaluation criterion that denotes a document belonging to a category is called 

similarity factor (sf) and is calculated by

sf(P,fi =
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where m is the total number of categories available and Dwords the word count of 

document D. Since sf is computed on the observed set of nouns extracted by the 

document, and not all words appear in category j, the contribution for each word 

present in the document is either 0 if the word is not present in category j or calculated 

according to (Eq. 24). Dividing by Dwords gives us the Expected Value for each 

category j. The system decides that the document belongs to the category which 

maximizes the similarity factor sf

Dej^= argmax(sf(D,j)) (Eq. 26)

where argmax(sf(D,j)) is the maximum similarity factor of document D in categories j.

For example, TCASGL currently identifies six potential categories of articles namely 

Business and Finance, Politics, Culture, Sports, Technology and Health. A word that 

is part of all six datasets is the word "jtoA-iriK" - the stem of word politics or politician. 

Applying formula (Eq. 23) on word stem "TtoAmic" based on information gathered 

from the training phase, the weight per category is:

Category

Business and 
Finance
Culture
Health
Politics
Sports
Technology

Occurrence

196

179
1
664
11
12

Total Category 
Words
59777

26932
3073
63218
25429
15412

Weight

0.149275137

0.302586779
0.014815045
0.478181589
0.019693773
0.035447676

Table 2. Weight of word "jioXmic" in every category

These results indicate that given a document containing only the word "TIO^ITIK", then 

it would be classified in category "Politics" since it holds the greatest similarity factor 

among every category - the weight of the word being the similarity factor of the 

document to each category in this case.

Summarization in TCASGL is applied after the classification of the document. The 

summarization module considers the weight score calculated in (Eq. 24) as the 

primary sentence selection feature, while extensions using spatial document
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characteristics as the ones proposed by (Baxendale, 1958) were also considered. The 

last feature used in TCASGL is sentence -length. The summarizer uses the class 

dictionary to assign a proportional term weight as computed in (Eq. 24). In order to 

extract the sentences that will be kept in the final summary, the summarizer uses the 

normalized sum of all term weights of a sentence. This is computed by

Scoresent = L , , (Eq. 27)
sent \ P\l iJ) I

The normalized average term length is used as the bias elimination feature of larger 

sentences. Thus, only sentences consisting of more important words in a proportional 

manner are considered. The final length of the summary is manually decided, while 

the summary consists of the k-th highest scoring sentences sorted by their original 

document appearance.

The positional feature of TCASGL considers the relative paragraph-sentence position. 

As it has been experimentally validated (Nenkova, 2005), the most important - 

summary-wise - sentences in newswire corpora are the initial sentences of the 

document (the reason that not many systems outperform the basic single document 

summarizer of DUC-2004). Following that, and (Baxendale, 1958) research, 

TCASGL uses the relative position of a sentence in a paragraph to compute sentence 

weight, assigning a greater prejudice score to sentences, located higher in the 

paragraph. The formula used is depicted in (Eq. 28)

^PrScoresent = - —— - —— — —— - *Scoresent 
paragraphsze— 1

where k is the k-th sentence of the paragraph and a a predefined importance factor.

5.3 TCASGL Methodology

Based on the aforementioned analysis (Chapter 5.2) the extracted system is made up 

of four core modules: the stemmer (Chapter 4), the class training module (executed 

only once to train the classifier and summarizer), the classifier module, and the 

summarization module (with or without positional characteristics). This process can
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be depictued in Figure 5. Initially the Category creation module preprocesses a set of 

category documents and calculates the word weights per category to create the 

category dictionaries. These are used both in the classification and in the 

summarization modules. A test document is stemmed and its sentences are split. The 

second step is to calculate the category in which the document belongs to, while the 

result of this calculation specifies the category dictionary to be used in the 

summarization.

Category creation step

Word weight 
calculation

Category 
Documents

Category 
Dictionaries

Document 
Classification

Sentence Splitter
Cassifi cationTest 

Documents

Summarized 
Document

Figure 5. TCASGL Overview

The rest of the subsection presents the algorithms of each module.

5.3.1 Training Step

The training step is responsible for building up the dictionaries of words used in 

classification. Each newspaper article in each category is stemmed and a noun-table 

per processed article is used to create the weighted category dictionary. Each word is 

assigned a normalized weight according to the number of nouns present in each 

category. The training module algorithm is depicted in the following table
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1. For each category j formed by documents Dj
2. Create an empty dictionary for category j (dictj), where each dictionary entry is a quadruple (word, 

cat_freq, weight, probability) *
3. For each document D of Dj
4. Stem D and acquire word table wD
5. Create a vector vD of couples (word, doc_freq) **
6. For each couple c of vD
7. If dictj (the dictionary of j category) contains c.word Then
8. Update occurrences (.cat_freq) of the corresponding couple of dictj
9. Else
10. Append a new quadruple to dictj initialized as (c.word, c.doc_freq, 0, 0)
11. End If
12. End For
13. End For
14. Compute Sj as the sum of all .cat_freq (frequencies) in dictj
15. For each entry e of dictj
16. Compute e. weight as e.cat_freq divided by Sj
17. End For
18. End For
19. For each category j formed by documents Dj
20. For each entry e of dictj
21. Compute the sum of .weight items of every dictionary entry of every category that has .word item 

equal to the present word entry (e.word) ***
22. Compute e.probability by dividing e.weight with the sum
23. End For
24. End For

Figure 6. Training Module Algorithm

* cat_freq is the total number (sum) of occurrences of word inside all documents of category j, weight is 
computed according to formula (Eq. 23), at step 16, probability is computed according to formula (Eq. 24), at 
step 22.
** doc_freq is the frequency of word inside D
*** step 21 computes the denominator of formula (Eq. 24)

5.3.2 Classification Step

The classification step is responsible for assigning a random document to one 

category. Each random document is stemmed and the resulting noun table is checked 

against each category to form the similarity factor. The category a document belongs 

to is defined by the maximum similarity factor. The classification step algorithm 

operates as follows:

1. Let document to be classified D
2. Stem D and acquire word table wD
3. For each category j

4. Initialize the similarity measure of document-category sfDj (sfDj^~ 0)
5. For each word i of wD
6. Locate the entry e of dictj that corresponds to word i
7. If the location is successful (dictj has an entry for the given word i) Then
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8. Add to similarity measure of document-category sfDj the word probability for this category pij 
(sfDj <-sfDj + e.probability)

9. End If
10. End For

11. sfDj^-sfDj - sizeofiwD)
12. End For
13. Return j that has the maximum sfDj

Figure 7. Classification Step

5.3.3 Summarization Step

The summarization step acquires word weights per sentence, extracts the topmost 

important sentences within the limits set, and rearranges the sentences in their original 

order. The summarization module is presented in the Figure 8.

1. Let document D, k percentage of summaries and class weight lexicon lc
2. Split D into array of sentences S D
3. For each s in S D
4. Let sentence weight sw= 0
5. For each word w in S D
6. If w belongs to lc

8. words = words+1
9. End If
10. End For
11. End For
12. Sort sentences descending according to sw
13. Keep top k sentences
14. Sort k sentences according to appearance in original document

	Figure 8. Summarization Module Algorithm

5.4 Synopsis

In this Chapter, the presentation of the theory, methodology and algorithms of 

TCASGL is made. The Chapter focuses on both classification and summarization 

approaches providing insight on the proposed methodologies both from a theretical 

point of view and on the algorithms that resulted in TCASGL system. Specifically, in 

this Chapter the following subjects were dicscussed:

  Theoretical validation of the problem of summarization through classification

  The approach proposed for each TCASGL module

  TCASGL training phase (executed once, required for both classification and 

summarization steps)

  TCASGL classification methodology and algorithms
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  TCASGL summarization methodology and algorithms

  Feature set extension for TCASGL summarization considering document 

characterises

The next Chapter discusses GUTS system by: formulating the problem of engaging 

shallow document analysis in document summarization; proposing the appropriate 

approach introducing novel document features; and presenting the methodology and 

algorithms of GUTS.
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6. Generic Unsupervised Text Summarization - GUTS

Chapter 6 describes the GUTS system, its algorithm, methodology and results. 

Initially, the theoretical model upon which the GUTS system is based is analyzed, with 

emphasis on the notion of conceptual flow. An extensive analysis of the methodology 

is provided, while the chapter concludes with the presentation of the algorithms and 

an analysis of the process flow.

6.1 Introduction

GUTS is based on linguistic characteristics of written documents. It utilizes a new, 

and exploits already known, sentence selection features. The new feature utilized by 

GUTS is called "conceptual flow", while term-co-occurence, sentence length and 

relative paragraph-sentence position are also tested - using a similar approach to the 

one proposed in TCASGL.

GUTS' approach in single document summarization tries to capture "topic shifts" 

occurring in the any given document based on the evaluation of the semantic 

similarities between sentences. Its algorithm does not utilize any external training 

corpus, relying only on term frequency (how many times a term occurs in the 

document), term density (how many important terms are existent in a random 

sentence), term bias (biased term co-occurrence) and conceptual flow (an abstract 

semantic estimation on topic distribution and regression). These features have been 

selected as most of them have been extensively used as the basis of many NLP 

document summarization systems. However, conceptual flow is a newly introduced 

feature.

Conceptual flow tries to estimate how the authors organize their document. As a 

feature, the latter tries to identify when a topic starts to be discussed within a 

document and when the author decides to change topics. A paragraph approach, while
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it may describe efficiently this relation between sentences, is based on the assumption 

that a paragraph is full conceptual entity, while in many cases more than one topics 

might be considered. In addition to that, conceptual flow tries to estimate topic 

regression - when topics are discussed again. In order to achieve so, the algorithm 

considers intra-sentence word occurrence, as well as biased word co-occcurrence 

through Jaccard similarity, combining them linearly.

In the first step of the algorithm an evaluation of whether topic shifts occur in 

consecutive sentences is made, while later stages perform cross-document semantic 

similarity calculations. GUTS is inspired by the writing style of authors in presenting 

information in a document or article, and more specifically the exploitation of the 

sequential topic shifts that occur between segments of analysed concepts. These topic 

shifts are closely related to the presentation and validation of the author's ideas or 

remarks. Thus, GUTS' goal is to capture these changes in the discussion of topics and 

evaluate the importance of each concept. Conceptual flow, as a feature, following a 

linguistic analysis, refers to the construction of the set of consecutive sentences that 

describe a common context, hi a similar manner to what has been proposed by (Zha, 

2002) regarding sentence clustering and sentence importance through common words 

and consecutive sentences - the major difference is that GUTS performs a semantic 

analysis on words rather than applying mutual reinforcement principle - the system 

tries to estimate how word co-occurrence in sentences denotes semantic relation and 

how this affects consecutive sentences, hi addition to that, the algorithm has been 

developed keeping in mind that in a paticular text, more than one topic may be 

discussed. Therefore, it is vital not only to identify the primary topic, but also identify 

secondary topics and evaluate their importance in the document. The algorithm 

performs on a progressive approach. Initial (primary) topic clustering occurs on 

consecutive sentences, and the most important sentences are extracted to form an 

initial summary. Topic clustering in this manner is used abstractly. The reason for that 

lies in the fact that a topic may not be thoroughly discussed within a primary topic 

cluster, but within a series of non-consecutive topic clusters. Full topic clustering 

occurs during the second step of the system, where the initial summary is scanned for
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topic repetition. If the system identifies the full topic cluster map of the document, it 

extracts in a common manner the final summary, while failure to identify additional 

topic clusters results in a statistical approach based on term density. Therefore, the 

random document is scanned at most three times in order to identify the full topic 

cluster map of the document. Failure to achieve the expected size of summary, results 

in a simple statistical approach based on normalized term frequency, where each 

sentence is evaluated through term density.

6.2 GUTS Approach

hi order to identify the topic clusters of the document, GUTS follows a three-step 

approach.

6.2.1 Semantic lexicon creation

Initially, a term analysis that captures term frequency and term co-occurrence is 

performed. Term frequency is important in identifying words that may be document 

terminology. Term co-occurrence, on the other hand, is used as the semantic similarity 

measure that identifies the bias between word occurrences. Both measures are used in 

evaluating sentence similarity. An n*n matrix is created, n denoting the number of 

individual words present in the document. The words are sorted by term frequency. 

Each (i, j)-th entry in the matrix holds the semantic weight between ternij and ternij. 

The elements in the diagonal of the matrix hold the term frequency. The semantic 

similarity weight is based on the Expected and Observed Co-occurrence Probabilities.

  Observed Co-Occurrence (OCjj): OCjj denotes the observed common 

occurrences of words / and j (#f) in a document with a fixed number of sentences s 

and it is calculated by

OCtj = oocuritj I s (Eq. 29)

where occur ̂  is the number of common occurrences between words i and/

  Expected Co-Occurrence (ECjj): ECjj denotes the expected common 

occurrences of words /' and j, considering statistical independence in the existence of
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words / andy. Thus, using the Bayesian Rule of Statistical Independence the Expected 

Co-Occurrence is calculated by

FC • —

occurj 
_ s s _ occurS occurj (Eq. 30)

(occurt + occur; )

s s 
If the OCij is greater than ECjj the system considers that there is a bias in the

occurrence between these words and therefore, that words /' and j are semantically 

related.

Thus, the semantic similarity matrix elements are:

0, if OCij < ECij and i =£ j 
ij - ECij, if OCij > My and i * j (Eq. 31) 
Occurrence of word i,ifl = j

6.2.2 Conceptual Flow Topic Creation and Summarization

The clusters are created according to the similarity scores of consecutive sentences. 

The Sentence Similarity score (SSsiiSi+! ) of sentences si and si+1 is computed using the 

SR of the words of both sentences. The formula used to calculate cross-sentence 

relationship is based on a modification on Jaccard similarity and is calculated as

_ « " SRij
1J4J • •_!_; —— / , / ,—————————

where m is the words of sentence si and n the words of sentence si+1. This score 

denotes the semantic similarity of two consecutive sentences as it does not only 

identify common word occurrence but also weighted semantic relationship of random 

words. In order to extract the document clusters, a threshold feature should be used on 

the SS scores of each consecutive sentence. This threshold states the limit below 

which two consecutive sentences are considered semantically irrelevant. In order to 

calculate the Similarity Threshold (57), the system uses the local minima of cross-
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sentence similarities (if projected on a graph) and calculates the average of these 

minima (Eq. 33).

ST = - (Eq 33)

where SSminsiiSi+ t denotes the semantic similarity score of sentences where a local 

minimum is observed.

The basis of the system upon which sentence similarity is considered states that all 

sentence links below ST denote a topic shift between the sentences, and therefore 

define the edge of each of the topic clusters of the document. Each topic cluster is 

made up of consecutive sentences that have a Sentence Similarity greater than ST. The 

extracted summary is made up by sentences sorted by appearance in the initial 

document from all the topic clusters identified in the document. If the topic cluster is 

composed of a single sentence, this sentence is included in the final extract, while 

remaining summary sentences - the sentences that remain after single sentence topic 

clusters have been considered - are picked by remaining topic clusters on a 

proportional rate. The score Sk of the A>th sentence is calculated using the number of 

occurrences of the non-unique document words (words that appear more than once) in 

sentence k.

Sk = '^_i occur\wordi ]/'len(k] (Eg 34)

n

where /  is the n-th word of sentence k, occur(wordj) is the number of occurrences of 

the ;-th word and len(k) the number of terms in the A:-th sentence.

If the number of extracted sentences is greater than the percentage of summarization 

achieved, the topic cluster procedure and summarization is repeated on the summary. 

However, instead of forming a new abstract semantic lexicon for the summary, the 

algorithms utilize the one computed in the initial step of the algorithm. This last step is 

repeated until the algorithm fails to further shorten the extract, maintaining both the 

original similarity matrix and ST in every step.
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The aforementioned methodology captures the conceptual flow sentence selection 

feature. While conceptual flow is not used for sentence selection, it clusters, at first, 

consecutive and, secondly, non consecutive sentences into semantic sets. These sets 

have direct and inferred word similarity through the evaluation of common word 

occurrence and biased word probability across sentences. Thus, this way not only the 

flow of concepts is captured, but also after a first filtering, the remaining concepts are 

estimated for topic regression.

6.2.3 Intra-document Summarization
In case that the number of extracted sentences is greater than the required threshold set 

by the user, and the initial algorithm has reached its limits in extracting the 

appropriate sentences, the same approach is engaged on an intra-document level. 

Instead of forming topic clusters on consecutive sentences, the topic cluster algorithm 

is applied on non-consecutive sentences and thus tries to identify the unique topic 

clusters of the whole document (SSsi, si+k, where k>\). The Similarity Threshold (ST) is 

maintained from the initial calculations, along with the similarity matrix. The reason 

this algorithm is applied on the first step summary rather than the initial document is 

the calculation cost of this approach, as it requires an exhaustive comparison between 

each sentence of the document. In this case a sentence may be part of more than one 

cluster. However, its significance will be considered per topic cluster independently, 

so as to capture and evaluate potential secondary topics discussed in each sentence. In 

cases where the algorithm fails to achieve the required summary length, the system 

falls back to a statistic based approach based on term density. Taking into 

consideration the original word occurrence, the algorithm computes the sentence 

weight as the average term frequency of each sentence (Eq. 35) regardless of the non- 

existence of clusters. The final extract is composed of the highest scoring sentences 

sorted by sentence appearance in the original document.

6.3 Methodology
Following the establishment of the formulas and the standardization of GUTS' 

approach on topic clustering, the system was built using six distinctive modules. 

These modules are:
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Stop-list Creation and Grammatical Analysis (stemming) module

Abstract Semantic Relation Matrix module

  Conceptual Flow Topic Cluster identification module

  Intra-document Topic Cluster identification module

  Topic Cluster Summarization module

  Term Density Summarization module

The following Figure shows an outline of the full methodology.

Input Document

Abstract Semantic Lexicon 
Module nxn co 

occurrence matrix

Topic Cluster Creation 
Module

* Required Step

-*• Optional Step

Topic Cluster 
Summarization Module

Term Density 
Summarization

Final Summary

Figure 9. GUTS Overview

Stop-list Creation and Grammatical Analysis and Abstract Semantic Relation Matrix 

modules are only used once in the system in the initial phase of the algorithm, while 

the remaining modules are used as many times as required, according to the proposed 

approach.
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Following the Grammatical Analysis module (Chapter 4), the Abstract Semantic 

Relation matrix module is used to create the relation matrix between important words 

that are found in common sentences. Initially, each of the stems extracted from the 

Stop-list creation and grammatical analysis modules are checked on a sentence-by- 

sentence level and word occurrences are counted, as well as the sentences in which 

each one was found. This forms the diagonal of the Abstract Semantic Relation 

matrix. Each word in the matrix is then checked against any other word and the 

Expected and Observed Probabilities are calculated per word pair. If the significance 

condition for the semantic relation between words is satisfied (Observed Co 

occurrence > Expected Co-occurrence), then the system constructs an Abstract 

Semantic Relation between the words calculated by (Eq. 30). The algorithm is 

summarized in Figure 10.

1. Let document to be summarized D
2. Split D into sentences, forming sD
3. Create ssmatrix(termi, tenrij, weight)
4. For each s in sD, split s into words, forming wD
5. For each w in wD
6. Stem w and create stem table stD(stem, occurrence, sDindex)
7. End For
8. End For
9. For each stem; in stD
10. For each stemj in stD
11. If stemi.equals(stemj)
12. Update stD,.occurrence
13. End If
14. End For
15. End For
16. Update ssmatrix(stemi, stem;, stDi,occurrence)
17. For each couple stems c in table stD
18. Create co-occurrence index cind
19. Ifc.sDindexl = c.sDindex2
20. Increment cind
21. End if
22. Calculate ECC and OCC
23. lfECc>=OCc orOCc=0
24. Update ssmatrix(stemi, stemj, 0)
25. Else
26. Update ssmatrix(stemi( stem,, OCC- EC C)
27. End If
28. End For

Figure 10. Abstract Semantic Relation Matrix Creation

The resulting Abstract Semantic Relation matrix is not reconstructed during the 

Conceptual Flow/Intra-document Topic Cluster Identification or Topic Cluster/ Term 

Density Summarization modules. The initial matrix is used instead.
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The next step is to apply the Conceptual Flow Topic Identification algorithm (Figure 

11) between consecutive sentences, as this will give an initial reduction on sentences, 

prior to applying this technique on a cross-document level. For each pair of 

consecutive sentences the Sentence Similarity is computed, based on the weighted 

connections of stems from the Abstract Semantic Relation matrix. After all Sentence 

Similarity metrics have been computed, the system identifies the local minima of the 

resulting schematic and computes the average of these minima to acquire the 

Similarity Threshold. Thus, a set of Topic Clusters is extracted. The Topic Cluster 

(Figure 12) summarization module is called and an initial summary is produced. If the 

summary is larger than the desired, the Intra-document Topic Cluster module is used. 

If the Intra-Document Topic Cluster module (Figure 13) fails to produce the expected 

length of summary, or does not find any further topic clusters, the Term-Density 

Summarization module (Figure 14) is utilized to ensure both that the system will not 

perform infinite loops in extracting the summary and that the expected size of the 

summary is reached.

1. Let document D to be summarized, and corresponding semantic similarity matrix ssmatrix(stemm, 
stemn, weight)
2. Split D into sentences, forming table sD
3. Create empty sentences vector V(sentence,sentence_tems)
4. For each sentence s in sD
5. Split s in words, forming wD
6. For each word w in wD
7. Stem w and append in SV.sentence_terms
8. End For
9. End for
10. Create Similarity Score vector SS(si,sj,Sscore)
11. For each couple of consecutive sentences c in SV
12. For each stem i in c.stermsl
13. For each stem j in c. sterms2
14. Sscore = Sscore + ssmatrix. weight
15. End For
16. End For
17. End For
18. If Similarity Threshold ST does not exist
19. Create ST
20. Create similarity score vector SSmin
21. For each similarity score ss in SS
22. If ss is local minimum
23. Append Sscore in SSmin
24. End If
25. End For
26. ST = average( SSmin)
27. End If
28. Create Topic Cluster vector TC(sentences)
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29. For each sentence pair c in SV
30. If TC is empty
31. Add c. sentence 1 in TC
32. End If
33. IfSS.Score>ST
34. Add c.sentence2 in TC
35. Else
36. Add new topic cluster entry in TC
37. End If
38. End For

Figure 11. Conceptual Flow Topic Cluster Identification

The Topic Cluster Summarization module is called every time a new Topic Cluster 

Identification module is called, and reduces the number of sentences in the final 

extract. Based on the Topic Clusters, it tries to eliminate sentences based on their 

importance as calculated by word occurrence, while simultaneously maintaining the 

topics of the document without any loss of information. This implies that a Topic 

Cluster composed of one sentence, will be carried over to the next iteration, until 

either eliminated by the Intra-document Topic Cluster Identification module, 

statistically eliminated by the Term-Density Summarization module, or maintained in 

the final extract. Thus, in order to provide information on the importance of each 

Topic Cluster, based on the assumption that larger Topic Clusters are more important 

than smaller Topic Clusters, the Single Sentence Topic Clusters are initially extracted, 

while for the remaining clusters, proportionality is followed in extracting sentences, 

according to the length of the required extract.

1. Let document D, and corresponding semantic similarity matrix ssmatrix(stemm, stemn, weight) and 
topic clusters TC

2. Let summary vec sumjvec (sentence index, sentence)
3. Compute TCnot unique = TC where TC.length > 1
4. For each topic cluster TC
5. If TC.length > 1
6. For each sentence in TC
7. Compute Sentence Score according to (Eq. 32)
8. If length(TC) < length(expected summary)
9. Append proportionally the most important sentences to sum_vec according to 

(length(summary)-length(TC))*(TC.length/TCnotunique.length)
10. Else
11. Append most important sentence and sentence index to sumjvec
12. End If
13. End For
14. Else
15. Append sentence and sentence index to sum_vec
16. End If
17. End For
18. Sort sum_vec according to index
19. Let summary s
20. For each sentence in sum_vec
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21. s+=sum_vec. sentence
22. End For
23. Return s

Figure 12. Topic Cluster Summarization Module

If the Topic Cluster Summarization module fails to reduce the length of the extract, 

compared to the original input text, or does not achieve the expected length of 

summary, the Intra-document Topic Cluster Identification module (Figure 13) is 

initialized.

1. Let summary Sum, and corresponding semantic similarity matrix ssmatrix(stemm, stemn, weight) and 
similarity threshold ST
2. Split Sum into sentences, forming table sSum
3. Create empty sentences vector V(sentence,sentence_tems)
4. For each sentence s in sSum
5. Split s into words, forming wSum
6. For each word w in wSum
7. Stem w and append in SV.sentence_terms
8. End For
9. End for
10. Create Similarity Score vector SS(si,sj,Sscore)
11. For each couple of non-consecutive sentences c in SV
12. For each stem i in c.stermsl
13. For each stem j in c.sterms2
14. Sscore = Sscore + ssmatrix.weight
15. End For
16. End For
17. End For
18. Create Topic Cluster vector TC(sentences)
19. For each sentence pair c in SV
20. If TC is empty
21. Add c. sentence 1 in TC
22. End If
23. IfSS.Score>ST
24. Add c.sentence2 in TC
25. Else
26. Add new topic cluster entry in TC
27. End If
28. End For

Figure 13. Infra-Document Topic Cluster Identification module

The basic idea behind the Intra-Document Topic Cluster Identification module is the 

same as the Conceptual Flow Topic Cluster Identification module, but instead of 

applying the algorithm on consecutive clusters, it is applied on the resulting text, after 

initial reduction by the previous module. The algorithm of the Intra -document Topic 

Cluster identification is applied using the initial Abstract Semantic Relation matrix 

and the same Similarity Threshold as the initial document.
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The last, optional, step in GUTS system ensures that when the algorithm fails to 

further reduce the extracted summary to the desired length, it can still be achievable 

through the use of statistics. While Topic Cluster Summarization module tries to 

maintain the original topics and their importance in the document, this step ignores the 

document topic as they are described in the clusters and considers each sentence as 

independent to one another. Therefore, the algorithm can migrate from topic 

importance to sentence importance, where in this case it is computed using term 

density. Term density refers to the average term frequency of each sentence. In order 

to compute term frequency, the initial abstract semantic matrix is used. In order to 

avoid including larger sentences (depicting greater Sentence Scores), as opposed to 

smaller and probably more important sentences, the average term frequency is also 

considered. The algorithm is depicted in Figure 14.

1. Let summary Sum, and corresponding semantic similarity matrix ssmatrix(stemm, stcmn, weight) and
2. Split S into sentences, forming table sSum
3. Create empty sentences vector V(index,sentence,Sk)
4. For each sentence s in sSum
5. Compute V.Sk according to (Eq. 34)
6. End For
7. Sort descending V according to Sk
8. Keep the topmost sentences equal to the expected summary length
9. Sort ascending V according to index
10. Let summary s
11. For each sentence in sum_vec
12. s+=sum_vec. sentence
13. End For
14. Return s

Figure 14. Term Density Summarization module

6.4 Synopsis
In this Chapter, the GUTS system is thoroughly discussed. A presentation of the 

features of GUTS system is made, and an extensive description of GUTS system in 

terms of feature estimation and discrete module identification provided. Each module 

is described and validated, both independently and as part of the GUTS system. The 

chapter concludes with the presentation of GUTS' algorithms and extensions that 

were considered, regarding position characteristics.
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7. Evaluation - Approaches and Results

Chapter 7 provides a full account of the available evaluation approaches and their 

underlying theory. It offers insight on what intrinsic and -what extrinsic evaluation is, 

as well as presenting a series of evaluation conferences that have initiated research in 

the area of Summarization Evaluation. Moreover, in this chapter a presentation of the 

efficiency ofTCASGL and GUTS is provided both in terms of extrinsic and intrinsic 
measures.

7.1 Document Summarization Evaluation
An important task in summarization is the evaluation of the resulting summaries. 

Evaluation is a standard procedure that can be intrinsic or extrinsic, as well as manual 

or automatic. In this section, discussion on both intrinsic and extrinsic evaluation 

approaches that have been proposed and used extensively is made.

7.2 Intrinsic Evaluation
Intrinsic evaluation in generic single-document summarization is a task of quantitative 

comparison between manual and automatic summarization tasks. Intrinsic evaluation 

can be either semi-supervised or supervised. Supervised approaches precondition 

human interference in forming their evaluation scheme, while automatic evaluation 

metrics do not require human intervention. In order to perform intrinsic evaluation 

tasks on a summarizer a reference summary set is required. The most prominent and 

widely used solution is human generated summaries, almost always referred to as gold 

standards. Gold standards are human summaries of texts of the test corpus, and are 

generally considered to be the best candidate summaries for a given document. In 

order to reduce summarizer subjectivity, it is usual to assign manual summarization of 

documents a number of human summarizers, and acquire the best candidate summary 

out of the common consensus. Gold standards are used as the comparison
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measurement, by which a number of evaluation metrics may be used to test the 

efficiency of algorithms. Evaluation metrics try to identify the similarity between 

machine-generated and human summaries, while in later approaches focus is also 

given to capturing and modelling the human comprehension of summaries.

7.2.1 Precision, Recall, F-measure
Precision, Recall and F-measure are three statistical evaluation features widely used in 

estimating NLP and ML approaches. They are defined as following. Let h be a human 

summary and m be a machine summary. Precision P is calculated as

- m (Eq. 36) 

while Recall R is calculated as

11 - h (Eq. 37)

Precision tries to estimate how many sentences have been identified correctly, 

disregarding the fact that not all sentences may have been retrieved, while recall tries 

to estimate how many sentences have been collected correctly, disregarding surplus 

sentences that may have not been included in the human summary. As may be 

obvious, these metrics act complementary and therefore it is more important to 

consider their combination rather than each one of them independently. A 

combination of these metrics can be approximated using the F-measure. F-measure is 

generally calculated as

P*R
(Eq. 38)

where ft is the significance parameter on Precision P. For various values of ft, 
Precision acquires a different value than Recall, while for/?=l, Precision and Recall 

are taken into consideration equally.
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7.2.2 ROUGE-N

ROUGE-N (Recall Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation) (Lin & Hovy, 2003) 

is a recall oriented method used to evaluate the efficiency of automatic summarization 

systems. The method treats words as n-grams and tries to find the maximum number 

of common n-grams between a candidate summary and a set of references summaries.

ROUGE-N- ^^^

Where n stands for the length of the n-gram, gramn and Countmatch (gram^ is the 

maximum number of n-grams co-occurring in a candidate summary and a set of 

references summaries. ROUGE-N is not a uniquely identified evaluation metric as the 

n-gram size applied is used to identify the ROUGE-N approach used; ROUGE-1 uses 

unigrams, ROUGE-2 uses bigrams etc. In addition to that the author proposed a series 

of extensions using alternative evaluation features such as:

  ROUGE-L: using Longest Common Subsequence; that is the maximum number 

of common ordered words found in both extracts, either on a sentence or a 

summary level.

  ROUGE-W: using Weighted Longest Common Subsequence taking into 

account spatial characteristics in the ordered word occurrence between two 

summaries.

  ROUGE-S: using Skip-bigrams (and pair of words in their sentence order, 

within a sentence word distance) in evaluation.

ROUGE-1 in particular is considered to adapt better to the human evaluation of the 

document as stated by Lin and Hovy (2003).

7.2.3 Pyramid
Pyramid Evaluation approach (Harnly, Nenkova, Passonneau, & Rambow, 2005) is a 

semi-supervised evaluation approach used in the later DUG conferences. The main 

idea behind Pyramid is significant word spans, which the authors refer to as Summary 

Content Units (SCU).
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A set of ideal summaries is annotated for SCUs, which are gathered and weighted, 

forming the pyramid. The input document is also annotated with candidate SCUs 

named contributors. Each contributor is tested against every SCU of the pyramid and a 

score is extracted, against which the summary is evaluated. The approach utilizes four 

steps: enumerating the contributors, match the contributors with the most similar SCU 

of the pyramid, Select the highest scoring contributors, and calculate summary score 

against SCU scores.

7.2.4 Basic Elements
A relatively new idea sharing common characteristics with the pyramid (Harnly, 

Nenkova, Passonneau, & Rambow, 2005) approach, has been proposed by (Hovy, 

Lin, Zhou, & Fukumoto, 2006) and used in DUG 2005 conference along with 

ROUGE. According to the authors, a Basic Element (BE) is a small fragment of text 

such as a noun or verb, or a triplet denoting the relation between a head BE and a 

dependent on the BE in the form of head/modifier/relation. BE is composed of three 

modules:

  the BE breaker that identifies BE in text

  the BE matcher that calculates the similarity between two BEs and

  the BE scorers that assign a score to every BE.

The algorithm is composed of two steps:

  a preparation step that considers a set of ideal summaries out of which extracts 

semantically related BEs and assigns scores per BE and

  a scoring phase where the algorithm performs the same task on the candidate 

summary using the training BEs for scoring.

The summary is compared with ideal summaries against: lexical identity, lemma 

identity, synonym identity through Wordnet and semantic generalization.

7.3 Extrinsic Evaluation
In contrast to intrinsic evaluation, extrinsic evaluation explores qualitative 

characteristics of the summaries. Since qualitative characteristics can not always be
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modelled or quantified, intrinsic evaluation is either supervised or operates in 

conjunction with other tasks. Extrinsic evaluation is applied in areas such as task- 

oriented summarization, where a summary is produced as a precondition for another 

task, or query-based summarization where the summarizer is asked to extract a 

summary that revolves around a specific user question, hi the following sections, a 

presentation of indicative extrinsic evaluation metrics is made with examples on how 

they have been measured in the past.

7.3.1 Usefulness and Responsiveness
Two of the first extrinsic evaluation features to be used in DUG conferences were 

Usefulness and Responsiveness (Over, Dang, & Harman, 2007). Both of these metrics 

required human evaluation. Usefulness was applied on the task of title extraction, and 

the human evaluators using a scale of 1 through 5, were asked to score each extracted 

title according to whether it will help them pick that specific document or not. 

Responsiveness, on the other hand, was used to estimate whether the extracted 

summary satisfies a specific need. Again, the evaluators used a scale from 1 through 5. 

A similar approach has been utilized by (Jing, Barzilay, Mckeown, & Elhadad, 1998). 

The authors performed both extrinsic and intrinsic evaluation on a set of candidate 

summaries that targeted on generic single-document summarization. However, on the 

extrinsic part of the evaluation the authors proposed a task-oriented evaluation 

procedure, where the human evaluators graded the efficiency of the machine summary 

with regards to how well it answers a question regarding the main topic of the 

document. As they stated, this would be more appropriate if the summarization was 

query-based, however, they minimized the differences between generic vs. query- 

based summarization, by asking a generic question on the main topic of the document.

7.3.2 Relevance-Prediction
Relevance-Prediction extrinsic evaluation approach has been proposed by (Dorr, 

Monz, President, Schwartz, & Zajic, 2005). Relevance-Prediction utilizes human 

summarization by the evaluator, and was applied to title extraction. Relevance- 

Prediction tries to capture whether there is agreement between the human extracted
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title and some task-oriented or machine generated summary. The basis of the metric 

lies in two questions: whether they can make consistent judgement between a 

summary and the full-text document; and whether they can make quicker judgements 

from the summary rather than the original document. In order to measure Relevance- 

Prediction, the authors ask the human evaluators to make a judgement on both the 

document and the summary. If the judgement is the same in both the document and 

the summary, then it is assigned a score of 1, else it is assigned a score of 0. Let 5 a 

summary, d a document, j(s,d) the judgement score on s and d, and DS, the 

document/summary pair for an event i. The formal calculation of Relevance- 

Prediction is (Eq. 40)

sumseDSJ(s,d) 
Relevance -Predictiort(i) = !

7.3.3 Complex Approaches
A more complex approach used in proceedings of meetings proposed by (Liu & Liu, 

2008), defined a series of 9 individual tasks upon which the human evaluators were 

asked to give their opinion on a scale of 1 to 5. These tasks dealt with how well the 

summary reflected the discussion flow, on the coverage of the topics discussed, 

sentence to meeting relevance, information redundancy, topic accordance ration, role 

accordance ratio, sentence redundancy, sentence importance, overall estimation of the 

summary. These features are organized into four groups: Informative Structure, 

Informative Coverage, Informative Relevance and Informative Redundancy. Each 

group was considered as an individual feature.

7.4 Document Summarization Conferences and Workshops
In addition to evaluation metrics, another driving force in document summarization 

and system evaluation is task-driven conferences such as Message Understanding 

Conference (MUC), Document Understanding Conference (DUG), Text Analysis 

Conference (TAG) that has replaced DUG since 2008, SUMMAC and NTCIR. The 

importance of these conferences is underlined by the fact that a lot of the research in 

the area has been presented in these conferences, while evaluation metrics such as the
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ones described before have been proposed and used extensively in these conferences. 

In this section, a brief review of the conferences and their tasks, important results that 

defined the state of the art as well as the trends in document summarization are 

presented.

MUC (Grishman & Sundheim, 1996) conference was a series of 7 conferences 

organized by NRAD, RDT and E division of the Naval Command, Control and Ocean 

Surveillance Centre, and DARPA. MUC initially targeted at analysing automatically 

military messages. Despite being named "conferences" MUC were, in fact, a series of 

evaluations with the participants analysing the efficiency of their systems. MUC is 

based on task-driven analysis using both training and test data. MUC-1, organized in 

1987, did not use any formal evaluation approach. In MUC-2, a template-driven 

approach was decided, while for each message a series of slots had to be filled in. The 

evaluation metric used was Precision and Recall. The messages related to naval 

reports and sightings. hi MUC-3 (1991), the messages changed to terrorist reports and 

the template became slightly more complicated. MUC-4 introduced more complex 

templates maintaining the same task, while MUC-5 (1993) which was part of the 

TIPSTER (Mani et al. 1999) program by DARPA, introduced 11 templates with 47 

slots to be filled in. hi MUC-6 (1995) three goals were set: short-term subtasks, with 

the aim of developing automatic domain independent approaches, portability and deep 

understanding measures as co-reference, word sense disambiguation using Wordnet 

(Miller, 1995) and grammatical analysis. MUC-7 (1995), which was the last MUC 

conference, organized in 1997, introduced multilingual evaluation, while primary 

tasks included mainly deep understanding measures such as: Named Entity - proper 

name disambiguation, Multilingual Entity, Template Element - extracting generic 

information, Template Relation - information based on specific roles, Scenario 

Template - extraction of specific information and relation to specific roles and Co 

reference.

Another series of evaluation conferences sponsored by DARPA were the SUMMAC 

and DUC/TAC conferences (Over, Dang, & Harman, 2007). The SUMMAC 

evaluation conference took place in 1998 as part of the DARPA TIPSTER program
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and 16 systems participated on two summarization tasks. This provided the initiative 

for DARPA to sponsor DUG conferences that run from 2001-2007 annually. In DUG 

conferences a number of evaluation approaches were considered, that have led the 

state of the art in document summarization during the last decade, hi DUG 

conferences tasks as intrinsic over extrinsic evaluation, single and multidocument 

summarization (single document has been dropped out of the DUG conferences for 

reasons explained in (Nenkova, 2005)), summary extraction and abstraction and 

generic and query-based summarization tasks have been considered. The main 

contributions of DUG, apart from the different systems and technologies that were 

presented, were the automatic evaluation procedures, most of which have been used 

extensively since. For example, all of the intrinsic methods described in the previous 

section, except Precision and Recall, as well as some of the extrinsic methods, where 

considered in the various DUG conferences. The last DUG conference took place in 

2007, while from 2008 and onwards it became part of the Text Analysis Conference. 

TAG has been organized by the National Institute of Science Technology annually 

since 2008 and this year features three tracks: Knowledge Base Population Track, 

Recognizing Textual Entailment Track and the Summarization Track whose ancestor 

is DUG. This year's tasks include Guided Summarization Task, Automatic 

Evaluation, and a Multilingual Task.

The first DUG organized in 2001 offered two tasks: a Generic Single Document 

Summarization Track with a threshold of 100 words; and a multi-document track with 

summaries length of 50-400 words. Evaluation was manual.

In the second DUG conference, the multi-document tasks were altered to 10-200 

words, while an extract module of 100-200 words was introduced. The third DUG 

conference in 2003, dropped generic multidocument summarization, and concentrated 

on headline extraction in generic single-document summarization. In multi-document 

summarization, focused tasks were proposed as Viewpoint summarization, event- 

based summarization and topic-based summarization. In the third year of DUG 

conference, the Responsiveness and Usefulness were introduced as manual evaluation 

metrics. In DUG 2004, the headline extraction task was maintained as the single
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document summarization task, while in multi-document summarization tasks 

consisted of topic-based and query based summarization tasks. The query-based 

summarization systems had to answer a simple question of WHO-IS. hi 2004, the 

ROUGE automatic evaluation metric was introduced. Later, DUG conferences 

completely dropped generic single document summarization tasks, and focused on 

complex question multidocument summarization. The Pyramids and Basic Elements 

were also introduced in the evaluation. In the last DUG conference in 2007 the 

multidocument task, was kept the same, while an update task was introduced, based 

on multidocument newswire summarization, given that the user has already read a 

series of documents on a topic, providing the user with updates on the matter.

A similar workshop (NTCIR) is also organized in Japan annually. Its main tasks 

revolve around general Information Extraction tasks, while Summarization tasks were 

initiated since the second NTCIR workshop in 2001. Firstly, the summarization tasks 

considered used manually summarized newspaper articles, considering both sentence 

extraction and abstraction, while the side task was the proposal of the summary 

evaluation approaches to be followed for later conferences. Secondly, in NTCIR-3 

single and multi-document summarization were considered, while the tasks consisted 

of generic and query-based summarization. Thirdly, in NTCIR-4, the single document 

summarization was dropped, while query-based multidocument summarization was 

considered. Evaluation was both intrinsic and extrinsic and the evaluation metrics 

used, were Precision, Recall and F-measure. Finally, NTCIR-5 and 6 were the last to 

feature summarization tasks on multi-document summary extraction.

7.5 Evaluation Tools for Current Research
hi this section, a presentation of the evaluation approach for each of the algorithms is 

presented.

7.5.1 TCASGL Evaluation approach
TCASGL classification module was tested against two statistical algorithms:

  NBC as provided by Mallet toolkit (McCallum)
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  statistical Language Models as provided by Lingpipe (Alias-I) natural language 

processing toolkit.

The statistical Language Models utilized included a 6-gram Language Model and a 

trigram Language Model. Both Mallet and Lingpipe provide a Java development API 

which were included in a test-bed evaluation application, along with TCASGL 

algorithm. With regards to the evaluation of the summarization and more specifically, 

the LSA systems, the JAMA, Java Matrix (Hicklin, Moler, Webb, Boisvert, Miller, & 

Remington) package was used.

Corpus Profiles

The training and test dataset were randomly gathered from online Greek newspapers 

and was initially classified according to a unique classification scheme: Business and 

Finance, Culture, Health, Politics, Science and Technology, and Sports. The training 

corpus was comprised of 1015 articles and the test corpus of 353 articles for the 

classification. The corpora were randomly gathered by a number of newspapers in 

order to include a great number of authoring styles and vocabulary. The training 

corpus and test corpus were gathered over a period of a semester. They are both 

available at: http://www.medialab.teicrete.gr/classification_corpus.rar. Each article in 

the training corpus underwent the stemming procedure and the resulting categories 

had the characteristics as depicted in Table 3.

Category

Business & 
Finance
Culture
Health
Politics
Science & 
Technology
Sports
Totals

# of unique 
words
5686

5750
1181
7059
3593

4696
27965

# of total 
words
59777

26932
3073
63218
24429

15412
192841

Average word 
occurrence
10.51

4.68
2.60
8.96
6.80

3.28
6.139254653

Average 
weight
0.000176

0.000174
0.000847
0.000142
0.000278

0.000213
0.000304909

Table 3. Nouns per category
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As can be observed, each category is formed from around 3500 to 7100 unique words, 

except for Health class which is comprised of only 1181 unique nouns. The total 

number of words shows the total number of nouns included in each category (unique 

words times word frequency). Each category depicts its own average word occurrence 

and associated word weight. The average word weight (w(J), excluding Health class, is 

around 0.000142 and 0.000278 depending on number of total words, while in Health 

class the average weight is 0.000847, denoting that a word present in Health class is 3 

to 5 times more important than this word in any other domain.

TCASGL summarization module was evaluated and compared with a number of 

approaches as LEAD summarizer proposed in DUG 2002 that only considered the first 

100 words of a document as a candidate summary, modified taking the first 30% of 

the sentences of the article as candidate summary, a baseline summarizer that 

extracted the first sentence of each document paragraph as candidate summary, 

Microsoft Summarizer available in Microsoft Office, a sample tf.idf-based algorithm, 

and, the LSA approach proposed by (Gong & Liu, 2001) both without and with 

stemming, and GreekSum (Pachantouris, 2005), an adaptation of the SweSum 

summarization engine for the Greek language, which is the only widely known 

available Greek summarizer. For the evaluation of the articles, both an automatic and 

a manual approach were used. The automatic approach used ROUGE-1 evaluation 

metrics, against which summarization engines in DUG conference in 2003 were 

evaluated. For this purpose, a test corpus from 237 Greek newspaper articles from 

online newspapers of varying content from various authors was gathered. Since both 

systems were developed primarily targeting the Greek language using Greek 

stemming techniques, the use of the DUG training sets seemed futile. Instead a corpus 

specific for the matter of the system evaluation was gathered. The test corpus was 

provided to a philologist who was asked to manually extract summaries of 30% from 

the original document resembling the evaluation procedure of the DUG conferences. 

She was also asked to provide notes and remarks on the evaluation approach she used 

as a general guideline upon the completion of the summarization tasks, which are also 

provided in the research results.
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GreekSum Summarization Engine

GreekSum (Pachantouris, 2005) is a Greek summarization engine based on 

modifications of SweSum engine originally developed for the Swedish language, 

developed by KTH/Stockholm, adapted for the Greek language. It is available at 

http://www.nada.kth.se/iplab/hlt/greeksum/index.htm. It is the only widely available 

Greek summarization engine. It supports supervised and unsupervised summarization. 

For the experiments, the trained version was used as, according to the author, it 

performs significantly better than the unsupervised version. SweSum utilizes 

statistical, location and template features in identifying important sentences. Such 

characteristics are the first sentence of a text segment, position characteristics 

(different per template used, while the templates are report and newspaper), machine 

and user-supplied keywords, word frequency and average sentence length. The engine 

implements a sentence extraction approach, while the segments are extracted using a 

linear weighted combination of the aforementioned features.

tfidf

A system was developed for comparison with TCASGL and GUTS that considers a 

normalized sentence weight, resulting from the average tf.idf score of each sentence 

term. Tf.idf was trained using a corpus composed of 1015 newspaper articles from 

various sources gathered over a period of six months -the same corpus used for the 

training of TCASGL system. The training corpus is available online at: 

http://www.medialab.teicrete.gr/classification_corpus.rar

LSA

A system based on the fundamental work in LSA (Eq. 13) by (Gong & Liu, 2001) was 

developed as a test environment. The package used for the SVD was JAMA (Hicklin, 

Moler, Webb, Boisvert, Miller, & Remington). The algorithm proposed by the authors 

is based on the semantic representation of the SVD. More specifically, matrices Z and 

VT in SVD are used to denote the value of the topics discussed in the document and 

the contribution of the each sentence in each topic respectively. Thus, Gong and Liu 

propose acquiring from the VT, the sentence that has the highest singular value
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(column) for a given topic (singular index). Given that £ is a diagonal matrix whose 

values are ordered descending, then it is safe to consider the top r topics from £, and 

thus consider the top r columns from VT. Therefore, the top r most significant 

sentences are extracted, each one representing one topic, thus reducing redundancy. In 

this research, LSA was considered as proposed by Gong and Liu, while motivated by 

(Dumais, 2004), where the author stated that in small document sets stemming can 

improve performance, two LSA approaches were considered, one with and one 

without stemming.

7.5.2 GUTS Evaluation Approach
GUTS was tested against the same systems as the TCASGL on the same test corpus. 

However, instead of only using intrinsic evaluation through ROUGE-1, extrinsic 

evaluation was also used. Six members of the Multimedia Content Laboratory of the 

Technological Educational Institute of Crete consisting of graduate and post-graduate 

students and professors were asked to mark the summaries produced by the human 

summarizer, GreekSum and GUTS, in terms of coverage and cohesion. Each one was 

provided with an equal number of articles and their respective summaries in random 

order and was instructed to use a scale of 1-10 to evaluate each summary in terms of 

coverage how well a summary represented the topics of an article.

7.6 TCASGL Evaluation Results

7.6.1 Classification Module
All classifiers were provided as input stems of words in the training step and stems of 

nouns in the sentences, in exactly the same manner. Thus, a number of interesting 

results were acquired. The complete results (Table 4) showed that TCASLG algorithm 

outperformed both Naive Bayes Classifier, 6-gram and trigram Language Model.

Positive

Negative

Totals

#
%
#
%
#
%

TCASLG
326
92,35
27
7,65
353
100

NBC
302
85,55
51
14,45
353
100

LM-6
284
80,45
69
19,55
353
100

LM-3
294
83,29
59
16,71
353
100
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Table 4. Overall Classification Results

In Table 4, positive results are considered to be the ones where the algorithms 

managed to correctly match the human assigned class, whereas negative results are 

considered the ones that the algorithms failed to correctly identify. Thus, as may be 

seen, TCASGL outperformed both NEC and LM. More specifically, TCASGL 

classifier achieved a percentage of 92.35% correctly identified articles, while all other 

algorithms achieved well below 90%.

Results per Category

hi the following table (Table 5), the efficiency of the classifier per category is 

projected when compared to NBC and LMs, for single-labelled documents, as some 

interesting results may be extracted.

Categories

Business & 
Finance

Culture

Health

Politics

Science & 
Technology

Sports

Positive
Negative
Totals
Positive
Negative
Totals
Positive
Negative
Totals
Positive
Negative
Totals
Positive
Negative
Totals
Positive
Negative
Totals

TCASLG
#
66
3
69
54
2
56
27
16
43
47
1
48
73
5
78
59
0
59

%
95,65
4,35
100,00
96,43
3,57
100,00
62,79
37,21
100,00
97,92
2,08
100,00
93,59
6,41
100,00
100,00
0,00
100,00

NBC
#
63
6
69
54
2
56
10
33
43
47
1
48
70
8
78
58
1
59

%
91,30
8,70
100,00
96,43
3,57
100,00
23,26
76,74
100,00
97,92
2,08
100,00
89,74
10,26
100,00
98,31
1,69
100,00

LM-6

#
59
10
69
53
3
56
5
38
43
46
2
48
62
16
78
59
0
59

%
85,51
14,49
100,00
94,64
5,36
100,00
11,63
88,37
100,00
95,83
4,17
100,00
79,49
20,51
100,00
100,00
0,00
100,00

LM-3

#
60
9
69
52
4
56
13
30
43
42
6
48
69
9
78
58
1
59

%
86,96
13,04
100,00
92,86
7,14
100,00
30,23
69,77
100,00
87,50
12,50
100,00
88,46
11,54
100,00
9,31
1,69
100,00

Table 5. Classification Results per Category

First of all, the classifier produced for the given test corpus better (or as good results 

in some cases) as NBC and LM. The results between the algorithms are comparable
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among all categories, except for Health class. Health class is made up of the smallest 

dictionary of all six categories, while it contains a number of words similar to Science 

& Technology class. TCASGL classification module correctly classifies 27 out of 43 

Health articles in the test corpus (almost 63%), as opposed to NEC and LM which 

face serious problems (23%, 12% and 30% of the total Health articles correctly 

classified). A reason for that is that while NEC is indifferent to word co-occurrence it 

also treats every class as independent of one another trying to maximize the highest 

scoring category. This is the characteristic that tends to create bias towards a class 

with larger datasets (Rish, 2001). Health class in this test was comprised of the 

smallest dataset, sharing common words with Science and Technology, the latter 

being more than twice as big as Health corpus. Therefore, NEC tended to classify 

these documents incorrectly. Contrary to that, TCASGL was developed to treat each 

domain as equally probable, eliminating any bias. This was achieved through the 

weight calculation formula used to estimate word contribution to a category, through 

the observed frequency. Moreover, one of the preconditions in TCASGL classification 

module was that a word may exist in more than one category, with different weights 

per category. Therefore, it is important to estimate the overall importance of this word 

not only on one category but also on a cross-category level. These two estimates tend 

to produce less biased results on small datasets that share common words with larger 

datasets, such as Health class.

Tests with Ambiguous Data

During the tests, the classification produced category results that in some cases were 

ambiguous, most notably on articles that were manually classified by the newspapers 

into more than one class, since their content was semantically shared between 2 or 3 

thematic areas. For example, the test article coded a83 originally classified as Politics 

by the newspaper, dealt with the cultural effects of the elections on a country through 

history. This implied that while Culture is the primary class for that article, Politics 

could also be a potential category. In fact TCASGL, identified both categories with 

Culture having a sf value of 0.2263 and Politics having a s/=0.2214 while other 

classes' s/were in the region of 0.0067 to 0.1469. Motivated by that, an attempt to
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verify how the system would operate with ambiguous input data was made, in order to 

check its robustness. 23 newspaper articles that could not be classified into one 

category were gathered. Two categories per article were manually assigned in order of 

similarity (e.g. Business and Finance/Politics denoting that this article fits into 

Business and Finance primarily and Politics secondarily) and the experiment was run 

again for these articles.

The results acquired are shown in Table 6.

Positive

Negative

Ambiguous

Totals

#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%

TCALSG
21
91,30
0
0,00
2
8,70
23
100

Table 6. Classification with ambiguous input data

In this case, an extra selection apart from positive and negative is used, namely 

ambiguous. In this case, "positive" stands for correct classification of the document in 

all classes in order of classification similarity, "negative" failure to categorize the 

document in any of the classes it belongs to, and ambiguous either successfully 

categorizing into one of the categories of the document, but not all of them, or 

successfully categorizing into all categories but with different order from the one 

supplied by the human classifier. As can be observed, the efficiency of the classifier 

correctly identifying the classes of a document is similar to the one of single-label 

classification. Therefore, this hints that the system could be used for multi-label 

classification as well, since the results are very promising. However, this is beyond the 

scope of current work, as the intention of this research was to exclusively deal with 

single-label classification as part of the summarization procedure.

7.6.2 TCASGL Summarization Module Evaluation
Example: In this example a random summary produced by TCASGL with positional 

characteristics is presented. The article coded al4.txt is a sports article regarding
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violence at football matches. It is important to point out that TCASGL classification 

module correctly identified the document as belonging to Sports.

Ta £TT£io~65ia &Kivr)oav OTOV EKOTO cnoua TTOU (popouaav aanpouaupEg (paviAEg KOI oiaKpntKd TOU 
HACK, r)p6av OE ouyKpouan, onujg avacptpouv 01 dvQpojnoi Trig dio'iKnoqg TOU Apr], UE mug 
UEUovwuEvoug onadoug TWV "KiTpivouaupwv", TTOU ppiQr]Kav OTtiv KafidAa yia va 
napaKoAoudrjoouv TO uaTg.

rioAAd auTOKivrjTa EXOUV unoaTEi Zwttq, £V(Jj EniQEon, o£XTt]K£ KOI TO auTOKivrjm TOU npoidpou 
HAEApri Qavdon. AQavaaiddt], wu> «ai TO unoAoma uiAr] Tqg HAE nponrjAoKiodnKav.

Kpdvn cnniQ^Kav oe. Ta$ipv£q KOI uayaQa npoKaAtivTas apK£T£<; uAiK£(; t,r)u\iq. Oi 
Tapaxonoioi unriKav IJEOQ OTO yf)TT£.5o, OTqv 5mAavii Qupa TTOU Eixav ndpEi aoiTripia 01 onadoi TOU 
Apr], EKTo&uovras Kanvoyova KOI

Ta oaKpuyova £TT£(pTav, £niong,"^poxn" OTTO TH.V aawvouia trpoq TO nAn.6og TTOU npoonadoua£ va 
TTpoocyyiaa TO yr)n£5o. ITO £n£ia65ia avaueixQn^av KOI onadoi Trig KafSdAag TTOU r)p9av at 
ouyKpouan, u£ onadouq TOU Apr].

Oi aaTuvou.iKiq 5uvdfj£i<; qTav anouoEg a<pou 5£v unr)pxav uiTpa Tr)prjang
5£XTnxav 01 naiKTEg TOU Apr] KOTO Tt]v £ioo5o Touq OTOV ayujvianKd x^po UE anoTlAEaua va
ETTIOTpEyJOUV OTO OTTOdUTlipia.

Na orjUEiwdEi na)g opiauivoi onadoi TOU Apr] Eixav TUTTOJOEI npooxAriTripia yduou(!) yia va unopouv 
va Tafy5£iijouv and Tr\ OEaaaAoviKq aTr\v KafidAa x^pig va wug EvoxAqaEi KavEig!

Aiyo npiv Tqv ivap^n TO "Avd/i Kapayidvvri" EX& 10.000 Kdauo, EK TOJV onoiwv 2.500 onadoi Eivai 
TOU Apr].

EnEiaoSia KOI OTO rjuixpovo

To yKoA nou arjuEiwaE o KOKE OTO 44o AEmo, 5'ivovrag TO npofid5iaua UE 0-1 OTOV Apt], npoKdAEOE 
via EnEiaodia OTO "AvOr) Kapayidvvri". Onadoi TUJV "KiTpivwv" unrjKav OTOV aywviOTiKO /wpo yia va 
navriyupiaouv uaQ UE Toug namug TOU Apr], EVU) UE Tn, Anfr TOU rjuixpovou £KTo&u&r]Kav 

KOI Kanvoyova OTOV aycjvianKd x^po, aMd KOI UETO^U TWV ona5ojv TOJV 6uo
Ta Emiaodia ^EKivrjaav OTOV EKOTO dmua nou (popouoav aanpouaupEg (paving KOI diaKpimd TOU 
nAOK npOav OE auyKpouon onujg ava(pipouv 01 dvdpujnoi Trjg diomnarig TOU Apr] UE Toug 
UEUovajUEVOug onadoug rcui/ KiTpivouaupwv nou ppEdnxav arqv KafidAa yia va napaKoAou9t)oouv 
TO uaTg. rioAAd auTOKivriTa EXOUV unoaTEi fauiiq EVUI EnidEaq 5ixTr]K£ KOI TO criro/c/Vrjro TOU 
npoldpou Trjg HAEApn. Qavdan. Adavaaiddr) EVti) KOI TO unoAoma ui\r] Tr\g HAE nponr)AaKiodr]Kav. 
Qopwvrag Kpdvn £nniQr]Kav at TaftepvEg KOI uayafid npoKaAwvTag apKETEg uAiKEg ^nui^- Oi 
Tapaxonoioi unffKav uiaa am yfjnEoo OTAJV dinAavt) Qupa nou Eixav ndpa tianfipia 01 onadoi TOU 
Apr] EKTO&uovTag Kanvoyova KOI and£ovTag KaBiouaTa.________________________

Figure 15. Original Document and TCASGL Summary - code a14

After comparing the summaries extracted by each of the algorithms with the human 

summaries using ROUGE-1, the results depicted in Table 7 where extracted:

Method
TCASGL
tf.idf
LEAD
GreekSum

ROUGE-1
0.4866
0.5462
0.517
0.5589
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Microsoft Summarizer
Baseline
LSA with Stemming
LSA without Stemming

0.4666
0.4965
0.442
0.447

Table 7 TCASGL without Positional Characteristics

The best performing algorithm is SweSum's adaptation for the Greek language, 

followed by tf.idf. This is not strange considering that both algorithms are trainable 

and precondition a statistical or feature training analysis prior to the summarization 

process. The unexpected result was the performance of both LEAD and Baseline 

summarizers, since they only use an overly simplified approach when extracting their 

sentences. Moreover, the performance of the summarization through classification 

seems to only outperform Microsoft Summarizer. However, these results can be easily 

explained if one considers how the human summarization process is carried out (See 

Chapter 7.8) and the remarks by (Nenkova, 2005).

The test was run with TCASGL with positional characteristics. This yielded the 

following results:

Method
TCASGL
tf.idf
LEAD
GreekSum
Microsoft Summarizer
Baseline
LSA with Stemming
LSA without Stemming

ROUGE-1
0.502
0.5462
0.517
0.5589
0.4666
0.4965
0.442
0.447

Table 8. TCASGL without Positional Characteristics

As can be seen, the efficiency of the algorithm was slightly improved, surpassing in 

efficiency the baseline Baxendalian summarization technique, yet it still lacks in 

efficiency, when compared to the other trainable summarizers.

7.6.3 TCASGL Efficiency
As can be seen from the results, TCASGL classification performs extremely well, 

surpassing in terms of efficiency other statistical classifiers, trained on the same 

document set and classes, hi addition to that, it is obvious that TCASGL can perform
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multi-label classification, as well, with equally good results. In terms of 

summarization, however, TCASGL fails to outperform any of the trainable 

summarizers included in the automatic evaluation (tf.idf, and GreekSum), while the 

lead summarization approach outperforms TCASGL, as well, for reasons analysed 

later in the thesis (See Chapters 7.8 and 8.2.3).

7.7 GUTS

7.7.1 GUTS Example
Prior to presenting the evaluation results of GUTS, a typical example summary is 

produced for article coded al4.txt (Figure 15) as in TCASGL (Figure 16). This 

example presents the summary produced by GUTS with location characteristics. As 

can be seen the system effectively produced a summary of roughly 30% the number of 

the original sentences.

Td £TT£io65id &Kivrjoav OTdv c/corrd cnoua TTOU (popouodv aonpduaup£<; qxjviAcq KOI diaKpmxd TOU 
riAOK f]pQav O£ ouyKpouor] onajq avcupipouv 01 avOpwnoi 7/75- 5ioiKnong TOU Apn IJ£ Touq 
U£uovcjU£voug onadoug TUJV KiTpivouaupwv nou f$pi9r}Kav orr]v KapaAa yia va napaKoAouQf]OOUV 
TO UQTC;. rioAAa auTOKivn.ra ixouv UTTOOTCI <f?A"£$" £V(*> £ni9£or] 5£XTr]K£ KOI TO dUTOKivqw TOU 
npoEdpou Trjg HAEAprj Qavaan AQavaaiadr) £vti) KQI Td (moAoma uiArj Trjs FIAE TTponrjAdKioOnKdv. 

tnao-ooia dVdfj£ixOnKov KOI onadoi T^ KafiaAaq nou r)pOav at auyKpouan, IJE OTradouq TOU 
. Oi dOTUvo^iKiq ouva^aq fray aTrouasq d<pou 6ev um)pxav U£Tpd Tn.pno~ns ^

Figure 16. GUTS Summary - code a!4

The corresponding similarity threshold for the original document can be approximated 

through Figure 17, where an analysis on the Jaccard similarity between each sentence 

is presented.

A14.txt 
Document Analysis

 go.2 
10.1

0 
0—> 1 —> 2—> 3—> 4—> 5— > 6—> 7—> 8—> 9—> 10—>

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Sentence Links

Figure 17. Jaccard Similarity a!4 document
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As can be seen in Figure 17, the system has four local minima between sentences 2-3, 

5-7 (Similarity Score 0) and sentences 10-11. The average of the four local minima is 

0.031, and therefore the system identifies that topic shifts in the first step only occur 

between sentences 5-6 and 6-7 which are kept in the final extract. The sentences that 

were kept in the final extract are 0-1-5-6.

7.7.2 Automatic Evaluation of Results
The summaries from all eight systems (LEAD, baseline, tf.idf, MS Summarizer, 

GreekSum and GUTS without position characteristics, LSA with and without 

stemming) were extracted and compared against summaries extracted by a Greek 

philologist, assuming that human summaries are composed of the best possible 

sentences. The results acquired by the tests are depicted in Table 9:

Method

LEAD
tf.idf
Baseline
MS Summarizer
GreekSum
GUTS
LSA with Stemming
LSA without Stemming

Average 
ROUGE-1 Score
0,517
0,546
0,496
0,467
0,559
0,526
0.442
0.447

Table 9. GUTS without positional characteristics ROUGE-1 score

As can be seen, the best scoring system is the GreekSum. This is predictable since it is 

a semi-supervised algorithm with more information regarding semantic information 

available. GUTS scored better than any of the sample generic unsupervised 

algorithms, while its results are comparable to both the tf.idf'and GreekSum supervised 

systems. Interesting remarks, however, on the efficiency of all the systems can be 

gleaned from the comments of the philologist (Chapter 7.8) regarding the human 

summarization process.

Using GUTS with position characteristics, setting a value of a=1.2 in Eq. 29 yielded 

the results in Table 10.
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Method

LEAD
tf.idf
Baseline
MS Summarizer
GreekSum
GUTS with location 
characteristics
LSA with Stemming
LSA without 
Stemming

Average ROUGE-1 
Score
0,517
0,546
0,496
0,467
0,559
0,544

0.442
0.447

Table 10. GUTS with positional characteristics ROUGE-1 score

GUTS with location characteristics performs equally well as the sample tf.idf 

algorithm and slightly worse than GreekSum. However, keeping in mind that both 

tf.idf and GreekSum are supervised summarizers, in contrast to GUTS, its 

performance surpassed the initial expectations.

7.7.3 Manual Evaluation Results

The results of the manual summarization in terms of coverage and cohesion are 

presented in Table 11:

Algorithm
GreekSum
GUTS
Human

Result
6.268
8.663
10

Table 11. Human Evaluation Results Normalized

The results depict the average summarization score of each approach normalized by 

the highest scoring result. The results per document and the average results along 

with the test corpus are available at

http ://www. medialab .teicrete.gr: 8080/summary_e valuation.

A number of results can be extracted from this table. First of all, with regards to the 

GUTS algorithm, it is found to provide more consistent summaries than GreekSum. 

This is important, since the results do not correlate with automatic evaluation results 

as offered by ROUGE-1. On the other hand, the second important characteristic is the
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human summaries extracted, which were considered to be the best among the three 

provided summaries, both in cohesion and in completeness. Thus, this implies that 

they could be used as gold standards in summary evaluation.

7.7.4 GUTS Efficiency
GUTS performs extremely well, as proven both in intrinsic evaluation through 

ROUGE-1 and manual extrinsic evaluation in terms of coverage and cohesion. More 

specifically, the system outperforms all knowledge-lean summarizers as LSA, 

baseline and LEAD, while it performs comparably to the tf.idf approach and 

GreekSum in terms of ROUGE-1 evaluation, especially when positional 

characteristics are taken into consideration. On the other hand, when considering, the 

human evaluation GUTS, outperforms the highest scoring algorithm, in terms of 

cohesion and coverage as, shown by the manual evaluation of a mixed group of 

people with diverse educational backgrounds, over the document set of 237 articles.

7.8 Human Summarization Approach
In order to understand fully the evaluation results of both systems, a number of 

findings have to be presented regarding the approach in the summarization tasks of the 

human summarizer. The human summarizer is a philologist, PhD candidate in 

University of Crete, and was asked to comment on the approach taken to extract the 

summaries. These remarks have not been taken into consideration in any of the 

algorithms and are part of future work.

Her exact comments are: "Prior to presenting our findings, it is important to point out 

that these are indicative findings rather than objective results, since language cannot 

be sealed and qualitatively evaluated using objective measures. This happens due to 

both the liquidity of the language, which is considered as the Message, and to other 

parameters that play an important role in its examination; the author-transmitter and 

the reader-receiver of the Message. Thus, the results are presented -without any notion 

of absoluteness, framed with theory proof when possible.
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The first characteristic we identified and included in our summaries is the first 

sentence of a paragraph. It is usual both in journalistic and in essay writing, that the 

context of the paragraph presented in the first sentence, the so-called thematic period.

The next element included in the summaries is the side heads that accompany the main 

document title. With regards to the latte,r I refer to the case where the text has side 

heads, while the paragraphs following them are omitted. In the case that the document 

has a numbered order, the element that we include in the summary is the first period 

that follows the numbered order, since this is the sentence that evaluates the meaning 

of those described before.

Apart from the elements included in the extract, equally important are the elements 

that were omitted from the summaries. Direct speech, for example, is an element that 

was omitted from the summaries in most cases. In journalist articles, direct speech is 

used to explain plainly, using the people involved as roles, what has been described 

earlier by the author. Thus, it is safe to conclude that omitting direct speech from the 

summary automatically includes the period preceding direct speech.

A second element that was left out of the summaries is punctuation marks that 

introduce induction along with the text they include or presage. Examples are 

parentheses, dashes, and "e.g. ". These three elements further analyze the thought of 

the author and offer details that are not necessary for the summary.

An ambiguous issue came up in the management of interviews, the problem being the 

rapid change in the two people talking. For two reasons we included the questions of 

the journalists rather than the answers; first of all, the questions included the 

potential response of the answer, while also, the words of the interviewee have 

already been included either from the title or from the side head of the document."

7.9 Synopsis
In this Chapter, a presentation of the available methodologies was made. Initialy terms 

"intrinsic" and "extrinsic evaluation" are defined, followed by different evaluation 

approaches that have been proposed in the literature. This Chapter also discusses the
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evaluation methodologies for both TCASGL and GUTS systems, while it provides an 

extensive analysis of both the evaluation results and remarks made by the human 

summarizer, whose summaries were as reference summaries in the evaluation.

The next chapter concludes this thesis, providing an overview of the accomplishments 

of research, with regards to research scope, aims and objectives. Finally it provides 

insight on future research that may enhance the efficicency of both systems
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8. Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter summarizes the research presented. Contributions to knowledge are also 

presented in relation to the initial aims and objectives listed in Chapter 1. In addition, 

it states the conclusions reached, as well as future work and final remarks.

8.1 Introduction
At the start of the thesis, the aims and objectives of this research were underlined. 

More specifically, research revolved around the exploration of new summarization 

techniques based on the current state-of-the-art or novel approaches, hi addition to 

that, research targeted on identifying whether linguistic information exploitation can 

assist in achieving better summary extraction. As a reference language for linguistic 

information research targeted on Greek, mostly because there is a limited availability 

on Greek summarization systems and methodologies. In order to facilitate these 

research aims the following research objectives were set:

  Develop an ML system and methodology to verify whether document 

summarization can be achieved through document classification. This was 

based on the assumption that domain knowledge is important for summary 

extraction, hence identifying the domain could actually assist in document 

summarization. As a side research objective, the development of a novel 

classification scheme was set, after initial research in the area of statistical 

classifiers, in order to better suit our methodology.

  Develop an NLP system that would use already researched and novel features 

in sentence extraction for document summarization. Especially, the system 

should try to exploit linguistic characteristics of the reference language, while 

at the same time not limit itself to the reference language.
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8.2 Overview of Research
Following the research objectives 4 areas of interest were identified:

  The identification of important document words (noun-adjectives) through 

grammatical analysis, and specifically stemming.

  Document classification through a statistical trainable summarizer

  Document summarization through classification

  Document summarization based on NLP

8.2.1 Stemming
Stemming was a task carried out as an adjunct to document summarization (both ML 

and NLP). Through stemming, the first linguistic rules of Greek language were set. 

More specifically, one of the problems of linguistic analysis is to identify important 

words. It has been suggested by (Bouras & Tsogkas, 2010) that nouns hold important 

meanings regarding the subjects and the objects of a sentence, which agrees with the 

initial considerations of the thesis author. The available approaches involve 

grammatical or syntactical analysis. Both approaches require modeling of specific 

linguistic characteristics. In essence, research in this area resulted in a grammatical set 

of rules for noun identification that was used for both TCASGL and GUTS.

8.2.2 Document Classification
Document classification is an integral part of Machine Learning systems. TCASGL 

was based on the assumption that domain knowledge can assist document 

summarization. However, the available techniques were either quite complex or 

restrictive and less efficient. Therefore, as a side research objective document 

classification was set, with the goal to outperform other statistical classifiers within 

the scope of document summarization. The approach selected was roughly based on 

the same rules of statistical independence known as Bayes rule, yet it differed a lot on 

the fact that it tried to eliminate statistical independence by considering the 

contribution of the input document words to all of the categories, rather than forming 

a strict selection model. This enabled a less strict classification algorithm that suited
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both single label and multi label classification. The outcome of this research was used 

on TCASGL for the document classification module.

8.2.3 Machine Learning Summarization
Machine Learning algorithms have been used in the past for document summarization. 

However, all approaches in literature considered ML as a sentence selection feature, 

rather than a way of extracting terminological information from documents. The first 

researchers to imply such a use for an ML system were (Barzilay & Lee, 2004), where 

they proposed a probabilistic model for document summarization based on domain 

knowledge. This influenced the current research, thus orienting part of it to further 

explore if document classification can assist document summarization. Through that, a 

new approach emerged on document summarization fulfilling one of the aims set 

initially.

8.2.4 Natural Language Processing Summarization
NLP is primarily the area of interest when researchers refer to document 

summarization. However, very little research has been done to exploit linguistic 

characteristics for Greek language, most of the researchers targeting on English and 

their native language. Based on that, research targeted on finding a way to model the 

Greek linguistic characteristics through the stemming module, but also be flexible 

enough to facilitate any language. Moreover, a new heuristic selection feature named 

"conceptual flow" was introduced, that helped identify the different topic clusters of 

the document and evaluate topic shift and topic regression. This methodology fulfilled 

the aim of producing a methodology for summary extraction initially targeting for the 

Greek language, while in the end of research finding out that it could facilitate other 

languages, as well.

8.3 Overview of TCASGL Methodology
TCASGL is a ML system based on document summarization through classification. 

The system is composed of three modules:
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  A training module used for training the classifier into forming the classes and 

feature weights.

  A classification module, where the system classifies the document into one of 

the available classes.

  A summarization module used to identify and extract the most important 

sentences, according to the class identified by the classifier.

hi the training phase TCASGL, the system estimates the importance of each word and 

its contribution to each class by considering the number of its occurences in the class, 

the number of its occurrence in other classes and the length of each available class. 

The training phase utilizes statistics in extracting the word class weight, minimizing 

the extent of effect of the statistical independence of the features, as implied by the 

Naive Bayes Assumption upon which TCASGL is based.

During the classification phase, TCASGL classifies a document in one (or more than 

one) of the available classes. Classification utilizes the average of word weights per 

class, as it has been computed by the training phase. The decision of the class defines 

the reference dictionary that is going to be used in the summarization phase.

The summarization phase of TCASGL, calculates the importance of document 

sentences based on the words it is composed of. For each sentence, the system 

computes the normalized average of sentence terms for the class the document 

belongs to and maintains the topmost x important sentences in order of appearance in 

the original document. An extension to the summarization includes, apart from the 

class weight, sentence/paragraph position.as an important feature in estimating 

sentence importance, producing better results than the main TCASGL methodology.

Setting aside the evaluation of TCASGL, it can be said that it fulfilled the objectives 

set during this research. A thorough research on whether documnent classification can 

assist document summarization was undertaken, with important results both in the 

area of document classification and in the area of document summarization. The 

approach of identifying topics and classifying the documents according to a set of 

predefined categories, while did not yield extremely good results in summarization,
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leaves room for improvement. Moreover, the classification scheme proved to 

outperform other statistical classification algorithms.

8.4 Overview of GUTS Methodology
GUTS is an NLP system that exploits several document-specific characteristics in 

identifying and extracting important sentences. The main idea behind GUTS is to 

exploit the "conceptual flow" of the document - how authors organize their sentences 

in order to fully describe a topic. According to "conceptual flow", GUTS estimates the 

potential topic shifts that may occur between consecutive document sentences. This is 

achieved by forming a term by term matrix - abstract semantic lexicon - denoting the 

observed term co-occurrence with regards to the expected term co-occurrence. The 

system assigns a bias weight if two terms are found to co-occur more times than 

expected in the document. In this first summarization step, the system calculates the 

average similarity of sentences, through a modified Jaccard similarity easure, that 

considers word co-occurrence bias in addition to similar words. This enables an initial 

sentence clustering on consecutive sentences, by identifying the local sentence 

similarity minima on consecutive sentences and comparing them to the average 

sentence similarity computed for the document. The most important sentences of each 

cluster are extracted and an initial summary is formed. In case this summary is greater 

than the expected length of summary, a similar approach is considered on non 

consecutive sentences. This step assists in determining topic re-visiting in the 

document, thus extracting more complete clusters of sentences. Again, the most 

important sentences in each cluster are extracted and form a second summary. The last 

step of the algorithm, utilied only in ensuring the desired length of summary, ignores 

the abstract semantic relation of terms and topic clusters, and extracts sentences 

according to term occurrence. An extension to the algorithm has also been proposed, 

by including the relative sentence position in a paragraph, producing better results 

than the main GUTS methodology.

GUTS manages to include a novel feature as conceptual flow, and also take advantage 

of some of the linguistic characteristics of Greek language. The aim of modeling 

completely Greek language proved to be overoptimistic. However, some of the Greek
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grammatical rules were used in the algorithm, hi addition to that, the use of a 

dedicated Greek stemmer for the identification of important information, regardless of 

some obvious shortcomings, in general behaved pretty well in the summarization. 

More essentially, GUTS was comparable to other algorithms in terms of quantitative 

characteristics (ROUGE-1), and better in terms of qualitative characteristics as proven 

by human evaluation of the extracted summaries.

8.5 Contribution to Knowledge
Document classification and summarization as tasks are neither new, nor poorly 

researched. A number of approaches are documented for both tasks in the literature, 

reporting excellent results in most cases. However, as it has been shown by the 

research presented in this thesis, improvements can be made, either based on 

manipulating the fundamentals of these approaches, or by considering completely new 

techniques.

A minor improvement on what has already been considered in the literature, presented 

in this research, is the use of stemming as a means of identifying parts of speech, 

instead of utilizing a POS tagger. Stemming has already been considered in work by 

Porter (1980) and Kalamboukis (1995), yet it was always considered as a general task 

in text retrieval and never with specific adaptations to assist POS tagging.

With regards to document classification, both NBC and LM have been used in 

statistical classification of documents, with very good results. In this research, a 

slightly different approach was considered outperforming both statistical classifiers in 

terms of correctly identified document classes, on the same document set. The 

classifier is based on the same foundations of the NBC (naive assumption of statistical 

independence of words), yet instead of utilizing the product approach considered in 

both NBC and LM, it uses a sum approach offering smoother error propagation and 

multi-label capabilities.

Document summarization through classification in the current form seems to offer 

worse results than other approaches. On the contrary, the knowledge-lean approach 

proposed in this thesis under the name of GUTS, significantly outperforms the LSA
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approach considered in (Gong & Liu, 2001). It is also important to point out that the 

algorithm outperforms all knowledge-lean approaches, yields comparable results to 

the tf.idf approach, while falls very little behind GreekSum in terms of ROUGE-1 

evaluation. Extrinsic evaluation, however, has proven that the GUTS system provides 

more coherent summaries, covering more document information, in approximately the 

same length of summary.

8.6 Limitations
The following limitations have been identified in the algorithms and systems:

TCASGL

  While the classification algorithm allows multi-label classification, the 

summarization algorithm only considers the word weight on the selected 

category disregarding the importance a word might have on othe categories. 

More specifically, during the evaluation of a sentence, a normalized category 

weight is taken into account for the selected category and not for the rest of the 

categories.

  The system is highly dependent on the input categories and more specifically 

the lack of a high number of sets. It is yet to be estimated how it would work 

on a greater number of potentially overlapping datasets.

  TCASGL is trained according to newspaper articles, and therefore in its current 

state can only perform efficiently newspaper summarization tasks.

GUTS

  GUTS, with the current set of selection features, cannot be easily modified to 

accommodate multi-document summarization. More specifically, conceptual 

flow is a single-document summarization selection feature as it considers the 

flow of authoring within a document. Extending it to multi-document 

summarization without a complementary multi-document summarization 

feature makes little sense.
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  GUTS heavily depends on the input language. It has been developed with 

Greek in mind and follows the Greek grammatical rules. Thus, adaptations or 

extensions to other languages imply an extensive linguistic analysis for the 

rules to be used, since a simple stop-word dictionary addition to identify 

common words is less than efficient.

Both methodologies

  TCASGL and GUTS are based on the fact that nouns are important in 

identifying the meaning of a word, by trying to isolate noun stems. This 

approach, however, is limited by the potential of the stemming algorithm. 

Unfortunately in Greek language nouns and adjectives share a lot of suffixes, 

hence introducing noise in the noun extraction approach.

8.7 Future Work
While the results presented here surpass the author's expectation, research provided 

insight on a number of areas that can be investigated with the aim to achieve better 

results. These areas either deal with the basis of each algorithm as the stemming or 

POS tagging or with the summarization algorithms and what they consider as 

important selection features.

More specifically, the following have been identified as areas that can be investigated 

in order to achieve optimal results:

  Summarization can be assisted if other parts of speech could be included for 

consideration in the algorithm, and especially verbs. Verb are used to denote 

the transfer of action between the sentence subject and the object, or used to 

denote the effect of an action when used in a passive form. Their identification 

is considered in the stemming module provided, but due to Greek language 

particularities, especially in verbs (See Table 1. Greek Verbs), their use through 

stemming is very difficult in current form. This could be tackled with a POS 

tagger as it would provide a more definite identification criterion than simple 

stemming, provided the problems that were initially identified are tackled.
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  ML summarization through TCASGL offers average results. This is due to the 

small number of features considered in extracting the summaries. TCASGL 

uses term class weight, term density (average term weight of a sentence) and 

relative paragraph-sentence position as features in selecting most significant 

sentences. While extrinsic evaluation was not performed in the case of 

TCASGL, ROUGE-1 scores, position it as an average system with the current 

feature set. Thus, the inclusion of surplus feature sets, as the ones provided in 

the literature as named entities, title terms, keywords, and cue phrases, will 

probably enhance the system's efficiency.

Other potential research on the area includes ideas that have been proposed in the 

literature that could be used in extending the algorithms' usage:

  The classifier could be tested against multi-label classification algorithms in 

terms of efficiency and be applied in a great variety of ML applications, as e.g. 

plagiarism detection or image classification.

  The GUTS summarizer currently supports Greek language text as the stemmer 

and lemmatizer uses a set of Greek language stop-list and Greek noun endings. 

The inclusion of verbs in the current module seems problematic. However, the 

system is built around generic multilingual approaches, and thus a set of 

different stop-lists and POS tagging, can easily lead to the extension of GUTS 

system in multiple languages.

8.8 Final Remarks
The systems presented utilize a number of novel and already researched techniques in 

acquiring general content results. Their efficiency has been demonstrated using 

examples over different training and test data sets, while both human and automatic 

evaluation was considered. The systems have provided important results both in terms 

of statistical classification and summarization. However, efficient results can only be 

provided through extensive real-time use, or extended usability and added value in 

different ML and NLP tasks.
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APPENDIX A - Noun and Verb Endings and Stop-Lists

Noun and Verb Endings
Noun Endings

Verb Endings

"at;", "a", "aSsg", "aScov", "a;", "cov", "r]<;", "TI", "r|Seq", 

"7i8cov", "a;", "cov", "£<;", "EOS;", "eScov", "ou<;", "ouSs<;", 
"ou8cov", "og", "ou", "o", "E", "01", "cov", "ou<;", "eaq", "ea", 
"EK;", "ecov", "a", "aq", "cov", "eq", "a8eq", "aScov", "TI", 'V, 
"cov", 'V, "eiq", "ecov", "co", "coq", "og", "ou", "o", "01", 
"cov", "ouq", "o", "ou", "a", "cov", "aia", "aTcov", "i", "lou", 
"MX", "icov", "u", "tou", "ta", "icov", "og", "oug", "T|", "cov", 

"a", "aTog", "aTa", "UTCOV", "ou;", "aTO^", "aia", "aTcov", 
"coq", "coTOt;", "aia", "TCOV", "ov", "OVTO^", "ovTa", "OVTCOV", 
"av", "avToq", "avTa", "avTcov", "ev", "evia", "SVTO^", 
"evrcov"
"co", "EK;", "ei", ? Ve", "TE", "ouv", "ovTa^", "covTa(;", "uai", 
"aai", "Tai", "av", "nKa", "T]Ke", "vai", "e"

Stop-List
Articles "o", "TOD", "OTOD", "TO", "TOV". "CTTOV", "OTO", "r|", "TT|<;",

"OTTI", "01", "TCOV", "OTWV", 
, "Tiq", "aiig", "ta", "oTa", "ev<', "evoc;",

", "TTI", "TTIV", "

"eva", "|iia", , 'Via", >ac", "TOD"

Conjuctions "Kai", "KI", "OWE", ", "ov6e", 'Vri6e", "TJ", "EITE", 
Ha", "aUa", "^apa", "o^", "waToao", "evco", "av", 

", "^ovo", "XoiTiov", "cooTe", "apa", "eTtojievccx;",
"TTOD", "6a", "aTio", "Sri^aSTi ", "Ticog", "on", "oTav", "eav", 

", "a(pov", "cupoTou", "Tipiv", "p.oX,iq", 
", "CQOOTOU", "ooo", "oTioTs", "yiaTi", " 

, «va», «j^r|», «JJ,T|V», «[I^JI^Q>, «yia», «a^», «8sv», 
, «Q7toi)», «7tX,eov»

Interjections "a", "n*a", ", "Ttojro", "o>", "ax", "OXOD", "aou",
"ox", "aXifiovo", "e", "ou", " 

"afjJtoTe", "e-oye", 
"avTe", "a|is", "naps",

", "eiGe", '

o", "01)9", "Tiovcp", "net no. na", 
, "oow", "OTOTI", "aepa"

Prepositions HE", "cruv", "OE", "7t?ir|v", "yia", "ETCI", "ex;", "8ia", "7rpo<;", 
"jieiov", "KaTa", "\MCEP", "HETQ", "Tt 
"EK", "aTTQ", "e^", "8ixco^", "u^o", "
"UEIOV", "KaTa", "uTiep", "nera", "Tiepi", "jtapa", "ev", "avTi",

Pronouns "eyco", "ai)Toi", "efieva", "awoi)(;", , "aDTti",
"ejia<;", "avTTig", "\um n , "aweq", "JIE", "xog", 'Vaq", "TOV", 
"em)", "TOV", "eaeva", "xa", "oou", "TOD<; M , "as", 
"TT]","e0ei<;", "rn?", "eaaq", "TTI", "TTIV", "aa<;", "TO", "awoq",
"Tec;", "aurou", "n?", "awo", "awov", "awwv", 

"KaTioiot;", "Kajioiou ", "KaTtoia", "Kajioio", "gKeivo*;", 
"eiceivouc;", "eKeivrj", "eKeivrn;", "eKeivo", "eKevvoi", 
"sKEivtov", "eKeivet;", "eKewou", "eKeiva", "Ka9e", "pTioiot;",
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Abstract. Document classification and document summarization have a fairly indirect relation as 
document classification fall into classification problems as opposed to document summarization, where it 
is treated as a problem of semantics. A major part of the summarization process is the identification of the 
topic or topics that are discussed in a random document. With that in mind, we try to discover whether 
document classification can assist in supervised document summarization. Our approach considers a set 
of classes, in which a document may be classified in, and a novel summarization scheme adapted to 
extract summaries according the results of the classification. The system is evaluated against a number of 
supervises and unsupervised approaches and yields significant results.

Keywords: Document classification, supervised document summarization, statistics

1. Introduction (Use "Header 1" Style)
One of the major areas of data engineering both nowadays and in the past is text management. Important 
work has been undertaken in the area since early in the history of Information Technology. Text 
management includes subjects as document classification and document summarization. Document 
classification refers to the automatic assignment of a random document to one (single-label) or more 
(multi-label) classes. Applications of document classification include spam mail recognition and decision 
support systems. Document summarization, on the other hand, refers to the extraction or generation of 
text from one or multiple sources, in a shortened form compared to the original source(s). In this paper, 
we examine whether the use of document classification can result in better summaries, or if it can yield 
significant results. Our motivation came from remarks regarding document summarization. The main 
motivation came from a generic summarization procedure template that was first proposed by Lin and 
Hovy in [1]. The authors proposed that one of the important factors in document summarization is the 
identification of the topics that are present in a document. Identifying the topics discussed in a document 
enables to some extend the identification of the important words that will assist in the final extraction or 
generation of the summary. In addition to that, Moens et al. [2] undertook research utilizing a



classification scheme to decide whether a random word in a document is a topic word (term) or not. 
Moreover, research by Barzilay et al. [3] tried to investigate news articles in conjunction to the topic they 
describe. However, their scope was to exploit characteristics that were domain-dependent, e.g. the pattern 
of authoring behind earthquake articles (location, size, victims). These research approaches led us to 
consider whether classification is an appropriate assisting tool in summarization tasks, not only in 
deciding if a random word is a topic word or a random sentence is a potential summary sentence as 
implied by [4] and [5], but rather in applying an adaptive approach on word importance, based on the 
class a random document may belong to. Therefore, instead of searching for the extraction of terminology 
that would result in identifying the potential topics of a document, we consider a set of class thesauri 
consisted of what we have automatically identified as terminology in the classifier training phase, classify 
the random document according to the lexicon that it adapts best to, and use this reference lexicon in 
extracting the most important sentences of the document as a summary.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we provide background information on text 
classification, and insight on previous work we have undertaken in the area. In section 3, we present 
several document summarization approaches, and categorize them according to the scope and approach 
used, while in section 4, we validate theoretically our approach in supervised document summarization 
using classification, and analyze the main concepts behind our algorithms, hi section 5, we provide an 
extended description of the limitations and algorithms that apply to our approach, while in section 6 we 
proved experimental results comparing several supervised and unsupervised algorithms. The final section 
of this paper concludes with future work in the area, underlining the feasibility of our approach.

2. Document Classification
One of the major problems in Machine Learning (ML) is deciding on the labeling of random input text 
into categories. Text classification or categorization has been an intriguing task, given that such decisions 
may not be always obvious. In order to tackle such problems, a number of approaches have been 
proposed such as statistical approaches, vector space models, artificial intelligence, decision trees and 
rules-based methods. Statistical classifiers are the most widely used generation of classifiers, since they 
are very efficient, very easy to construct and perform extremely quickly. Statistical classifiers include, 
among others, classifiers such as Naive Bayes Classifier (NEC), Language Models and regression 
algorithms. Each algorithm provides a different approach in extracting the class of random input data, 
according to the number of labels it can assign. Thus, a second distinction, apart from the technology 
utilized, in document classification is referring to single-label classification, where the random case is 
assigned exactly one label,, and multi-label classification where the classifier can assign random input to 
a set of potential classes.

A typical classifier consists of two discrete modules:

  A training phase, where the classifier is provided with a number of features and the class they 
correspond to, constructing a classification decision space

  An application phase, where the classifier decides on the class a random feature set
approximates best, using the classification decision

Document classification is a special case of classification algorithms, where the input features are the 
document words and the output is a class or set of classes where a random document may belong to. 
However, generic classification approaches apply as well. The most commonly used statistical algorithm 
is NEC. NEC is a supervised statistical classification algorithm based on the Bayes theorem of statistical 
independence, assuming that each input feature value is statistical independent to any other input feature 
in the same feature set. Despite the naivety in such an approach, NEC has been proven to operate very



efficiently [6], outperforming more complex algorithms and approaches. Researchers that have modified 
and enhanced NBC in the past are [7,8,9]. However, it has been fairly recently suggested in [10], that 
NEC has a major drawback in its operation, that occurs when the set of training classes distribution is 
uneven. In such cases NBC behaves in a biased manner towards larger datasets. This has also been 
experimentally proven in our case as shown in [11].

Another commonly used statistical classification algorithm is Language Models (LMs). LMs are 
statistical models that instead of assuming statistical independence among features, use n-grams of 
features in both training and evaluation phase. The efficiency of LMs lies in the fact that they consider not 
only the existence of one word, but the co-existence of a sequence of words as e.g. San Francisco or 
Mona Lisa. Extensive work on LMs has been undertaken by [12] and [13]. It has been stated that uni- 
gram LMs approximate efficiently NBC results [14].

A common characteristic of both algorithms is that they are single-label classifiers. Multi-label 
classification is largely considered as an extension to single-label classification. Multi-label classification 
is generally achieved through a series of binary classifiers over multi-label training datasets to identify the 
classes a random document may belong to. Examples of research in the area includes modified kNN (k- 
Nearest Neighbors) approaches as the ones proposed by Chcng and Hullermeier in [15] and Zhang and 
Zhou in [16], or adaptations on algorithms such as SVM, proposed by Godbole and Sarawagi in [17].

3. Document Summarization
Document Summarization refers to the process of extracting or generating shortened content from one or 
various sources. This content generally either answers to specific user questions or offers a more generic 
covering as many topics as possible. The size of the summary can be either proportional to the original 
source or absolute in number of words or sentences. Research in document summarization dates back in 
late 1950s, where Luhn's [18] and Baxendale's [19] work offered the basis upon which further research 
has been undertaken. Their pioneering work utilized statics and spatial document characteristics, as the 
means of evaluating the importance of sentences. Statistics-based algorithms engage term frequency in 
order to estimate the topics that may be discussed in a random document. On the other hand, location- 
based approaches exploit spatial document characteristics as sentence or paragraph location inside the 
document. The importance of each sentence or paragraph may be estimated through document analysis on 
the location of the main topic sentence, either through a template approach, by applying domain-specific 
templates of topic sentence occurrence, or through document monitoring and analysis over a series of 
uniform documents. As it has been suggested by Lin and Hovy in [1], summarization can be analyzed into 
three different tasks: a) indentify the topics discussed in a document, b) evaluate the importance of each 
topic in the document, and c) create the summary cither from extraction of the most important sentences 
as they appear in the document, or through generation of new sentences. Apart from extraction or 
generation, another categorization one can make in document summarization depends on the kind of 
information one requires from the original document. According to that categorization, we are referring to 
generic and question-based summarization. Generic summarization targets on providing a more general 
set of topics trying to cover as much information as possible from the original document. Question-based 
summarization, on the other hand, tries to provide information only on the topics desired by the user. A 
last categorization of document summaries results from the use of a training phase or external information 
that may be necessary for the system to operate. Thus, algorithms can be categorized in supervised or 
semi-supervised (use of a semantic lexicon or training set of documents) and unsupervised summarization 

(no external reference used).



Machine Learning, and especially document classification, has been used to assist document 
summarization in the past. Most approaches [4, 5] consider the problem of summarization as a binary 
classification problem, whether a sentence should be included in the summary or not. Additional work 
utilizes HMMs [20] to construct a feature formula that considers the possibility that a sentence is a 
summary sentence, given that its preceding one is included in a summary. Feature selection formulas have 
also been considered in approaches utilizing Neural Networks [21] and Genetic Algorithms [22], as well, 
where the systems are trained to combine in linear or log-linear functions the contribution of each feature 
from a feature set in the identification of summary sentences.

4. Our Approach
4.1. Motivation
As it may be obvious from the definition of both document classification and summarization, the most 
important part of the algorithm is the identification of the topics discussed in a document. Despite, the 
obvious differences in the outcome, both classification and summarization try to extract important 
information on what the potential topic hierarchy of the document may be. A direct outcome that 
motivated our interest was to research on the potentiality of document classification for the identification 
of the document subject. Our thoughts revolved around the semantic exploitation of words based on the 
importance according to the subject represented in a document. This implies the use of a set of pre- 
classified words or terms weighted according to their importance in every class. As it will be shown later 
on. research led to a classification and summarization approach that tried to refine the extraction of 
information according to the importance weight assigned per term per category. The expected outcome 
was a refined statistical summarization algorithm that would adapt term weights according to the category 
the document was estimated to belong.

4.2. Approach Overview
The approach we considered resulted in a supervised summarization system. This required three discrete 
phases: a) classification training, b) classification, and c) summarization. Phases a and b have been 
extensively described in [11], while the summarization phase has been evolved by our initial thoughts 
presented in [23].

4.3. Overview of Classification
Instead of utilizing NEC, LMs or any of the known statistical algorithms, we developed a supervised 
statistical classifier carefully adapted for assisting our summarization algorithm. The classifier adopts the 
idea of statistical independence proposed in NBC. In addition to that, we consider a normalized weight 
scheme, where each word contributes to a certain extent to all potential classes, according to term 
frequency and class size. The main difference with NBC or LM is the use of a summation instead of a 
product in evaluating the potential class of the document. Thus, the categorization approach is not very 
strict in assigning a document class. Moreover, since each term contributes unevenly to each potential 
class according to its occurrence, a finite class is only used as a reference for the selection of the 
appropriate term weight considering all potential class weights, rather than a define criterion for exclusive 
class weight. Thus engaging multi-label approaches was beyond our scope of research.

4.4. Nouns and Adjectives Importance
Prior to a brief overview of the classification and summarization, it is vital to identify the elements that 
will be used in both classification and summarization. As it has been stated in [24] the topic information 
of a document is included mainly in nouns and noun-phrases, rather than in any other grammatical feature.



In our research, we extend this idea by isolating adjectives as well, since we consider them to denote 
descriptive information on the nouns of the random document - positive, negative or neutral. Yet, this 
information enhances topic identification as it enables a clearer distinction on the context of a term, given 
disambiguation of noun definitions. This approach is used in both classification and summarization. In 
order to successfully identify nouns and adjectives we have developed an algorithm extending work 
proposed by Porter [25] and adapted by Kalamboukis [26].

4.5. The Classification Problem

Let i be a random noun, and D a random document featuring word i, and j a category the document may 
belong to. We are trying to compute what is the possibility for document D to belong to category j given 
that word i appears in D.

In order to compute this, we assign as wy as the weight of word i in category j computed as

where tf (i,j) the term frequency of word i in category j, and n the total number of unique words 
comprising category j. wy in this context denotes the importance or contribution of noun i in category j. 
By dividing with the total number of the noun term frequencies of category j, we form a normalized 
weight factor for nouns in that category, in order to overcome NBC bias. This formula is influenced by 
the Term Frequency (TF) used in Information Retrieval algorithms (the first parameter of tf.idf algorithm). 
This approach also enables us to properly estimate the similarity of a random document to a category, 
since a great number of significant words of a category in a random document (high-weighted word 
observation), denotes greater similarity between the document and the category. The similarity factor of 
our approach is based on the probability of a random document D belonging in category j, if word i is 
present in document D. Given that word i is assigned a weight per class j, then this probability is 
calculated by

7=0

where n is the total number of categories the system can identify. This metric takes into account the 
cross-class importance of the words. This algorithm strongly resembles the Inverse Document Frequency 
metric used in Information Retrieval (the second parameter of the tf.idf algorithm).

The evaluation criterion that denotes a document belonging to a category is called similarity factor (sf) 
and is calculated by

Dwords w. .y l 'j

sf(DJ) = J ~~° ' (3) 
Dwords



where m is the total number of categories available and Dwords the word count of document D. Since 
sf is computed on the observed set of nouns extracted by the document, and not all words appear in 
category j, the contribution for each word present in the document is either 0 if the word is not present in 
category j or calculated according to (4). Dividing by Dwords gives us the Expected Value for each 
category j. The system decides that the document belongs to the category which maximizes the similarity 
factor sf

D e j <= argmax(sf(D, j)) (4)

where argmax(sf(Dj)) is the maximum similarity factor of Document D in categories j.

4.6. Overview of Summarization
The summarization phase is based on the results acquired in the classification stage by considering the 
class the document was found to belong to. The summarizer uses the class lexicon to assign a proportional 
term weight as computed in (5). In order to extract the sentences that will be kept in the final summary, 
we compute the normalized sum of all term weights of a sentence. This is computed by

<-,Score. ,M = *, ,. ... ,-, 
 / \P(I,J)\ (5)

The normalization on the average of term length is used as the bias elimination feature of larger 
sentences. Thus, only sentences consisted of more important words in a proportional manner are 
considered. The final length of the summary is manually decided, while the summary consists of the k-th 
highest scoring sentences in their appearance in the original document. We define this feature as term 
density. Other features used in summarization are term frequency, while positional characteristic has also 
been considered. The positional characteristic named relative paragraph-sentence position considers the 
relative position of a sentence in a paragraph, where the initial sentences are assigned a higher score. It is 
calculated using

--' (6,

paragraphsize - 1

where a a prejudice score, k the k-th sentence and paragraphsize the number of sentences in the 

paragraph.

5. Methodology
The summarization methodology consists of four modules: a stemming module used to identify nouns 
and adjectives, a training step used to calculate term importance per class and form the class dictionary, a 
classification step which decides on the class a document may belong to, and a summarization module 
which extracts the topmost important sentences, according to the class the document was found to belong.

5.1. Stemming module
Stemming is the process of identifying the unaltered part as it is conjugated (stem) from its suffix. 
Pioneering work in the area was undertaken by Porter [25], where he researched suffix stripping for the 
English language. His work provided the fundamentals for the respective work of Kalamboukis [26] for 
the Greek language. The importance of suffix string in Machine Learning has been underlined by Scott



and Matwin [27] as they state that it is almost always used in document classification and summarization. 
Our work in stemming [23] is based on Kalamboukis work on Greek suffix stripping. In order to 

extract nouns and adjectives from a document, we grammatically engage a grammatically enhanced 
version of Kalamboukis stemmer. The stemmer not only identifies but also eliminates unimportant words 
through a number of stop list sets, comprised of common words such as articles, prepositions, pronouns 
and adverbs. The next step is to identify document verbs, through a set of common verb endings. A 
special case occurs between nouns, adjectives and passive voice participles in Greek language. While 
active voice participles are not conjugated and only interfere with certain name endings, passive voice 
participle can be conjugated in the same manner as nouns and adjectives, distinguishable only by a 3- 
character triplet (U.EV). Therefore a more extensive approach is engaged in order to acquire the final 
document noun set. The resulting data from this procedure is a stem table of important nouns and 
adjectives, on a sentence level. Te stemmer's performance may be affected in cases where a noun can be 
used as an adverb (e.g. oW|0£ia- meaning truth or really), however such drawbacks do not constitute a 
major problem on the system's efficiency.

5.2. Training Step
The training step is responsible for gathering and weighting class terminology. It is applied in the training 
phase of the algorithm once, and results in the set of weighted dictionaries per word, as acquired from the 
training documents. Each category algorithm is stemmed according to the previous algorithm and nouns 
are gathered and weighted according to formula (2) for each category. The resulting categories are used 
for reference both in the classification and the summarization modules of the algorithm. The approach has 
been presented extensively in [11]

5.3. Classification Step
The classification step is responsible for assigning a random input document to one of the available 
classes. Each document is compared to each of the available classes, and the most important category is 
decided according to average term weights for that category. Once the category is decided, its weighting 
scheme is used for the summary extraction. The algorithm has been extensively described in [11].

5.4. Summarization Step
The summarization step acquires word weights per sentence, extracts the topmost important sentences 
within the limits set, and rearranges the sentences in their original order. The summarization module is 
presented in the Fig. 1.

/. Let document D, k percentage of summaries and class weight lexicon lc
2. Split D into array of sentences SD
3. For each s in SD
4. Let sentence weight sw= 0
5. For each word w in SD
6. Ifw belongs to lc
'• "M ''w 'CM

8. words = words+1
9. End If
10. End For
11. End For
12. Sort sentences descending according to s»
13. Keep top k sentences
14. Sort k sentences according to appearance in original document

Fig. 1. Summarization Module Algorithm



6. Evaluation of Results
A full system evaluation requires the estimation of both the classifier and the summarizer. The algorithms 
were tested against automatic evaluation metrics either through supervised or unsupervised approaches. 
More specifically, the evaluation of the classification is accomplished by manually classifying the 
documents in the training set, while for the evaluation of the summarizer we use ROUGE-1 [28] 
evaluation metrics system. The classifier was tested against the NEC implementation included in Mallet 
NLP toolkit [29], and 2 language model implementations taken from Lingpipe [30] NLP toolkit, denoted 
as LM-3 (trigram based) and LM-6 (sixgram based). The summarizer was tested against a sample 
summarizer based on the tf.idf metric, SweSum [31] adapted for Greek language, two baseline 
summarizers and Microsoft Summarizer package included in Microsoft Office 2007. Especially for our 
evaluation we developed a system that used tf.idf [32] as the weighting scheme on a noun and adjective 
level, as well as an Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) approach, as it has been proposed by Gong ad Liu 
[33], using the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) implementation of JAMA [34] package.

6.1. Classification Results
We gathered a training and a test corpus from Greek online newspapers that were manually pre-classified 
into six distinct categories. The training corpus was made up of 1015 newspaper articles while the test 
corpus was comprised of 353 articles. The training and the test set were gathered during different years 
from various sources, in order to present as many different writing styles and vocabulary as possible. The 
six categories are Business and Finance, Culture, Health, Politics, Science and Technology, and Sports. 
The analysis according to our training scheme resulted in the following dictionary profiles per class 
depicted in Table 1.

Category

Business & 
Finance
Culture
Health
Politics
Science & 
Technology
Sports
Totals

# of 
unique 
words
5686

5750
1181
7059
3593

4696
27965

# of 
total 
words
59777

26932
3073
63218
24429

15412
192841

Average word 
occurrence

10.51

4.68
2.6
8.96
6.8

3.28
6.139254653

Average weight

0.000176

0.000174
0.000847
0.000142
0.000278

0.000213
0.000304909

Table 1. Class profiles

After applying classification on the test corpus, the results in Table 2 were acquired.

Correct

Wrong

#
%
#

Our
Classifier
326
92,35
27

NBC
302
85,55
51

LM-6

284
80,45
69

LM-3

294
83,29
59



Totals
%
#
%

7,65
353
100

14,45
353
100

19,55
353
100

16,71
353
100

Table 2. Overall Classification Results

The results of Table 2 denote the overall efficiency of the algorithm in all categories given the class 
profiles of Table 1. More information on the general efficiency of the algorithm has been analyzed in [11] 
and goes beyond the scope of current research. As a brief conclusion we can see that the classification 
module significantly outperforms language models and NEC classifier, ensuring best performance for the 
summarization step.

6.2. Summarization Results
From the 353 articles comprising the test corpus we randomly selected 237 that were provided to a 
philologist for summary extraction. The philologist was unaware of our summarization extraction 
algorithm and was only generally guided to follow the same rules as the ones supplied to any of the 
summarization systems our algorithm was tested against. The philologist and the systems accordingly had 
to provide extracts of roughly 30% of the initial document with the sentences in order of original 
appearance. In addition to that she was also instructed to take notes on her summarization approach so as 
to both identify potential future enhancements to the system and explain the automatic results more 
adequately. Our summarization algorithm was tested against five other algorithms of supervised and 
unsupervised summarizers and their efficiency was automatically evaluated using ROUGE-1 metric [28]. 
The systems are a custom made algorithm using tf.idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency) 
metric as its weighting scheme, SweSum [31] summarization engine adapted for Greek language, Latent 
Semantic Analysis as proposed by Gong and Liu, a lead algorithm extracting the first 30% of the 
sentences of each random article (LEAD), a baseline algorithm extracting the first sentence of each article 
paragraph - a simplified approach over Baxendale's [19] approach and Microsoft Summarizer. Since the 
last three algorithms are pretty straightforward, we will focus on SweSum, tf.idf and LSA, prior to 
commenting on ROUGE-1 evaluation metric and providing the results.

6.3. GreekSum - SweSum engine adapted for Greek language [31]
GreekSum is a summarization engine adapted from the SweSum summarization engine for the Greek 
language. GreekSum has been developed as a Master thesis by Pachantouris in KTH/Stockholm and is 
available online at http://www.nada.kth.se/iplab/hlt/greeksum/index.htm. Research initially concentrated 
on the Swedish language. To our knowledge, GreekSum is the only widely available Greek 
summarization engine. It produces extractive summaries of single documents by utilizing a series of 
features, as statistics, sentence position, document genre and keywords. It supports both supervised and 
unsupervised summarization. In our experiments, we used the supervised approach, since the author states 
it produces significantly better results than the unsupervised mode.

6.4. Tf.idf[32]
Trainable summarizers use a reference corpus for the estimation of word importance. This is 
accomplished using statistical analysis on term frequency. The problem trainable summarizers try to 
tackle is the extraction of topic terminology from a random document. Despite, shallow assumptions on 
the topic itself, since no semantic reference is made through simple statistics, the identification of 
important terminology, regardless of the topic inference, can approximate efficiently sentence importance.



Therefore, term frequency can be reduced to terminology extraction. However, terminology extraction on 
a single document can become very difficult considering the fact that highly frequent words may be 
generic words that do not represent any important meanings. Following this problem, tf.idf -an empirical 
approach- has been proposed that yields significant results.

Tf.idf has been an empirical metric extensively used in NLP as a decision making feature on word 
importance over a custom-built vocabulary set. It was first mentioned in [32], while extensive work has 
been undertaken, as e.g. in [33] and [34]. The main idea behind tf.idf is the elimination of commonly used 
words and identification of topic terminology. Tf.idf is generally calculated

tfidfm,m = word I £ word * log(l + train^ )/
(\+tramdocmil } (7)

where word denotes the occurrences of term word in a random document, *Lword the total number of 
words in the document, traindoc the total number of documents in the training set and traindoC]WOrd the total 
number of documents in the training set having term word. As it may be obvious tf.idf promotes as 
terminology words that occur only in few documents in the training set as it results in a high idf, and 
secondarily those occurring many times in the random documents.

For the evaluation of our system we include a simplistic version of tf.idf, trained on the initial 
classification training corpus according to formula (7). Each sentence is scored against the average tf.idf 
score of its terms.

6.5. Latent Semantic Analysis
A commonly used NLP summarization method based on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), patented 
in [37], is Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). LSA tries to evaluate the contribution of a word in a text 
segment (extending from a sentence to document in cases of multi-document summarization) as well as 
the importance of a text segment featuring a word. LSA succeeds in both identifying noun phrases (San 
Francisco) and identifying the different topics presented in a document. The first step of the algorithm is 
to construct a matrix of terms by sentences. Considering that, generally, document terms (m) are unequal 
to document sentences («), A is an m x n matrix. A is a very sparse matrix as not all terms contribute to 
every sentence. Through SVD, matrix A is decomposed in

A=U x2>Kr (8)

where U is a column-orthogonal matrix holding the left singular vectors, Z is a diagonal matrix whose 
values are sorted in descending order and V is an orthonormal matrix holding the right singular vectors. 
As stated in (Gong & Liu, 2001), from a transformation point of view, SVD provides a mapping between 
each left singular vector (word) and each right singular vector (sentence). From a semantic point of view, 
SVD represents the analysis of the original document into concepts, captured into the singular vector 
space. In addition to that, it enables the establishment of strong relations between semantically related 
terms, as they will be projected very close to the singular vector space, as they share a great number of 
common words. The authors conclude that in SVD, each singular vector denotes a salient topic, whereas 
the magnitude of the vector denotes the importance of the topic. As stated by the authors of LSA [39], in 
contrast to identifying term co-occurrence, LSA tries to estimate the average meaning of a passage (e.g. 
sentence, paragraph or document) from the terms it consists of.



For the evaluation of our system, a system based on the fundamental work in LSA by [34] was 

developed as a test environment. The package used for the SVD was JAMA [35]. The algorithm proposed 

by the authors is based on the semantic representation of the SVD. More specifically, matrices I and VT 
in SVD, are used to denote the value of the topics discussed in the document and the contribution of the 

each sentence in each topic respectively. Thus, Gong and Liu propose acquiring from the VT, the sentence 

that has the highest singular value (column) for a given topic (singular index). Given that Z is a diagonal 

matrix whose values are ordered descending, then it is safe to consider that the top r topics from Z are 

represented by the top r columns from V''. Therefore, the most significant topics are extracted, each one 

represented one sentence, thus reducing redundancy. In this research, LSA was considered as proposed by 

Gong and Liu, while motivated by [39], where the author stated that in small document sets stemming can 

improve performance, two LSA approaches were considered, one with and one without stemming.

6.6. ROUGE-N[28]
ROUGE-N is a recall oriented method proposed by Lin and Hovy. It has been used in various DUG 

conferences as an automatic evaluation metrics system. ROUGE-N treats word occurrences as n-grams, 

and tries to find the maximum number of n-grams between a candidate summary and a reference 

summary. ROUGE-N is calculated by

ROUGE -N=
} gramneS

2 Z Count(gramn )
S c { Re/Sum } gramn e S

(9)

ROUGE-N is not uniquely identified as a metric, but rather as a methodology of evaluation metrics, 

given its dependence on n-gram size. Moreover, the authors have proposed a series of variations to the 

initial algorithm as ROUGE-L, ROUGE-W and ROUGE-S. For our evaluation purposes, we utilized 

ROUGE-1 as it is considered to adapt better to the human understanding of summary.

6.7. Evaluation of the results
After comparing the summaries extracted by each of the algorithms with the human summaries using 

ROUGE-1, the results depicted in Table 3 where extracted:

Method
Our approach
With tf.idf
LEAD
GreekSum
Microsoft Summarizer
Baseline
LSA with stemming
LSA without stemming

ROUGE- 1
0.4866
0.5462
0.517
0.5589
0.4666
0.4965
0,442
0,447

Table 3. Summarization Results

As it is depicted, the best performing algorithm is SweSum's adaptation for the Greek language, 

followed by tf.idf. This is not strange considering that both algorithms are trainable and precondition a



statistical or feature training analysis prior to the summarization process. The unexpected result was the 
performance of both LEAD and Baseline summarizers since they only use an overly simplified approach 
in extracting their sentences. Moreover, the performance of the summarization through classification 
seems to only outperform Microsoft Summarizer. After applying the algorithm with positional 
characteristics setting a = 1.2 in formula (6), the results acquired were:

Method
Our approach with 
positional characteristics
With tf.idf
LEAD
GreekSum
Microsoft Summarizer
Baseline
LSA with stemming
LSA without stemming

ROUGE- 1
0.502

0.5462
0.517
0.5589
0.4666
0.4965
0,442
0,447

Table 4. Summarization Results with positional characteristics

As it can be seen, the inclusion of positional characteristics in our approach increases the efficiency of 
the algorithm about 3%. However, it still falls behind all knowledge-rich approaches and the LEAD 
approach. This can be explained if we consider how the human summarization process was carried out, 
which has also been validated Nenkova's [40] words regarding the efficiency of single-document 
summarization system's on newswire summarization tasks, where se states that performance is inefficient 
due to the structure of newspaper articles.

6.8. Human summarization approach
hi order to fully understand the evaluation results, a number of findings have to be presented regarding 
the approach in the summarization tasks of the human summarizer. These have not been taken into 
consideration into any of the algorithms and are part of future work. As the philologist states: "Prior to 
presenting our findings, it is important to point out that these are indicative findings rather than objective 
results, since language cannot be sealed and qualitatively evaluated using objective measures. This 
happens due to both the liquidity of the language, which is considered as the Message, and other to 
parameters that play an important role in its examination; the author-transmitter and the reader-receiver of 
the Message. Thus, the results are presented without any notion of absoluteness, framed with theory proof 

when possible.
The first characteristic we identified and included in our summaries is the first sentence of a 

paragraph. It is usual both in journalistic and in essay writing, the context of the paragraph to be 
presented in the first sentence, the so-called thematic period.

The next element included in the summaries is the side heads that accompany the main document title. 
With regards to the latter I refer to the case where the text has side heads, while the paragraphs following 
them are omitted. In the case that the document has a numbered order, the element that we include in the 
summary is the first period that follows the numbered order, since this is the sentence that evaluates the 

meaning of those described before.
Apart from the elements included in the extract, equally important are the elements that were omitted 

from the summaries. Direct speech, for example, is an element that was omitted from the summaries in



most cases. In journalist articles, direct speech is used to explain plainly, using the people involved as 
roles, what has been described earlier by the author. Thus, it is safe to conclude that omitting direct 
speech from the summary automatically includes the period preceding direct speech.

A second element that was left out of the summaries is punctuation marks that introduce induction 
along with the text they include or presage. Examples are parentheses, dashes, and "e.g.". These three 
elements further analyze the thought of the author and offer details that are not necessary for the summary.

An ambiguous issue came up in the management of interviews, the problem being the rapid change in 
the two people talking. For two reasons we included the questions of the journalists rather than the 
answers; first of all, the questions included the potential response of the answer, while also, the words of 
the interviewee have already been included either from the title or from the side head of the document."

6.9. Final Remarks
Following these comments the good efficiency of the simplest algorithms as well as GreekSum (which 
uses partially spatial information in extracting sentences as a selection feature) can be explained. It also 
explains the performance of our approach, enabling, however, potential extensions using a series of 
features instead of only the classification. Moreover, another interesting feature will be a manual 
evaluation of the efficiency of the best scoring, the human summary and our algorithm's summary, since 
summary is usually of implicit nature and the subjective approach in what a human considers important or 
not.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented our thoughts on assisted document summarization through classification. The 
results have proven the potentiality of such an approach, however, they should also be validated against 
other algorithms using a common training set as the ones used in DUG conferences that would yield a 
better approximation on the algorithms efficiency. In addition to that, given the remarks supplied by the 
philologist regarding special requirements of newspaper articles, a potential extension would be either to 
include generic spatial characteristics in summary extraction or to extend the summarization algorithm 
with a knowledge-aware module that would automatically gather spatial characteristics on the probability 
of sentence selection according to position as it has been proposed in [19]. As a conclusion, document 
classification in summarization seems to be a feasible task, despite the limitations imposed by the 
extended training phase and the lack of pre-classified corpora and evaluation summaries.
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ABSTRACT

Summary extraction for generic unstructured documents has been a major research issue since the 'birth' of 
Informatics. Early research on automated summary extraction and content manipulation dates back to the middle 
of the previous century, when the initial content manipulation algorithms were developed. Since then, major 
advances have been made, utilizing semantics and artificial intelligence techniques to help achieve a better level 
of accuracy, both in the contents and in the speed of extraction of the excerpts. Under this scope we have 
developed a series of algorithms, primarily targeting on extracting summaries for Greek language documents, 
based on statistical and semantic approaches. In this paper we present an application of these algorithms and 
results of accuracy as opposed to human extracted summaries. This work is supplementary to initial research 
undertaken by authors (Malamos et al., 2005).
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1. Introduction

A common factor in modern research area is the content handling efficiency each application 
is capable of providing to the end user. A high level of content handling efficiency implies a 
user-friendly, automated environment with low computational requirements while at the same 
time the summary will be close enough, if not identical, to the one produced by a qualified 
human. In order to be able to develop such a system it is necessary to identify the necessary 
steps, regarding content handling. Common approaches include stemming (extracting a form 
of a word that remains unchanged regardless of the actual use of the word in a sentence), 
domain creation (creating sets of words that are associated with one another in terms of 
meaning or common occurrence), document classification (identifying the subject of the 
document), document summarization (producing either by extraction or by generation a small 
summary of a document). The first research paper that introduced automatic document 
summarization as one of the active research areas in informatics was presented by Luhn in 
(Luhn, 1958), where the author provides a statistic, keyword-based approach to extracting 
summaries. This work makes Luhn the pioneer in the initiation of semantics in computer 
processing. Since then have been introduced several approaches for summary extraction or 
generation other utilizing statistics, as in (Luhn, 1958) and (Edmundson, 1969) or syntactical 
analysis, as in (Baxendale, 1958), (Saggion and Lapalme, 2000), (Teufel and Moens, 1997), 
(Ono et. al., 94) and (Barzilay and Elhaddad, 1997). Later research outcomes involve also 
artificial intelligence techniques like Neural Networks (Kaikhah, 2004) and genetic 
algorithms (Jaoua and Ben Hamadou, 2003). In this paper, we extend automatic content 
summarization algorithms proposed by authors in (Malamos et al., 2005). These algorithms 
utilize statistical techniques and grammatical features of Greek language in order to



efficiently extract summaries of Greek documents. In the algorithm we present in this paper 
we enhance our system with the ability to handle unidentified grammatical elements like 
"active voice participles". This improvement leads to a more qualitative summary and 
improves the overall efficiency. The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we 
present the innovation of our system as opposed to other approaches, in section 3 we present 
algorithms for the development of an automatic summarization system, in section 4 we 
present an example of the operation of the system on a newspaper article, while in section 5 
we present future work needed in order to enhance the efficiency of our system.

2. Motivation

Our scope is to develop a fully automated document summarization system for Greek 
language articles. The improvement of the system we present to corresponding systems is that 
we utilize nouns instead of keywords both in classification and in summarization steps. Thus, 
our approach is advantageous over keyword-based systems as it does not require any 
preloading of keywords, and therefore the system can be fully-automated and easily adaptable 
and applicable to any thematic subject. This is accomplished through an enhanced stemming 
algorithm that can not only acquire stems of words but can also identify nouns in a sentence 
or document. This algorithm is also used to form thematic domains through accumulating the 
nouns of pre-classified documents and comparing the extracted set of noun stems per domain 
and filtering out the common ones. Each document is initially classified and the summary is 
finally extracted through a real-time statistical analysis of the nouns identified in the 
document as opposed to the thematic domains.

3. Methodology

In order to state a summarization algorithm, one should be able to identify grammatical and 
syntactical requirements of the target-language. These requirements stem from grammatical 
and syntactical rules that define the structure and word form of each element belonging to the 
language's vocabulary. Variations of word forms in a language implies that the initial step of 
the algorithm is to isolate the word part (or stem) that remains unchanged in any given 
grammatical form of that word, in order to identify the word itself in a document. Secondly, it 
is vital to assess the contribution of any given word inside the document to be summarized. 
We have identified that in Greek language (Malamos et. al, 2005), for example, nouns are 
essential in extracting the content of a document. Therefore, our stemming algorithm should 
be capable of not only extracting stems of words, but isolating the nouns of a document, as 
well, hi order to produce a summary of documents, it is necessary to classify them to thematic 
domains. This approach resembles the one proposed by (Leskovec et. al. 2004), and is utilized 
to avoid ambiguity between words. Thus, the second step of our algorithm is a semantic 
classification of target-document. Classification is based on presence of nouns that belong to a 
specific domain in relation to the total number of nouns that exist in the document. Since a 
document is classified in a domain, the last step of the algorithm is to extract the summary. 
The system filters out the document in a by-sentence manner. The algorithm utilizes hr factor 
that is statistically related to the number of nouns in a sentence that belong to the domain as 
opposed to the entire set of nouns in the sentence. Apart from these stages another preparatory 
stage is required for the creation of the domains. In order to extract the set of words forming a 
domain we have used a corpus of 1080 Greek articles taken from newspapers Then, using the



stemming algorithm, we isolated the nouns of each document and by considering their 
occurrences we formed a set of fifteen (15) domains.

3.1 Step 1 - Stemming Algorithm

As stated before, we have identified that nouns are important word elements in the extraction 
of a summary. The stemming algorithm we have developed is targeted on extracting stems of 
nouns regardless of their clause and disregarding other word elements, and is based on 
portions of Porter's stemming algorithm (Porter, 1980) and the Greek stemming algorithm 
proposed in (Kalaboukis, 1995). Greek noun endings are shown in Table 1. Still noun endings 
are not enough in extracting a noun as active voice participles (typically ending in -COVTCK; or - 
ovraq), passive voice participles (typically ending in -uevoc;, -u£vr|, -usvo for masculine, 
feminine and neutral genders in nominative case, respectively) and adjectives (sharing exactly 
the same endings with nouns) may interfere with the isolation of a noun. Our stemming 
algorithm can discriminate between nouns and active voice participles and passive voice 
participles, but fails when referring to adjectives. Still since adjectives are not domain specific 
words (may be used in any domain), an efficient corpus of documents for the creation of the 
domains will disregard them.

Noun genders

Masculine

Feminine

Neutral

Possible Noun 
Endings
OK;, a, aSsq, aScov, sc,, 
cov, T|<;, r\, riSsq, T)5cov, 
EC,, e5e$, eScov, we,, 
ovbec,, ot>6cov, oc,, ou, 
o, e, 01

a, aq, ODV, e<;, aSsi;, 
a8cov, T|, T)5, ec,, eiq, 
etov, co, ax;, oc,, ox), o,
Ol, IOV, OVC,

o, ou, a, cov, aia,
ttTCOV, I, im>, Itt, ICOV,

v>, icru, oc,, ovq, T|, , -a, 
orcoc,, ac,, coq, coToq,
TCOV

Table 1. Nouns endings

The same algorithm which is shown later on is used both to create the semantic domains and 
to isolate the nouns of a document. The algorithm is as follows:

Pre-processing stage

Create stop-list Sj of noun endings for masculine, feminine and neutral nouns 
Create stop-list APk of nouns resembling active voice participles (mostly names)

Stage 1 Create the dictionary and exclude active voice participles

Let D a document, w the words of a document, e{} an array containing the last letters of the word w and i the 
number of letters taken from a word, diet the dictionary of nouns andpe active voice participle endings.

Begin
For each w in D
lfe{5} epe and w &APk then "assume the last five letters of the word" 
Disregard the word



Elseife{5} epeandw eAPk then
Add w-e{2} to diet "remove the last two letters of the word to acquire its stem "
Else
For i=l to 4
IfSj = e{l...i} then "assume the last i letters of the word"
Add w-efl ...i} to diet "add the stem of the word in the dictionary"
Else
Disregard the word
End if
Endfor
End if
Endfor
End

Stage 2 Calibrate the dictionary to avoid participles
Begin
For each w in diet
Ife{3} = «fi£v» or «uev» then "take the last 3 letters of the stemmed words"
Remove wfrom diet
Endif
Endfor
End

3.2 Off-line Step - Domain Creation

Our domain creation algorithm takes advantage of the occurrence of a noun in a document of 
the corpus. If a noun appears in more than four of the 15 domains then it is disregarded as 
insignificant. The corresponding algorithm follows:

Let {Di} the set of domains, Stemi the i-th stem of a word in a domain, occ(Stemi,{Di}) the number of 
occurrences of Stemi in different domains, occ(Stemi, Di) the number of occurrences of Stemi in a domain 
and di the documents forming a domain

Stage 1 Accumulate the words

For each di in Di 
For each Stemi in di
IfStemigDi then
Add Stemi to Di
Else
occ(Stemi, Di) = occ(Stemi,Di)+l
Endif
Endfor
Endfor

Stage 2 Domain tuning

For each Stemi in Di 
IfStemieDi Then
If occ(Stemi,{Di} <5 then
occ(Stemi,{Dij) = occ(Stemi,{Di}) +1
else
Delete Stemi from every Di
endif
endif
endfor



3.3 Step 2 - Document Classification algorithm

In order to effectively extract a summary of an article, it is vital to identify the thematic 
subject of the document, in order to verify the semantics of the words used and calibrate their 
use. We adopt a statistic approach to verify the domain the document at hand. A document 
belongs to a domain by calculating d= (Vr\D)/(V), where d is the domain factor of a 
document, V the nouns in the document and D the nouns constituting the domain. If d>30% 
then the document is considered to belong to domain D. The limit is set arbitrarily. Using this 
formula, a document may be found to belong to more than one domain, resembling our 
approach in the set nouns forming a domain. The initial step used in this algorithm is, as in 
domain creation step, our stemming algorithm. The resulting noun stems constitute the set of 
words compared to the noun stems of the domain. The corresponding algorithm is:

Let
BD {Dl..Dr} set of domains that the doc belongs to 
Di{l..n} set of nouns of a i-th semantic domain 
V{l..k}set of nouns of Doc

"Step 1. Text Classification"
Begin
For i=l to n

ifd(i)>0.1 then
BD{}= BD{} u{i} "Doc belongs to Di semantic domain"
end_if
end_for
End

3.4 Step 3 - Document extraction

The final step of the algorithm, extracts the summary of the document, in a statistic and 
domain-oriented approach. Factor hr is computed as:

hr=f\D If
where f represents the set of noun stems of a sentence of the document and D the set of noun 
stems constituting the domain. A sentence is considered to be any sequence of words between 
the beginning of a paragraph and a dot, between two dots, between a dot and a question-mark 
and vice versa, between a semicolon and a dot and vice versa and between an exclamation 
mark and a dot and vice versa, hr factor along with the absolute position of a sentence in the 
document constitute a hash table. The summary is extracted by constructing a document with 
the sentences having the greater hr factors in their relative position to one another. The 
number of sentences to be included is decided by the number of words, the user wants to 
include in the resulting summary. The corresponding algorithm is:

Doc: the document to summarize
MScriptfL.p} set of sentences of the document (Doc= MScript^MScript*. uMScript/J
\MScriptp\ is the number of words (all kind of words, verbs, nouns, adjectives....) ofthep-th sentence
HTable(SentenceIndex, HitRatio) Hash table including the sentence (Mscript) Sentencelndex e{l..p} and the
HitRatio of the sentence
BD {DL.Dr} set of domains that the doc belongs to
D,{l.,n} set of nouns of a i-th semantic domain
Fj{l..m} set of nouns ofthej-th sentence MScriptj in the document (V=Ft uF^,.
a the number of words of the summary we intent to produce



Summaryfj) a table of the sentences that will produce the summary

Begin
For each Di e BD
Forj=l to p "p is the number of sentences "
hrj=hrj+fjKDi/fj
HTableQ, hrj)
end_for
end_for each

Sort HTable ASC hrj "Sort HTable in Ascending order of hrj"

HTable index=l
While (no of words_in_summary <a) and (HTable index<=p)

j=HTable(HTable lndex,l) "content of HTable in row HTable Index and column 1" 
Summaryfj) = MScriptkj
no_of_words in_summary= no_of_words_in_summary + \MScriptj\ 
HTable_Index= HTable Index+1 
End While

Forj=l to p
Final_Summary =Final_Summary + SummaryQ)
Endjor
End

4. Application example

We have developed an application based on the algorithms presented on preceding chapters, 
in order to extract automatic summaries of newspaper articles identified to belong to one of 
the subjects recognized by our system. The application was initially developed to help 
evaluate the efficiency of the aforementioned algorithms, when compared to human extracted 
summaries. We will provide a typical example of machine-made categorization and summary 
on a newspaper article in Greek and its English translation.

'EvTovr) ouvol?iaKTiKfi SpacrrnpioTriTa OE x 
iM.ow; Tr\c, ScxpoK^eouc; KaTaypd(prjK£ TIC,

£5pia0n<; ir\c, T£TdpTr|c;, yeyovoc; TIOU 
TO uEydXo svSiacpepov TCOV GEOUIKOIV 

yia nc, E^kr\viKec, xpaneCpc,. Meya^.o JICXKETO 
Tn,c; E9viKf|5 TpcuiE^a i\\c, E'XXddoc, 

of|U£pa. HpoKEuai yia 2037644
a^iac; 77.83 EKOT. EDpcb. H izpafy] TTJV oitoia

EKTEA.EOE T| E0VIKT| XpTmaTlOTT)pmicf|, EyiVE Old 38,20

EUpti). ME pdor) £yicup£<; 7tXr)po(popt£i; 01 (XETOXE^ avfiKav 
OTOV OIKO Fidelity, Kai ayopdoTT|Kav OTT|V JtapaTtdvco 

Ti|aii aTto TT]v Citigroup TtpoKEijJEvou r\ TfiXEutaia va nq 
KdvEt placement OE TteXciTei; tT|<;. IloXld rjrav ia 
TOU eyivav CTE JJ.ETOX£<; Tt]c, TPCOTE^CK; Kunpou, 
5,70 eta$ 5,74 Eupro. SuvokKd 2.640.000

x^Pia- napdAAri^a ojicoi; TiaKETa, oacpax;
HE mahrpec, ^evout; Kai UTIOSEKTE; 

6i£VEpyr|0TiKav Kai OE 7toXX,£<; aKont) ipan^E
riEipaiax; dAAa^e X£p^a Jt«K£TO 150.000

Intense transactional processing in bank capitals in 
Sophokleous was recorded during the last hours of the 
Wednesday's session, assuring the great interest of 
statutory investors in the Greek banks. A great 
proportion of the Hellenic National Bank was 
transferred today. We refer to 2037644 stocks costing 
about 77.83 m  . The transaction was made by Ethniki 
Chrimatistiriaki and cost about 38.20  per stock. 
According to valid sources the stocks belonged to 
Fidelity trust, and were bought by Citigroup in order 
to be placed their customers. A lot of packages were 
Cyprus Bank stocks, valuing between 5.70   and 
5.74 . A total of 2,640,000 were transacted. However 
smaller packages with both buyers and sellers coming 
from abroad were made in a number of banks. In 
Peiraios bank 150,000 stocks were transacted in a 
package at 19.80  per stock, costing a total of 2,97 m 
  and in Alpha Bank 144.504 stock were transacted at 
29.14 , costing up to 4,21 m  . 
This financial movement, according to specialists, 
implies that no massive immediate profit liquidation 
from great statutory investors, which are the



cm* 19,80 eupcb cruvo>.iicr|<; a^iaq 2,97 EKOT. 
eupd), OTTIV Alpha Bank dUc^E %ipm JHXKETO 144.504 
U£TOX<bv cm* 29,14 eupm cruvota.Kfj<; o^icu; 4,21 EKCIT. 
eupri). H Kivr|Tiic6Tr|Ta <XUTT] 6eixvei, cruuxpcova U.E 
£KTUif|0£i<; itapayovTtov TT|<; ayopdi;, na>q 5i>oKoX.a 6a 
5oi>u£, d|j.eoa touMxioTOv, aOposc; peuaTOTionioeK; 
K£p8d>v arco UEyaXouc; ^evoix; OEauucouc; ETTEVSUTEC;, rcou 
omoteXouv Kai Touq TIIO EVEpyoxx; ejiev5uTec; 
jrapoitcra (pdori OTT|

Taken from www.imerisia.gr (25/1/2006)

fundamental and most active investors currently in 
Sophocleous, will take place.

Table 2. Document to be summarized

The classification process according to the algorithm described above produced the following 
results for the specific article:

Politics: 0.22, Sports: 0.15, Business & Finance: 0.28, International: 0.22

The time needed to extract the summary was approximately 38 seconds. In order to extract the 
summary, we selected the highest scoring domain, setting a threshold t=0.3, implying that the 
extracted summary will be around 30% of the original document. The extracted summary is 
depicted in Table 3.

5paoTripi6Tr|Ta OE 
TT|i; ZocpOKleoui; KaTaypdcpnKe u 

TT|<; cruve8piaor|i; Trig TeTaprr|<;, yeyovoc; Ttou 
aicbvei TO (ieyd^o ev§icupepov TOV OEOJIIKCOV 

e7tev5t)Tcbv yia TU; Ek^viKec, TpdiiE^eq.

ripoKsiTtxi yia 2037644 Tejidxia GWoXiKJiq a^iat; 77.83
EKttT. Eupcb.
ME pdar) EyKUpsq rtXnpocpopiEq 01 HETOXEI; avf|Kav GTOV
OIKO Fidelity, Kai ayopdcm|Kav OTT|V Tiapajtdvco n\ir\
ano Tnv Citigroup TipOKEinEVOD T| TE^iEUTaia va Tiq KHVEI
placement

Intense transactional processing in bank capitals in 
Sophokleous was recorded during the last hours of the 
Wednesday's session, assuring the great interest of 
statutory investors in the Greek banks We refer to 
2037644 stocks costing about 77.83 m  . According 
to valid sources the stocks belonged to Fidelity trust, 
and were bought by Citigroup in order to be placed 
their customers.

Table 3. Summarization with t=0.3

The extracted summary was created at about 28 seconds.
Setting a lower threshold would result in a smaller extracted summary. The extracted 
summary in the case where the threshold was t=0.1 (10% of the original document) is 
depicted on Table 4.

cnjvoAlaKTiicr) SpaaTrjptoTnTa OE 
rr\c, Zo(pOKA£OU(; KOTaypdcpnKE TK; 
|<; cruv£8piaor|i; TT]<; TsTdptrn;, y£yovo<; not) 
bvEi TO uEyaio Ev5ux(p£pov TO>V GSGUIKCOV 

ETiEvStmiov yia TU;

tapec,

Intense transactional processing in bank capitals in 
Sophokleous was recorded during the last hours of the 
Wednesday's session, assuring the great interest of 
statutory investors in the Greek banks

Table 4. Summarization with t=0.1

5. General conclusions and future work



In this paper we presented a system capable of producing summaries of Greek newspaper 
articles, based on statistical methods. Currently the system is undergoing an initial evaluation 
that will produce necessary results that would verify the enhancements needed to be made. 
The evaluation scheme followed is based on human extracted summaries and cross- 
examination of the results of the machine made summaries. The summaries are checked for 
efficiency, understanding and cohesion. The next step would include the application of known 
semi-human evaluation processes as tf*idf (term frequency and inverse document frequency) 
that would assist the recognition of potential disadvantages of both the algorithms and the 
corresponding system, as well as the fine-tuning required to the thresholds set for the 
operation of the algorithm. In our future plans, we consider the encapsulation of artificial 
intelligence techniques (as neural networks and genetic algorithms), in order to accelerate the 
extraction of results, while enhancements to the statistics algorithms are constantly made.
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Abstract
Text classification is one of the most important sectors of machine learning theory. It enables a series of tasks among which are 

email spam filtering and context identification. Classification theory proposes a number of different techniques based on different 

technologies and tools. Classification systems are typically distinguished into single-label categorization and multi-label categorization 

systems, according to the number of categories they assign to each of the classified documents. In this paper, we present work 

undertaken in the area of single-label classification which resulted in a statistical classifier, based on the Naive Bayes assumption of 

statistical independence of word occurrence across a document. Our algorithm, takes into account cross-category word occurrence 

in deciding the class of a random document. Moreover, instead of estimating word co-occurrence in assigning a class, we estimate 

word contribution for a document to belong in a class. This approach outperforms other statistical classifiers as Naive Bayes Classifier 

and Language Models, as it was proven in our results.

Keywords
language models; Naive Bayes classifier; single-label document classification/categorization; statistics

I. Introduction

Text classification or text categorization is the task of assigning a random document to a class (single-label classifica 
tion) or a number of classes (multi-label classification) retrieved from a pre-defined set of possible categories. A special 
case of single-label classification is binary classification, where the systems choose between two possible classes. Text 
classification may be applied to numerous areas such as email spam filtering (binary classification) and context identi 
fication (multi-label classification) among others. Numerous approaches have been proposed to achieve such a task 
including, among others, statistics, vector space models, artificial intelligence, decision trees and rule-based methods. 
One of the simplest approaches is statistical classifiers. The initial assumption of statistical classifiers is the exploitation 
of observed features that are present in a document, such as word or character occurrence. Statistical classifiers, despite 
their simplicity or naive assumptions are proven to achieve great results, outperforming in many cases more complex 
algorithms on a speed-efficiency trade-off [1]. Another positive characteristic is their speed of execution as opposed to 
other more complex approaches (SVMs), which allows them to be used for real-time applications [2]. These are the 
reasons why we chose to research statistical classifiers in general, as part of the work to be presented is based on statistics
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and is part of a larger project for real-time corpus management. Work on statistical methods for text classification such 
as NEC has been undertaken with significant results regarding its simplicity and efficiency [3,4], while statistical learn 
ing models have often initiated interest either as an autonomous statistical approach [5, 6, 7] alternate to NEC or in 
conjunction to NEC to achieve better results [8]. Apart from statistical methods another common approach is the defini 
tion of vector space models, utilizing algorithms such as k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) [9]. These algorithms try to identify 
the similarities of random documents based on a 2D representation of training data either by approximating similarity 
based on proximity information of a random document through its pre-classified neighbors (kNN), or by visualizing a 
2D space split by lines, planes or hyperplanes, denoting the classes a random document may belong to, and try to fit the 
document into the most appropriate class based on word similarity through vector distance (Rocchio algorithm)[10]. 
Other approaches include artificial intelligence classifiers (Neural Networks) as in [11]. Latest approaches in the area of 
statistical document classification introduce the use of keyphrases as in [12]. A keyphrase according to the authors is a 
set of words commonly found in pre-classified documents, if this keyphrase is apparent in one or few classes. The 
authors try to identify the existence of keyphrases in random documents, comparing them either on a document level (to 
identify the similarity between the random document and any pre-classified document), or on a class level (to identify 
the similarity between the random document and a class).

A common approach shared by all these classification methods includes a training process, where the corresponding 
systems use a training example set of words or documents already classified into their according classes, and a test dataset, 
where the efficiency of the systems is estimated, after the training phase. Online corpora to assist in that direction exist, 
such as the TREC [13] and Reuters [14] corpora for the English language.

In this paper, we deal with single-label, newspaper article classification. We have developed a statistical classifier for 
Greek language, based on Naive Bayes assumption and cross-category word co-occurrence. In our algorithm, we compute 
the probability the document belongs to that category given a word belonging to a specific category. Instead of assuming 
co-existence of words in a document (Naive Bayes assumption) we calculate the Expected Value of a random document 
to exist in a certain category when a specific word occurs in one category. The Expected Value of the document to belong 
to a certain category is based on the fact that words may occur in more than one categories, and is calculated through a 
statistical weight function.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we provide insight on statistical classification methods and 
primarily on Naive Bayes Classifier and Language Models, while in Section 3 we present our approach which signifi 
cantly differs from both NEC and LM. In Section 4 we provide the algorithms developed, while in Section 5 we present 
evaluation results from the experiments we run, and comparisons with both Naive Bayes Classifier and Language Models 
implementations. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude with remarks on our algorithms and future work.

2. Background on statistical classifiers

Single-document classifiers have been of utmost importance in the area Machine Learning, mostly due to their ease of use, 
simplicity and efficiency. Two of the most important statistical algorithms for classification are Naive Bayes Classifier and 
statistical Language Models. Both of these algorithms try to extract statistically important information form a random 
document, and through a training process try to fit a random document to one of the accepted categories. These approaches 
will be used as comparative algorithms for the evaluation of our approach.

2.1. Naive Bayes Classifiers
Naive Bayes Classifiers are supervised learning classifiers, based on the Bayes theorem with strong independence assump 
tions on feature occurrence in a random document. This implies that the occurrence of each feature (a word in our case) 
in a document contributes independently to the potential class of the document. Consider a set of classes C and a set of 
features X = (x , x , ..., x ). Classification is based on the maximization of P(C|X).

1 2 n

According to Bayes Theorem

P(c\x)= p(x \ C) * p(C) (i)
1 P(X) 

Since P(X) is the same for any given class in our example set then Formula 1 may be transformed to
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P(C\X)= P(X I C) * P(C) (2)

This is analyzed to

P(C|X) = P(C)*P(x,,x ,..,x|C) (3)r 2

and since we are referring to independent features x in the feature set X, then the final formula for calculating the prob 
ability a given document with a set of characteristics X belongs to a category C becomes

n

P(C|X) = P(C)* HP(X, C) (4)
i=l

The document, therefore, belongs to the class which maximizes this a posteriori probability, often referred to as Maximum 
a posteriori decision rule (MAP).

Naive Bayes Classifiers have been used extensively in document classification, either as a baseline classifier with which 
one may compare (almost every paper in the supplied bibliography compares with Naive Bayes Classifier), or through 
extensions on this initial representation of the algorithm, in order to tackle known problems of the classifier. Extensions on 
NEC have been proposed by a number of researchers. McCallum and Nigam, for example, in [15,16] and Dai et al. in [17] 
proposed several extensions on NBC with Expectation-Maximization algorithms, in order to face the costly task of manu 
ally labelling an example corpus, by using a small set of labelled corpus and a large set of unlabeled corpus.

2.1.1 Naive Bayes Classifier efficiency. The efficiency of the classifier have been outlined in [4] where the author proved 
through simulation that NBC performs best either on problems with completely independent features, which is expected 
given the initial hypothesis, or in cases with strongly functionally dependent features. This work also underscores the fact 
that the algorithms efficiency is lower in cases with weakly dependent features. Moreover, the authors in [3] tried to find 
inherent problems of Naive Bayes Classifiers and correct them in order to achieve better results. Thus, they found that 
NBC is bias-prone if the training sets used are uneven.

2.2. Language models

Another statistical approach extensively used in text classification is Language Models. Language Models [8, 18] are 
based on word co-occurrence. They evaluate this co-occurrence by assigning a probability to a sequence of words, by 
computing its probability distribution. When referring to document classification, a language model is associated with a 
document in an example set and the random document is evaluated according to the similarity with the language model. 
Due to the fact that it is not always possible to evaluate the language model in text corpora due to the large number of 
words that may constitute the language model, an n-gram approach may be followed. In an n-gram language model, the 
probability of the observation of a sentence W = (w >w2 , ...,wk) can be calculated as

* * 
P(W) = P(w,w,...wk) = Y[P(w. \ W} ,w2 ,...wt _ t )~ Y[P(wi | *,_„_„,...*,_„) (5)

Since, it is considered that the probability of the occurrence of word i of the sentence in the context history of the pre 
ceding words can by approximated by the probability of observing it in the previous n-1 words. Language models have 
been used as an alternate approach to NBC in an attempt to evaluate the statistical dependence of words that may be appar 
ent in a sentence. An estimation of the maximum likelihood estimate of the n-gram probabilities may be given by the 
observed frequency

The simplest form of Language model is the unigram language model, where all conditional information is disregarded 
and each term is considered independently. A unigram model according to (5) is:
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Other commonly used language models engage bigrams (8) and trigrams (9), in an attempt to not only evaluate the exis 
tence of words in a document inferring dependency between their appearance, but also, to evaluate the order of their appear 
ance in the document as critical to identifying the context of a random document. Thus, San Francisco as a bigram that may be 
commonly found in random documents will be evaluated according to the dependent probability of San preceding Francisco.

Pn=2(w,,w 2 ,. . .wk)= P(">, I >",_, ) (8)

One of the first research works in Language Models for IR was undertaken by Ponte and Croft presented in [7], where 
they proposed a language modelling technique for classification tasks, and carried out experiments that proved that 
Language Models produced better results than standard tf.idf weighting techniques. Examples of work in language models 
have been undertaken by Peng et al. [8] where the authors tried to enhance Naive Bayes Classifier with Language Model 
characteristics, in order to overcome the statistical independence of NEC. A direct link between NBC and Language 
Models has been observed by the authors vividly stating that unigram Language Model classifier with Laplace smoothing 
actually corresponds to the traditional NBC. In addition to that, the authors experimentally prove that bigram classification 
performs better than NBC. Language Models infer ordered sequence of words as they appear in a sentence, in order to 
estimate the statistical dependence of the word sequence occurrence. Language models have been used as a means to 
estimate unordered word occurrence by Srikanth and Srihari in [5], where they proposed three approaches on estimating 
unordered word occurrence (referred to as biterm as it consists of two words) on random documents: through the average 
of the components of a bigram language model, the term frequencies of both words to the occurrence of the first observed 
word, and the term frequencies of both words to the minimum of the term frequencies. Their experiments showed that 
Language Models may fail to be as effective as unordered word n-ples observation.

3. Our approach

The Naive Bayes assumption of statistical independence states that words in a document are statistically independent with 
regards to their appearance, and has been proven to work surprisingly well, considering the initial false assumption. 
However, NBC classifier suffers from bias over unequal in length classes (as proven by Rish in [4]). In our approach, we 
have developed a single-label, newspaper article supervised trainable classifier for the Greek language that uses a normal 
ized approach in assigning a random document to a class. The system takes into account term frequency, along with the 
size of each class. Therefore, each class component has a normalized weight coefficient, participating in the final classifi 
cation step. The main difference with common approaches, such as the NBC, is that we did not utilize a product methodol 
ogy in computing the importance of words in a document to extract the category a document belongs to, but rather the sum 
of each of the weight coefficient of each word for a category. Our approach considers that each word is statistically inde 
pendent in occurring in a random document, and instead of trying to identify word co-occurrence as in NBC and LMs 
(computing the product of each probability of word occurrence, therefore searching for word co-occurrence), we estimate 
the contribution of each independent word to the class of the document. Given a word in a document, we consider the 
probability of the document to belong to a specific category featuring that word, and we further estimate the expected 
value (mean probability) of the contribution of the entire word set of the document to each one of the available categories. 
A direct outcome from using the sum of probabilities rather than the product is that, while we were initially targeting to 
classify a document in exactly one of the available categories (single-label classification), the system was able to identify 
more than one potential category (multi-label classification). Another outcome is that error is not propagated in sum as 
quickly as in the product, thus making the algorithm less susceptible to noise.

Another assumption we made in developing our system dealt with what words should be considered as important in our 
system. We consider only nouns to be important in identifying the context of a sentence or document rather than other 
parts of speech [18]. This has also been verified in work by Bouras and Tsogkas in [19], where the authors implied that 
nouns extraction greatly assists in Classification and Summarization tasks. The reason for that is that we consider the 
nouns to hold the essence of a sentence, while verbs and other parts of speech operate either complementary to the mean 
ing or show action between nouns. This is achieved through a removal of words as articles, pronouns, propositions and 
adverbs, while also the text is processed during the training phase to ignore numeric and alphanumeric words. Verbs and 
participles are ignored according to their unique word endings, where applicable. Thus, a sentence for our system is
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denoted by the stems of the nouns the beginning of a paragraph and a dot/question mark/exclamation mark or two dot/ 
question marks/exclamation marks.

Our initial thoughts formulated the following problem: Let i be a random noun, and D a random document featuring 
word i, and j a category the document may belong to. We are trying to compute what is the possibility for document D to 
belong to category j given that word i appears in D.

In order to compute this we assign as w as the weight of word i in category j computed as
V

\tf(i.j)\= '

where tf(ij) the term frequency of word i in category j, and n the total number of unique words comprising category j. w. 
in this context denotes the importance or contribution of noun i in category j . By dividing with the total number of the noun 
term frequencies of category j, we form a normalized weight factor for nouns in that category, in order to overcome NEC 
bias. This formula is influenced by the Term Frequency (TF) used in Information Retrieval algorithms (the first parameter 
of tf.idf algorithm). This approach also enables us to properly estimate the similarity of a random document to a category, 
since a great number of significant words of a category in a random document (high-weighted word observation), denotes 
greater similarity between the document and the category. The similarity factor of our approach is based on the probability 
of a random document D belonging in category j, if word i is present in document D. Given that word i is assigned a weight 
per class j, then this probability is calculated by

1 ' ^ (11)
2>,

where n is the total number of categories the system can identify. This metric takes into account the cross-class importance 
of the words. This algorithm strongly resembles the Inverse Document Frequency metric used in Information Retrieval 
(the second parameter of the tf.idf algorithm).

The evaluation criterion that denotes a document belonging to a category is called similarity factor (sf) and is 
calculated by

vy

" (12)

sf(D,j)= J—
Dwords

where m is the total number of categories available and Dwords the word count of document D. Since sfis computed on 
the observed set of nouns extracted by the document, and not all words appear in category], the contribution for each word 
present in the document is either 0 if the word is not present in category j or calculated according to (11). Dividing by 
Dwords gives us the Expected Value for each category j. The system decides that the document belongs to the category 
which maximizes the similarity factor sf

D e j <= argmax(sf(D, j)) (13)

where argmax(sf(D,j)) is the maximum similarity factor of Document D in categories j.
For example, our system can identify six potential categories of articles namely Business and Finance, Politics, Culture, 

Sports, Technology and Health. A word that is part of all six datasets is the word 'rcoXmic' - the stem of word politics or 
politician. Applying formula (10) on word stem 'jtoXiTiK' based on information gathered from the training phase, we cal 
culate the weight per category to be as shown in Table 1 .

These results indicate that given a document containing only the word 'rcoAmK', then it would be classified in category 
Politics since it holds the greatest similarity factor among every category - the weight of the word being the similarity 
factor of the document to each category in this case.

In the next section we provide our methodology in pseudo-code and analyze each step of the classification 

process.
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Table I . Weight of word "TtoXmic" in every category

Category

Business and Finance 
Culture 
Health 
Politics 
Sports 
Technology

Occurrence

196 
179 

1 
664 

II 
12

Total Category Words

59777 
26932 

3073 
63218 
25429 
15412

Weight

0.149275137 
0.302586779 
0.014815045 
0.478181589 
0.019693773 
0.035447676

4. Methodology

We have developed a system based on the aforementioned approach. The system is based on a learning step (made up by 
a stemming step and a training step) and a test step, while information undergoes a preparatory suffix stripping phase. 
Initially every document undergoes a stemming procedure. This produces sets of stems of words that are provided as input 
to the system. The stemming procedure is also responsible for isolating nouns from other parts of speech. The second step 
of the system is the training phase where the system is provided with the example set that is going to be used to evaluate 
word significance per available class. The third step is the classification phase, where the system takes as input a random 
document and classifies it into one or more of the available categories. The system is intended to be used as a newspaper 
article classifier for Greek language.

4.1. Stemming step

Stemming is the process of identifying the stem of a word (the part that does not alter in the different forms that a word 
may be found in a random document) from its suffix (ending). Initial work in the area was undertaken by Porter in [20] 
where he proposed a system for suffix stripping for English language based on grammatical features. This work was very 
important as it has been used in a number of Machine Learning applications as document classification - where Scott and 
Matwin in [21] vividly state that it is almost always used- and summarization.

The initial work for stemming in Greek language was undertaken by Kalamboukis [22], who adapted Porter's work for 
Greek language, based on greek grammatical features. Kalamboukis work included the gathering of all potential endings 
of suffixes of words and the extraction of the stem of the word. His work was used as a basis for our research on the area 
of stemming. We decided to develop a stemmer [23] that would extend Kalamboukis approach by performing minimal 
part of speech tagging work. There are two main reasons for that, the first one being the fact that we only wanted noun 
identification and the second that no efficient Greek POS tagger exists. The second point is very crucial to our approach, 
since while our stemmer may include non-noun information in the data sets it never fails to correctly identify a Greek 
noun. All other surplus data is either ignored in the classification stage, or is already existent in the training phase and 
therefore has already affected the importance factor of each word. On the other hand, failing to correctly identify a noun 
(as in [24], although the system is trainable and therefore may be suitable for the task in a costly manner) breaks the second 
assumption we made in the previous section. The stemmer includes a stopword removal phase (using a set of stop words 
for articles propositions, pronouns and adverbs) as well as verb and noun endings sets. Our stemmer may include insignifi 
cant data in the final system, mostly due to existence of Greek language particularities - common suffixes between nouns 
and adjectives (e.g. vcnmicog - sailor and TOKTIKOI; - tactical, the first being a noun while the latter an adjective) or nouns 
often used as adverbs (e.g. aXf)6£ia - truth as a noun and really as an adverb). Still, these particularities on a more general 
ized aspect do not constitute a major problem on the overall efficiency of the system. The stemming step algorithm oper 
ates as in Figure 1.

The final table w stands for the document to be included in training or classification.
D

4.2. Training step
The training step is responsible for building up the dictionaries of words used in classification. Each newspaper article in 
each category is stemmed and the according article noun-table is used to create the weighted category dictionary. Each 
word is assigned a normalized weight according to the number of nouns present in each category. The training module 

algorithm is depicted in the Figure 2.
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1. Let random document D
2. Split D in words, forming wD
3. For each I in wD
4. If 1 is an Article Then remove 1 End If
5. If 1 is a Preposition Then remove 1 End If
6. If 1 is a Pronoun Then remove 1 End If
7. If 1 is an Adverb Then remove 1 End If
8. If 1 is a Verb Then remove 1 End If
9. If 1 is a Noun Then

10. If 1 is a Participle Then remove 1 Else keep 1 End If
11. End If
12. End For
13. Gather updated table of words wD

Figure I . Stemming algorithm

1. For each category j formed by documents Dj
2. Create an empty dictionary for category j (dictj), where each dictionary entry is a quadruple (word, cat freq, weight, probability) *
3. For each document D of Dj
4. Stem D and acquire word table wD
5. Create a vector vD of couples (word, doc freq) **
6. For each couple c of vD
7. If dictj (the dictionary of j category) contains c. word Then
8. Update occurrences (.cat_freq) of the corresponding couple of dictj
9. Else

10. Append a new quadruple to dictj initialized as (c.word, c.doc_freq, 0, 0)
11. End If
12. End For
13. End For
14. Compute Sj as the sum of all.cat freq (frequencies) in dictj
15. For each entry e of dictj
16. Compute e.weight as e.cat freq divided by Sj
17. End For
18. End For
19. For each category j formed by documents Dj
20. For each entry e of dictj
21. Compute the sum of. weight items of every dictionary entry of every category that has.word item equal to the present word entry (e.word) ***
22. Compute e.probability by dividing e.weight with the sum
23. End For
24. End For

Figure 2. Training Module Algorithm
* cat_freq is the total number (sum) of occurrences of word inside all documents of category j, weight is computed according to formula (10), at 

step 16, probability is computed according to formula (11), at step 22.
** doc_freq is the frequency of word inside D
*** step 21 computes the denominator of formula (II)

4.3. Classification step
The classification step is responsible for assigning a random document in one category. Each random document is stemmed 
and the resulting noun table is checked in each category to form the similarity factor. The category a document belongs to 
is defined by the maximum similarity factor. The classification step algorithm operates as in Figure 3.

5. Evaluation results
We have tested our system against two statistical algorithms, NBC and statistical Language Models, as provided by Mallet 
[25] and Lingpipe [26] natural language processing toolkits respectively. The statistical Language Models utilized included 
a 6-gram Language Model and a trigram Language Model. Both Mallet and Lingpipe provide a Java development API and 
were included in a test-bed evaluation application, along with our algorithm.
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1. Let random document D
2. Stem D and acquire word table wD
3. For each category j
4. Initialize the similarity measure of document-category sfDj (sfDj<- 0)
5. For each word i of wD
6. Locate the entry e of dictj that corresponds to word i
7. If the location is successful (dictj has an entry for the given word i) Then
8. Add to similarity measure of document-category sfDj the word probability for this category pi,j (sfDj<-sfDj + 

e.probability)
9. End If

10. End For
11. sfDj<-sfDj - sizeof(wD)
12. End For
13. Return j that has the maximum sfDj

Figure 3. Classification Step

5.1. Corpus profiles

The training and test dataset were randomly gathered from online Greek newspapers and was initially classified according 
to a unique classification scheme: Business and Finance, Culture, Health, Politics, Science and Technology, and Sports. 
The training corpus was comprised of 1015 articles and the test corpus of 353 articles. The corpora were randomly gath 
ered by a number of newspapers in order to include a great number of authoring styles and vocabulary. The training corpus 
and test corpus were gathered over a period of a semester. They are both available at: http://www.medialab.teicrete.gr/ 
classification_corpus.rar. Each article in the training corpus underwent the stemming procedure and the resulting catego 
ries had the characteristics as depicted in Table 2.

As it can be observed, each category is formed from around 3500 to 7100 unique words, except for Health class which 
is comprised of only 1181 unique nouns. The total number of words shows the total number of nouns included in each 
category (unique words times word frequency). Each category depicts its own average word occurrence and according 
word weight. The average word weight (w..), excluding Health class, is around 0.000142 and 0.000278 depending on 
number of total words, while in Health class the average weight is 0.000847, denoting that a word present in Health class 
is 3 to 5 times more important than this word in any other domain.

5.2. Experiments

All classifiers were provided as input stems of words in the training step and stems of nouns in the sentences, in exactly 
the same manner. Thus, a number of interesting results were acquired. The complete results (Table 3) showed that our 
algorithm outperformed both Naive Bayes Classifier, 6-gram and trigram Language Model.

In Table 3, positive results are considered to be the ones where the algorithms managed to correctly match the human 
assigned class, whereas negative results are considered the ones that the algorithms failed to correctly identify. Thus, as it 
may be seen our algorithm outperformed both Naive Bayes Classifier and Language Models. More specifically, our clas 
sifier achieved a percentage of 92.35% correctly identified articles, while all other algorithms achieved well below 90%.

Table 2. Nouns per category

Category

Business & Finance
Culture
Health
Politics
Science & Technology
Sports
Totals

# of unique words

5686
5750
1181
7059
3593
4696

27965

# of total words

59777
26932

3073
63218
24429
15412

192841

Average word occurrence

10.51
4.68
2.60
8.96
6.80
3.28
6.139254653

Average weight

0.000176
0.000174
0.000847
0.000142
0.000278
0.000213
0.000304909
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Table 3. Overall Classification Results

Our Classifier NBC LM-6 LM-3

Positive
#
%

Negative
#
%

Totals
#
%

326
92,35

27
7,65

353
100

302
85,55

51
14,45

353
100

284
80,45

69
19,55

353
100

294
83,29

59
16,71

353
100

5.3. Results per category

In the following table (Table 4), we will try to project per category efficiency of our algorithm when compared to NBC 
and LMs, for single-labeled documents, as some interesting results may be extracted.

First of all, our algorithm produced for the given test corpus better (or as good results in some cases) as NBC and LM. 
The results between the algorithms are comparable among all categories, except for Health class. Health class is made up 
of the smallest dictionary of all six categories, while it contains a number of words similar to Science & Technology class. 
Our algorithm correctly classifies 27 out of 43 Health articles in the test corpus (almost 63%), as opposed to NBC and LM 
which face serious problems (23%, 12% and 30% of the total Health articles correctly classified). A reason for that is that 
while NBC is indifferent to word co-occurrence it also treats every class as independent to one another trying to maximize 
the highest scoring category. This is the characteristic that tends to create bias towards a class with larger datasets as 
observed in [4]. Health class in our test was comprised of the smallest dataset, sharing common words with Science and 
Technology, the latter being more than twice as big as Health corpus. Therefore, NBC tended to classify these documents 
incorrectly. Contrary to that, our initial target in the system was to treat each domain as equally probable, eliminating any 
bias. This was achieved through the weight calculation formula used to estimate word contribution to a category, through

Table 4. Classification Results per Category

Categories

Business & Finance
Positive
Negative
Totals

Culture
Positive
Negative
Totals

Health
Positive
Negative
Totals

Politics
Positive
Negative 
Totals

Science & Technology
Positive
Negative 
Totals

Sports
Positive
Negative 
Totals

Our Classifier

#

66
3

69

54
2

56

27
16
43

47
1 

48

73
5 

78

59
0 

59

%

95,65
4,35

100,00

96,43
3,57

100,00

62,79
37,21

100,00

97,92
2,08 

100,00

93,59
6,41 

100,00

100,00
0,00 

100,00

NBC

#

63
6

69

54
2

56

10
33
43

47
1 

48

70
8 

78

58
1 

59

%

91,30
8,70

100,00

96,43
3,57

100,00

23,26
76,74

100,00

97,92
2,08 

100,00

89,74
10,26 

100,00

98,31
1,69 

100,00

LM-6

#

59
10
69

53
3

56

5
38
43

46
2 

48

62
16 
78

59
0 

59

%

85,51
14,49

100,00

94,64
5,36

100,00

11,63
88,37

100,00

95,83
4,17 

100,00

79,49
20,51 

100,00

100,00
0,00 

100,00

LM-3

#

60
9

69

52
4

56

13
30
43

42
6 

48

69
9 

78

58
1 

59

%

86,96
13,04

100,00

92,86
7,14

100,00

30,23
69,77

100,00

87,50
12,50 

100,00

88,46
11,54 

100,00

9.31
1.69 

100,00
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the observed frequency. Moreover, we consider that a word may exist in more than one category, with different weights 
per category. Therefore, it is important to estimate the overall importance of this word not only on one category but also 
on a cross-category level. These two estimates tend to produce less biased results on small datasets that share common 
words with larger datasets, as Health class.

5.4. Tests with ambiguous data

During our tests, we also observed that our algorithm produced category results that in some cases were ambiguous, 
especially for articles that their manual classification by the newspapers was ambiguous, since their content was semanti- 
cally shared between 2 or 3 thematic areas. For example, in our test article a83 originally classified in Politics by the 
newspaper, dealt with the cultural effects of the elections on a country through history. This implied that while Culture is 
the primary class for that article, Politics could also be a potential category. In fact our classifier, identified both categories 
with Culture having an sf value of 0.2263 and Business and Finance having an sf= 0.2214 while other classes' s/were in 
the region of 0.0067 to 0.1469. Motivated by that, we tried to verify how the system would operate with ambiguous input 
data, in order to check its robustness. We gathered 23 newspaper articles that could not be classified into one category. We 
assigned two categories per article in order of similarity (e.g. Business and Finance/Politics denoting that this article fits 
into Business and Finance primarily and Politics secondarily) and run the experiment for these articles.

The results acquired are shown in Table 5.
In this case, an extra selection from positive and negative is used, namely ambiguous. In this case Positive stands for 

correct classification of the document in all classes in order of classification similarity, negative failure to categorize the 
document in any of the classes it belongs to and ambiguous either successfully categorizing into one of the categories of 
the document, but not all of them, or successfully categorizing into all categories but with different order from the one 
supplied by the human classifier. As we observe, the efficiency of the classifier correctly identifying the classes of a docu 
ment is similar to the one of single-label classification. Therefore, this hints that the system could be used for multi-label 
classification as well, since the results are very promising. However, this is beyond the scope of current work, as the inten 
tion of this paper was to exclusively deal with single-label classification.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a statistical approach for newspaper article classification that significantly outperforms both 
NBC and LMs. This approach is based on the same fundamentals as NBC, yet instead of utilizing the product of each NBC 
feature, our approach uses the sum of each feature probability. This reduces error propagation and bias towards specific 
categories, constituted by large datasets. This approach, also, enables both single-label and multi-label classification, as 
the algorithm engages a normalized similarity factor, that empirically was found to approximate effectively cross-class 
classification. Another important remark from our experiments regarding classification was that Language Models effi 
ciency increased when setting the n-gram size to three from six. Potentially their performance will increase if we use a 
bigram, but still it is not expected to outperform our approach. Future work includes the evaluation of the system on multi- 
label classification tasks, driven by the fact that example results on a very small corpus supplied promising hints on the 
overall performance of the classifier. Yet, this is beyond the scope of this paper, and the algorithm has to be evaluated with 
statistical multi-label algorithms.

Table 5. Classification with ambiguous input data

Our Classifier

Positive
# 21 
% 91,30 

Negative
# 0 
% 0,00 

Ambiguous
# 2 
% 8,70 

Totals
# 23 
% 100
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1. INTRODUCTION

From early on in the history of Information Technology, one of the topics that 
attracted interest from researchers around the world is developing an 
automatic procedure for extracting or generating content summarization of 
any given document. By automatic content summarization, we refer to 
producing a summary based either on sentence extraction or sentence 
generation, using the topic discussed in a document as the guide in developing 
such a methodology, hi this paper, we propose an algorithm for extracting a 
summary in documents written in Greek language. We have defined a 4-step 
procedure capable of extracting summarization based on the topic of a 
document, by utilizing stemming with grammatical rules, semantics and a



proposed methodology for the document summarization extraction itself. The 
rest of the paper is organized as follows: In chapter 2, we provide background 
information on the research undertaken that is applicable on the area of 
document extraction and more specifically on the steps of the proposed 
algorithm, in chapters 3-6 we present the methodology we utilized to generate 
this algorithm as well as an example of the algorithm.

2. BACKGROUND

A lot of research has been undertaken in the area of text summarization. The 
initiation of the interest in this area, was the assumption stated in (Luhn, 
1958) that the repetition of a word in a scientific document, is distinctive of 
the subject of the document and that therefore a statistical analysis of each 
word in a document may be enough not only to verify the subject of the 
document, but extract those sentences containing words who possessed a 
greater occurrence ratio in the document. This assumption was refined in 
(Baxendale, 1958) and (Edmundson, 1969), stating that a sentence's relative 
position and a structural analysis respectively, would offer better results. 
Since then, a number of approaches have been researched both for summary 
generation and for summary extraction on single- or multi-document systems. 
hi (Teufel and Moens, 1997), for example, the authors proposed an algorithm 
for document extraction based on rhetorical features present in scientific 
documents. Such rhetorical features are word sequences that represent a 
specific meaning to be presented. "Therefore...", for example, is most 
probably used to point out that the solution to a given problem is to be 
discussed. (Barzilay and Elhadad, 1997) proposed a system making use of 
WordNet semantic lexicon and the idea of lexical chains (sequences of word 
occurrences or synonyms in a document and their sentence distance), to 
provide a system for automatic text summarization, using a statistical 
analysis. A similar idea was introduced by (Benbrahim and Ahdad, 1995), 
where they used repetition schemes between words and their derivatives in a 
document to statistically extract a summarization. (Leskovec et al., 2004) 
proposed the use of semantics as a tool for extracting document summaries. In 
this paper, the use of semantic domains was instantiated as a primary key to 
solving the heterogeneity in the vocabulary of the document, thus assisting the 
automatic extraction of summaries.

3. METHODOLOGY

All languages share some characteristics. First of all, in order to define a 
language one needs to define an alphabet. According to (Charras and Lecroq, 
2004), alphabet is a finite set of characters used to construct words, which are 
the basis of a language. The second characteristic identified as vital for the 
existence of a language is a word. A word is a meaningful sequence of 
characters belonging to the alphabet of a language. The set of these words



recognized by a language is called vocabulary. The rule enabling the creation 
of such meaningful words and further utilization of them in a text is called a 
grammatical rule. Apart from the aforementioned, another characteristic of 
languages is the ability to form sentences by putting words belonging to their 
vocabulary, one after the other and produce valid meanings. A process which 
defines the structure of these sentences is called a syntactic rule. These rules 
described are not just characteristics used in language construction, but must 
also be considered when producing an algorithm capable of extracting content 
summaries. Content relations between word meanings, may also interfere with 
the algorithm, especially in multi-modal languages as Greek language. Greek 
grammar is based on a great variety of rules that apply specifically for each 
grammatical element. By grammatical element, we refer to nouns, adjectives, 
verbs, articles. For the rest of the paper, we refer to grammatical elements, 
also, as word type. These grammatical elements, as opposed to the English 
language may appear in more than one form in a text. The suitable form for 
each word is selected according to the meaning one may wishes to express. At 
this point it is necessary to know the grammatical rules that specify how a 
word would be transformed in order to be used in a sentence. The possible 
transformations of a word depend on the word type it belongs. In Greek 
language, the possible word forms of a word are affected by a number of 
factors as the word type, its syntactical use in a sentence, and the grammatical 
rules it corresponds to not only for that specific word type, but for the 
subcategory of the word type it belongs to. In English language the factors 
that affect possible word forms, for example, are only the word type it belongs 
to and the corresponding rules for that word type, since syntactical position 
and subcategories are irrelevant or non-existent for the English language 
structure scheme. Therefore, the first preparatory part in an attempt to create a 
summarization algorithm is stemming for Greek words using grammatical 
features. The second preparatory part for the operation of the algorithm is the 
creation of semantic domains, crucial for the document's topic validation, as 
well as the utilization of a semantic lexicon that would offer relationships 
between words other than their presence in a domain. The third and fourth 
part of our methodology is the two-stepped algorithm that initially verifies the 
topic of the document and subsequently extracts the document summarization, 
based on Greek nouns.

3.1 Stemming for Greek language

In order to produce a stemming algorithm for Greek language, it is to verify 
the structure of Greek words and the respective word ending defined for each 
word form. We will present two cases for Greek nouns and Greek verbs and 
evaluate the encapsulation of such word types in producing a document 
extraction algorithm.

3.1.1 Grammatical and syntactical rules for Greek nouns



Nouns are divided into 3 categories expressing genders: masculine, feminine, 
neutral. Each noun may have a form in either all 3 genders, in 2 or in one of 
them. The translation of the word "king", for example, in Greek is 
«paoilid<;», and it is of masculine gender. It has a feminine gender, meaning 
"queen", which stands for «paoiA.iooa». It also has a neutral gender, which 
can not be translated in English in one word meaning the "young king" and is 
represented as «paoiX67iouXo». Another grammatical rule that interferes with 
noun construction is its use in a sentence. (A noun as a subject is always in 
nominative case, while as an object, it is always in genitive or accusative 
case). While in English each word has a specific type that is maintained 
unchanging regardless if the noun is a subject or an object, in Greek language 
this does not apply. A number of word forms are defined according its relative 
syntactic position in a sentence. These forms are created regarding four cases.

a) When the noun is to be used as a subject to a sentence we use a 
form called «Ovouacmicri» (nominative), hi nominative case the 
noun is formed according to its primary form. Word «o5ny6(;» 
(driver) is in nominative case.

b) When the noun is used to show that a subject belongs to it, the 
form used is called «revucr|» (genitive). The genitive case of 
word «oSnyo9> is «oSr|YOi>».

c) When the noun is an object, then we use «AiTiaTucr)» (accusative) 
case. The accusative case of noun «o5nyo<;» is «oSnyo».

d) When we want to refer to a noun we use «KlniiKf|» (vocative) 
case. The vocative case of word «o5t|y69> is «o5nye».

hi some cases the nouns are maintained unchanged. For example, the word 
forms of word «paai^id<;» are in turn:

Nominative: 
Genitive: paaiA.id 
Accusative: 
Vocative:

These word forms apply for feminine and neutral categories, as well.
As one may have noticed from the previous examples, using a noun in a
sentence does not differentiate the primary word root structure a lot. A main
part of the word remains the same. For this reason, we define as word ending
the part of the word those changes when a word is structured according to the
aforementioned rules. This part of the word is always the last few letters of it
(2-3 letters). This assumption applies to all the nouns used in Greek language.
The available word endings vary for each category described.
For masculine nouns the typical word endings in nominative case regardless
of punctuation marks are:



-o<;, -r\q, -aq, -sc,, 

For feminine nouns the typical endings are:

-a, -t|, -co, -oq, -ot> 

For neutral nouns the typical endings are:

-o, -i, -o<;, -(tie,, -ac,, -ua

Another feature that changes word forms are singular or plural numbers. 
Again the main form of a noun remains the same, while the ending syllable or 
syllables change. If punctuation marks are taken into consideration the 

resulting word endings become difficult to handle. Still we can be definite that 
the main form of the noun remains unchanged. Therefore, nouns may be 
included in an algorithm for content summarization.

3.2 Stemming methodology

hi our preparation, we defined an algorithm based on Porter stemming 
algorithm (Porter, 1980) appropriately adapted for the Greek nouns. The 
algorithm uses a stop-list of possible word-endings and compares them with 
words found in a document. If a word does not have one of the possible 
endings it is not taken under consideration. However, even if a word has one 
of the accepted endings, then it may be a noun, an adjective or a passive 
participle. Passive participles have similar endings to nouns in the Greek 
language but passive participles always end in "usvoq", "ufivn" or "usvo" and 
their respective conjugation. On the other hand adjectives are dealt by the text 

classification and summarization algorithm (section 5) and the use of domain 
specific lexicons, which are explicitly consisted of nouns. So, during the 
nouns comparison and selection procedure, adjectives are disregarded.

The algorithm is as follows:

Pre-processing stage

Create stop-list Sj of noun endings for masculine, feminine and neutral nouns

Stage 1 Create the dictionary

Let D a document, w the words of a document, e{} an array containing the 
last letters of the word w and i the number of letters taken from a word, diet 
the dictionary of nouns dictionary. 
Begin



For each w inD
For i=l to 4
IfSj = e{l ...i} then "assume the last i letters of the word"
Add w-e{l ...i} to diet "add the stem of the word in the dictionary'
Else
Disregard the word
Endif
End for
Endfor
End

Stage 2 Calibrate the dictionary to avoidpartciples
Begin
For each w in diet
Ife{3} = «psv» then "take the last 3 letters of the stemmed words "
Remove w from diet
Endif
Endfor
End

4. UTILIZING SEMANTICS TO EXTRACT DOCUMENT 
SUMMARY

The second preparatory step taken is the definition and creation of semantic 
domains that would verify the topic of any given document. Before describing 
the proposed methodology, let us describe the human process of extracting 
summaries from a document. First of all, a human must read the whole 
document. Then, according to his previous experience, he decides which of 
the available sentences are suitable to be included in the summary. The most 
interesting feature in the depicted process is the part referring to previous 
experience. Previous experience typically includes knowledge on the thematic 
subject of the document. If the human does not know anything about the 
thematic subject then the process of extracting a summary is far more 
difficult. Knowledge on the subject implies that the user knows keywords and 
the value of each keyword in a sentence (how important it is) related to the 
main subject of the document he is reading. A domain is made up of a word 
representing a central meaning (e.g. "Politics") and a set of words, and in our 
case nouns, either directly related to each other or most likely to be found 
together on a text referring to that meaning (e.g. "politician", "citizen"). The 
definition of domains of words implies the utilization of semantics. Semantics 
are word associations based on meaning relations of these words. In order to 
extract semantic domains, we have used a statistical analysis based on the 
thematic domain creation methodology proposed by (Baker and McCallum, 
1998).



5. ALGORITHM FOR DOCUMENT SUMMARY 
EXTRACTION

The algorithm developed for document extraction consists of two parts: text 
classification and content summarization. Text classification stage is 
responsible for classifying the document on a specific domain, while content 
summarization step is responsible for extracting a summary of a specified 
length of words, in approximation. The methodology used for text 
classification is an adaptation for Greek language of portions of the algorithm 
proposed by (Edmundson, 1969), with semantic enhancements satisfying the 
limitations imposed by the language itself. The text summarization algorithm 
follows the statistical procedure initially described by (Luhn, 1958), using 
keyword based search and statistical analysis with semantics enhancement to 
create an automatic summarization system.

5.1 Text Classification

On the first step, the algorithm scans through the whole document to verify 
the domain it belongs. This is done with the use of the semantic graphs of 
each domain. The domain a document belongs to is computed using formula:

d= (VC\D)/(V).

where d is the domain the document belongs to, D the domain and V the 
nouns of the given document. The nouns of each document are estimated with 
the use the proposed Greek stemming algorithm. If d > 30% then the 
document belongs to that domain. The limit is arbitrary. However, experience 
has shown to us that setting a low d factor is more appropriate for scripts that 
belong to more than one domains.

5.2 Content Summarization

In order to achieve summarization we need to specify another parameter 
called hit ratio or hr. In order to compute hr, we define a sentence as the set of 
words between the beginning of a paragraph and a dot, between two dots, 
between a dot and a question-mark and vice versa, between a semicolon and a 
dot and vice versa and between an exclamation mark and a dot and vice versa. 
Also, all bulleted or numbered sentences as well as the starting sentence, that 
ends in ":" will be treated as one sentence. Let/be the number of nouns of a 
sentence and D the number of words of the domain the document belongs to. 
hr is computed as:



Again/is computed using the stemming algorithm proposed in Chapter 3. If 
the document belongs to more than one domain then hr is computed per 
domain and the total hit ratio is assumed as the summation of the consequent 
hit ratios. In a hash table, we store an index of the position of a sentence on a 
text and the hr factor. We then construct the summary of the text sorting the 
results. The summary is made up of the sentences with the highest hit ratio 
maintaining the order of appearance in the text. The bigger the summary the 
user requests, the less important sentences according to hr variable, would be 
included in the summary. In cases of sentences scoring an equal hr we prefer 
to include the larger possible one.
The algorithm "breaks the rule" of using only nouns in content summarization 
by considering particular modal verbs expressing severely negative or positive 
status of sentences as «5sv H7iop£i» (cannot), «5ev jrp£7tei» (must not), 
«7ip87rei» (must). These words, when included in a sentence, depict meanings 
that have greater possibility of being included in the final summary, due to 
certainty or uncertainty respectively.
Other words that must be treated in the same way arc words as «OdvaTO<;» 
(death), «eipf|vr|» (peace), «5icup0opa» (corruption) and generally words that 
stand for meanings that are either strongly positive or strongly negative. 
A feature that is still under consideration is the possibility of applying a 
weight label on the keywords of a domain. In "politics" for example, 
"elections" would have a greater weight label than "resources", because 
"elections" when used in a text, has greater possibility of illustrating that the 
thematic subject of the text is "politics" than "resources". 
The methodologies described above correspond to the following algorithm:

Doc: the document to summarize
MScript{l..p} set of sentences of the document (Doc= MScript,u MScript 2-
uMScriptp)
\MScriptp\ is the number of words (all kind of words, verbs, nouns,
adjectives....) ofthep-th sentence
HTablefSentencelndex, HitRatio) Hash table including the sentence (Mscript)
Sentencelndex e{l..p} and the HitRatio of the sentence
ED {DL.Dr} set of domains that the doc belongs to
Di{l..n} set of nouns of a i-th semantic domain
V{l..k}set of nouns of Doc
Fj{l..m} set of nouns of the j-th sentence MScriptj in the document
(V=F,uF2.. uFp)
a the number of words of the summary we intent to produce
Summary(j) a table of the sentences that will produce the summary

"Step 1. Text Classification"
Begin
For i=l to n



ifd(i)>0.3 then
BD{}= BD{} u {i} "Doc belongs to Di semantic domain "
endjif
end_for

"Step 2. Content Summarization "
For each Di € BD
Forj=l to p "p is the number of sentences "
hrj= hrj +jjf\Di /fj
HTableQ, hrj)
end_for
endjor each

Sort HTable ASC hrj "Sort HTable in Ascending order of hrj "

HTable_index=l
While (no_of_words_in_summary <a) and (HTable_index< = p) 

j=HTable(HTable_Index, 1) "content of HTable in row HTable_Index and 
column 1"
Summary(j) = MScriptkj
no_of_words_in_summary= no_pf_words_in_summary + \MScriptj\ 
HTable_lndex= HTable _Index+l 
EndJVhile

Forj=l to p
Final_Summary =Final_Summary + Summary(j)
End^for

End

6. AN EXAMPLE OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Let us provide an example of the algorithm on a news article, taken from 
news site http://www.pathfmder.gr. For clarity of the presentation, we will 
demonstrate the application of the second step of the algorithm, taken that the 
domain is already defined for this document, and that the words setting up this 
domain are known. The domain of the specified news article is "accidents". 
The words setting up this domain D are typically, and by approximation:

D: {Odvaioi;, KaraoTpocpfj, xiovoTrccoan, xiovo9\>eM.a, KatoXiaOricrri, Tixpcbvcu;, 
wpo^, i^cofi, eni^cbv, VOOOKOUSIO, aDv0f|K£<;, 5uxaco<rr|, cruvepycio, 

c;, TteGauevoq, yiatpoq, Trupoapeorric;, ^npaaia, yakhfy,



, auTOKivr|TO, ipsvo, aepo^dvo, jdoio, cpop-rnyo,

In English the set would be:

D: {death, catastrophe, snowfall, blizzard, snowstorm, landslide, typhoon, 
cyclone, hurricane, tomb, life, alive, survivor, hospital, conditions, rescue, 
party, wounded/injured, dead, doctor, fireman, drought, hail, tragedy, bus, car, 
train, airplane, ship, truck, passenger, driver}

The news article to be summarized is the following: 

"TpaytoSia us /xoxpopeio OTHV EXpsria

12 veKpoi KCU 15 Tpavua-risq, EK TCOV orcoicov 01 4 aopapd euro 
) Xecocpopsiou OE

12 dvOpttmoi. exaoav TT| C,(or\ totx; euro jmbori tacocpopdou UE 27 £mpdT£<;, 
ae x«p68pa OTO Kavtovi Ba^£ TTH; E^peiiai;, KOVTO ota cruvopa ue TTJV 

To 8\)OTiJxr)(a,a ot|u£vcb0T]KS yupco one, 8, (bpa EXldSoi;, oiav X.iyo 
TO rtapaue06pvo %ojpi6 OpoiEp, o o8riY6(; TOD X£0)(popeioa) e^aae TOV 

, KaGcbi; o 5p6ux>c; fiTav oXiaOripoi; A.6yfl) TCOV ^lovoTtTKioecov. £TO 
Tt|<; "TpeX,f|<;" 5ia5po|j,r|<;, TO ^sowpopsio KaTGTteae OTO pd9o<; ^apdSpaq 

150 ueTpcov. 'AXX.a ocbuaTa sitipaTcbv EKa^svSovicjTriKav, dXXa
7tayi8£t>TT]KaV 0TO EOCOTEptKO TOD XECO^OpeiOD, TO OTtoio KttTBXri^S OTOV

7ru0U£va TOD TtoTajioiJ Jiot» 5iappE£i TT|v xap^Spa. Tia Tt| Sidocoor] TCOV 
ETU^COVTCOV Ttaipvow uepoq 7i£pino\> 200 ueXrj acoouKcbv cTUVEpyEicov - 
yiaTpoi, aoTuvouiKoi, TOipoapEOTSi; UKO^a Kai auvopocpvXaKei;- COOTOOO TO 
Epyo TOTX; eivav e^aipETiKd SuoKoXo KaOcbq OTTJV nf-pioyi] EJtiKpaToiiv 

KaipiKEi; <jvvQi\Keq. SiJu^cova (IE OOXTTIKCI auvEpyda, 15 Eivai 01 
, EK TCOV oiroicov 01 T£oo£pv<; KO)M oopapd. To XficocpopEio EI^E 

^£Kivf|O£i aito npodoTio TT|<; BEpvrn;, |^E TEX.IKO Tipoopiafxo TO ITO^IKO ^ifj,dvi 
01 £7npdT£<; (24 EA.p£Toi TODpiaT£<; KI r| ^Evayoq TOIK;) 6a 

OE KpoDa^iepo^oio. STO XficocpopEio i)7tf)p^£ Kai 
" o5ny6<;."

A translation in English of this is the following: 

"Bus tragedy in Switzerland

12 people died and 15 were wounded, 4 of whom seriously, in a free fall of a 
bus in a gorge.

12 people lost their lives from a bus fall in a gorge of Valle canton in 
Switzerland near its borders, with Italy. The accident occurred around 8 am



Greece time, when just after village Orsier, the bus driver lost control of the 
bus, due to slippery road and snowfall. The bus ended up in a gorge 1 50 m. 
deep. Some of the passengers were dashed out of the bus, while some others 
ended up on the bottom of the river that runs through the gorge. For the rescue 
of the passengers, about 200 members of rescue parties participate - doctors, 
police officers, firemen and border guards-but their task is too hard to 
accomplish, due to bad weather conditions in the area. According to the 
rescue parties, 15 people are injured, 4 of whom are in very serious condition. 
The bus had departed from a suburb of Bern, with a destination of Italy's port 
of Savona, where the passengers (24 Swiss tourists and their guide) would 
board on the cruise ship. There was a replacement driver on the bus."

The algorithm first defines the number of sentences and indexes them in a set. 
The set of sentences is as follows:

(Notation: in the following representation, the set is structured as [sentence, 
number of nouns belonging to the domain present on the sentence, total 
number of nouns])

Doc={[(Ad)8eKa veicpoi ... a£ xapd6pa),(3),(5)],[(Ad>SeKa dv0p{omn...ue -cnv 
lTaX,ia),(3),(ll)],[(To SuoTuxnua - TOOV xiovo7iTO)oscov),(3),(8)],[( £TO i&koq 
... 150 U£Tpa)v),(l),(5)],[(AM.a otb|iata ... -cnv x<xpa8pa),(2),(7)],[(ria Ttrv 
Sidacoari ... aoxnusc; Kaipucsq cruv0f|K&;),(6),(ll)],[(£uu(pa)va (is ta 
aoocmKd. . .TtoAu aop<xpd),(2),(2)], [(To

Then, it searches the words of the specified domain inside Doc set. 
Simultaneously, it creates the hashing table by computing the hr factor. The 
resulting hashing table is:

Sentence
AtbSeKa vsKpoi ... oe 
XapdSpa
AcbSsKa dv0pco7toi...u£ rnv 
IraAia
To 8wr6xn.ua ... TCDV
XlOVOTtTCOOeCOV

ETC TKkoC, ... 150 U£Tp«V

AM.a ocbuaTa ... TT|V 
XapaSpa
Fia THY 8iaca)OT| ... doxTIH^; 
KaipiKEt; o-w0f|K8i;
£iiu(poova u£ Ta ococmKa ... 
jrotaj oo|3apd

hr factor
0.6

0.27

0.375

0.2
0.286

0.545

1



To 
Ascocpopeio. . .Kpoua^iepoTiXoio
ZTO A£eo(popeio...oSny6c;

0.2

1
Table I. Hashing table of the document

The next step is to define the number of words we want to include in the 
summary. Let a be the number of words and for this case equals to 20. Then, 
by the hashing table, the Doc set and the relative position of sentences in the 
text the resulting summary is:

"Tpay<a5ia us Xetocpopdo arnv EAJkTia

£x>ji(poova ue ocootiKd owepyeia, 15 eivai 01 tpauua-riec;, 8K TOW ojioicov 01 
Teooepu; no'kv ooBapd."

In English the resulting summary is: 

"Bus tragedy in Switzerland

According to the rescue parties, 15 people are injured, 4 of whom are in very 
serious condition."

If a becomes 30 then the extracted summary is:

"TpaywSia UE taaxpopsio arnv E^ptTia

Iijuxptova u£ ocnoTiKa owspyda, 15 eivai 01 TpauuaTfeq, EK TCOV oirotov 01 
Teoaepvg 7ioA.ii oopapd. STO Xecocpopeio u;nipxe Kai "avartXnpcDnaTiKOi;" 
o5nyo<;."

In English the resulting summary is: 

"Bus tragedy in Switzerland

According to the rescue parties, 15 people are injured, 4 of whom are in very 
serious condition. There was a replacement driver on the bus."

If a in turn becomes 40 then the summary is: 
"Tpayco8ia JIE teaxpopsio arnv EXperia

A658KO veKpoi Km 15 ipomuaTiei;, ex TCDV OJTOUOV 01 Teaoepii; oopapd arco 
eJieijeepri nTtbcrri A^cotpopsioti oe ^apdSpa. Su^tova ue ocoa-riKd owspyeta, 
15 eivai 01 Tpaouatfei;, BK TCOV oTtoicov 01 teaoepn; TioXu oopapd. STO 
teaxpopeio UTtfipxe KOI "ava7tA,npa))j,aTiK6(;"



In English the resulting summary would be: 

"Bus tragedy in Switzerland

12 people died and 15 were wounded, 4 of whom seriously, in a free fall of a 
bus in a gorge. According to the rescue parties, 15 people are injured, 4 of 
whom are in very serious condition. There was a replacement driver on the 
bus."

If a becomes 80 or if we decide to include another sentence in the summary 
then the sentence to be included is the one with hr=0.545. Its positioning the 
text is relative to the original document. Therefore, the resulting summary is:

"Tpayw8ia U.E Xsoxpopdo oniv EXfkTia

Acb6sKa veicpoi Kav 1 5 Tpavuaiiec;, SK TCQV OTIOICDV 01 Tecaspic; oopapd arco 
8^ei30£pt| TTTtbori Xecocpopekm oe x<xpd5pa. Fia TT\ 6idacoor| TGOV em^cbvTcov 
Ttaipvow u£po<; 7t£pi.7rot> 200 [iekr\ OOXTTIKIBV cruvspyeixov -yiatpot, 
acrruvouiKoi, TrupoapsoTec; (XKoua KCU cruvopocpuXaKg^- coaioao TO epyo 
TOUC; eivai s^aipstiKci SVOKO^O Ka66<; <yrnv n£pioyr\ eniKpaxow doxriuei; 

m>v0f|K£i;, Eu^cpcova \is ocooiiKd owepyeia, 15 eivai 01 
SK TCOV OTioicov 01 Teaaspn; 7toA.v> oopapa. STO A^tocpopeio 

Kai "avotfAnpcouaTiKOf;"

The English version of this summary is: 

"Bus tragedy in Switzerland

12 people died and 15 were wounded, 4 of whom seriously, in a free fall of 
a bus in a gorge. For the rescue of the passengers, about 200 members of 
rescue parties participate - doctors, police officers, firemen and border 
guards-but their task is too hard to accomplish, due to bad weather 
conditions in the area. According to the rescue parties, 15 people are 
injured, 4 of whom are in very serious condition. There was a replacement 
driver on the bus."

8. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we present basic principles and an algorithm for extracting 
document content summary for Greek language, by using statistic methods. 
The algorithm presented is based on grammatical rules and semantic 
information dedicated for Greek language. The algorithm has been tested on a 
variety of news articles and produces satisfactory results for a variety of 
thematic subjects. Apart form the algorithm, a test case is presented to 
validate its performance.
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